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SUMMARY
OF CONCLUSIONS
AND REC-ATIONS

The Twelfth Meeting of the Technical AdvLory Committee of the Consultative
Group
1.
on International
Agricultural
Research was held from 2-6 February at FAO Headquarters in Rome,
Sir John Crawford was in the chair.
Italy.
2.
participants

observers and eleven other
The meeting was attended by twelve members, fiftenn
A list of participants
is attached hereto as Annex I.
in specfio discussions.

On opening the meeting the Chairman welcomed five new members to the Committee:
.
3.
Dr. A. Blumensohein, Professor of Genetios and Esceoutive Director of EMBRAPA,Brazil;
The
Honourable Dr. Hussein Idris, Minister of State for Agriculture,
Food and Natural Resources,
The Republic of the Sudan; Dr. J.C. Madama, Directo>General,
Philippine
Council for
Agriculture
and Resources Research, Los Banes; Dr. H.J. Oslage, Professor of the Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine, University
of Berlin and Director of the Institute
of Animal Nutrition,
Agricultural
Research Centre;
and Dr. T. Ajibola-Taylor,
Professor of Agricultural
Biology
and Dean of Agriculture,
University
of Ibadan, Nigeria.
He also welcomed back Dr. Sauger,
a former member of TAC, who had been invited to the present meeting to provide some degree of
continuity
in view of the large turnwer
of members, as well as to assist in discussion on some
important matters such as vegetable research.
For the benefit of new members, The Chairman briefly
explained the way in which
4.
the TAG worked pointing out that the rules were very simple and flexible,
that is, within the
constraint
of his having to limit,
now and again, the time devoted to discussion on items of
the agenda, the floor wae always open to any TAC member and if he desired could speak more
than once or even open a debate.
He invited free discussion amongst members and, in open
Sessions, contributions
from observers by way of question or comment.
He also pointed out
that rarely were formal votes taken but that normally the debate revealed a consensus of
opinion for which he was obliged to state and with the help'of members reach agreement and
report accordingly.
He invited new members to indicate at any time any difficulties
they
were experiencing as regards procedures.

-2Adoption of the Agenda (Agenda Item 1)
The revised provisional
agenda was adopted subject to any further revision which
5.
might prove necessary during the course of the meeting;
to the inclusion under Item 8 of
a discussion of Research on Water Use and Managemen$~ limitmtXSmian
of CA%'= to
_clomed seesion only,
Adoption of the Report of the Tenth Meeting of the TAC(Agenda Item 2)
6.
The draft report of the Tenth Meeting of the TAC was adopted:
Due to the fact
that members had insufficient
time to read the draft report of the Eleventh Meeting, it was
agreed to defer its adoption until the Nay meeting.
Report of the TAC Quinquennial

Review Mission to IRRI (Agenda Item 3)

The Chairman requested Dr. Swaminathan, Deader of the Kission, to introduce the
7.
report, reminding members that the quinquennial reviews were not intended to be inspections
but were essentially
joint examinations, by TAC appointed teams and Centres' Directors and
staff,
to appraise the scientific
thrust,
its progress and direction,
of the Centres' research
and outreach programmes.
Tke content of the Report was the prerogative of the Kission members,
but the Committee was free to comment and to request clarification;
any such comments would
be expressed in its own meeting report.

a.

Dr. Swaminathan welcomed the opportunity
offered for members' comments to be
utilized
in clarification
or improvement of the final text of the report.
Giving a brief
resumd of the membership of the Mission and its modus operandi he stressed that the basic
approach had been the Missionts attempt to assis=
Institute
to a greater degree of
effectiveness
through an analysis of achievements and constraints.
A framework for the
report had be.en agreed on at the outset and members allocated specific tasks according to
The Mission had access to Dr. Ruttan's paper on
their disciplines,
to the extent possible.
research evaluation,
an earlier TAC review report on the Agricultural
Engineering Programme and
excellent background provided by IRRI.
With few exceptions the views and recommendations
expressed in the report represented the collective
views of the Mission members.
9
He emphasized the usefulness of the visits
to certain aspects if the collaborative
/*
outreach work in Thailand and Indonesia, prior to the visit to TRRT Headquarters, which gave
members an insight into the diverse nature of IRRI's work at the country level and the various
problems encountered in conducting off-campus core research work (deep-water rice in Thailand);
and suLcontractua1
work aimed at strengthening national services (rice research station
development in Indonesia).
Referring to the draft report itself
Dr. Swaminathan explained the layout and
10.
sequence of the chapters (to which some changes might be desirable)
and commented first
on the
breakdown of TRRI's research budget between programmes, which t1ie Mission had endorsed in
principle,
pointing out the need for changes which might arise in the future.
The Xission
also noted wit3 satisfaction
that the allocation
of resources as between rice growing systems
corresponded broadly to the contribution
of those systems to total-rice
production.
Reviei*ring the highlights
of the report on a chapter by chapter basis Dr. Swaminathan
11.
referred first
to the Genetic Evaluation and Utilization
Programtne which accounted for 34% of
the research budget and was a multi-disciplinary
effort comprising all the work entailed in the
oollection,
conservation and improvement of rice germplasm.
The contribution
of breeders and
other disciplinary
scientists
is organized on a tew basis , and currently
comprises thirteen
inter-disciplinary
teams whose work is integrated by an Operations Committee.
Of an estimated 100,000 distinct
genotypes of rice IRRI had over 30,060 in its
12.
Facilities
for housing this collection
in short, medium and long-term storage
collection.
IRRT had already submitted proporals for improving this
conditions were grossly inadequate.
and for the provision of related laboratory and seed handling facilities,
storage facility,
and the Mission had been specifically
charged with reviewing and commenting on this proposal.

.

-3Recognizing the hmdamental importance of adequate germplasm storage the Nission had unequivoindicating
that in the face of
cally endorsed IRRI's proposals for the imprwed facilities,
rising building costs the work, especially
for storage, should be put in hand as soon as
a proviso had been added suggesting the use of a modular plan if total capital rev
possible;
It had also recommended the .prtision
of duplicate
quirements could not be realised at once*
storage elsewhere.
IRRI had a continuing progranune of classification
of its germplasm collections
for
13.
and had to date classified
some 25,000 of its total 30,000
a wide range of ohsractcristios,
was employed and the mission
An international
system, subject to computerization
accessions.
had strongly endorsed the early establishmen
of a proposed imprwed computer facility
to be
shared with other institutions
on the Los Danos campus*
Screening of the gsrmplasm was mainly undertaken at IRRI but it had become clear
14.
that screening for specific
traits
needed also to be undertaken more extensively
outside the
The Mission had therefore recommended the provision of additional
core funding
Philippines.
for extension of the screening of materials in natural 'hot spot' locations.
International
testing of germplasm was undertaken by an extensive International
Rice
15.
This was so fundamental to the continuing research programmes of IRRI that
Testing Network.
the Kission had recommended, as a matter of some urgency, it be fundedas part of the %ore"
budget rather than as a Special Project,
as at present.
Turning to the Pest and Disease programme of the Institute,
Dr. Swaminathan stressed
16.
the necessity seen by the Hission for an integrated approach, combining breeding, chemical and
agronomic practices (wider spacing for example) had been shown to
agronomic control practices;
one of the pests constituting
a
be particulerly
beneficial
in the control of brown plant-hopper,
major preoccupation at IRRI.
Recommendations had been made for certain strengthening
of the pest and disease
17.
and notice drawn to the a.dvisaresearch programmes, for the prwision
of needed new facilities,
bility
of giving attention
to diseases especially
which were currently
classi-fied as of minor
importance.
1.P,.
The importance of post-harvest
entomology and patholoar was also highlighted
as
these became even more significantly
important with changing cultural
practices,
particularly
those which enabled more than one crop to be teken in a year, with one coming into harvest .
lg.
Among the strengthening of certain activities
and consequently of staff in the
entomology division
the team had given prominence to work on insect ecology, becoming more and
more important as the cropping systems programme extends its parameters, and as more knowledge
was required for integrated control work.
Reoommendations were made for cooperative work with
ICIPX on the physiology and epidemiology of insect pests (probably with an ICIPS stsff member
stationed at IRRI) and for additional
headquarters staff competence.

20.
Heed control also raised specific problems in.the context of the present day
prices of commercial chemical herbicides,
as most effective
control measures were found to be
beyond the economic reach of the average small size farmer.
!Fhus, added attention
to nonc?enical weed control was urged, in the form of improved cultural
and agronomic practices and
systems.

21.
Tile cropping systems programme, whilst
still 'in its infancy, heA provided some
very convincing demonstrations of the possibility,
both agronomic and economic, of taking more
than one rice crop a year, and of alternating
rice with other selected crops in rot&ion.
The feedback from this programme, as suggested earlier,
was of considera,ble assistance to the
disciplinary
investigators
in pointing up gaps and new problems requiring solution.
These
rela.ted to many topics including photo-sensitivity
and susceptibility
at d.ifferent
seasons to
pests and diseases.
A mild note.of caution was sounded by the Mission with respect to the
need to restrain
extension activities
to prwen results of research, and on a location specific
basis.

'

-4The cropping systems programme was, in general terms,
22.
Mission and it8 continuation
was recommended, with attention
being
as they arose (as indicated previously),
and to the development of
framework of cropping systems which could lead to the development
extrapolation
to varying conditions,
23.
IZiI's
logical
invited
in due

well supported by the
given to new problems
a sound conceptual
of models subject to

Rffects of the environment on rice production were being closely examined in
new phytotron facility
and the Kission had made some suggestions for additional
physiowork which could prove profitable.
Other members of the Mission present were
to comment on the soil fertility,
water control and machinery sections of the report
coursee

Dr. Swaminathan gave attention
to the involvement of IRLII in post-harvest
tech24.
nology research on which subject the Hission had supported the views earlier expressed both
by the TAC and its first mission to IRRI to evaluate the engineering research programme, to
the effect that IRRI's work on post-harvest
technology should be confined to the farm and
transport,
grain drying, cleaning, milling and
village
level operations of threshing,
Certain aspects of improved technology, promulgated by IRX (e.g. short stiffstorage.
stemmed varieties;
maturation of first
crop in the wet seasoq etc.) necessitated attention
to, and changes in, accepted practices as a matter of some urgency.
A considerable role was nevertheless foreseen for IRRI at this level of technol25.
ogy, both within its own programme and as a contribution
to any further reaching regional
scheme on post-harvest
technology research which might be developed.
The programme of the economics group at IRRI consisted broadly of work in two
26.
The constraints
to the adoption of new technologies,
and the consequences arising
fields.
from their adoption.
The team had been highly impressed with the work of this group and
of the work of the economists with that of agronohad applauded the very close integration
and had suggested only that closer
mists, production research staff and statisticians,
integration
be sought with the engineers,,
*
programme were on two levels and aimed
T"e main approaches of the "constraints'
27.
The. first
that between experimental farm and farmers
at two recognized performance 'gaps*.
field,
using the same practices and the second, and more important, the difference
between
Tile
performance by farmers utilizing
new technologies and neighbours using Old practices.
IXRI group analyzed the factors responsible for both gaps md has recognized importart polic;r
implications
outlined in the report.
28.
The strengthening
of both the "constraints"
and the "consequences of t:Je adoption
of new technology" sectors of the work of the economics division,
by the addition of
experienced dsian economists was stressed'by the Xission.
The division was working in a
field in which it had a strong comparative advantage and its work was essentially
complenenAlready their work on input
tary to that of the national level economists in the region.
pricing and income distribution
was making a desirable impact.
In particular
fertilizer
pricing policy in the Philippines
had been affected by the former and a. result of the latter
was to indicate that the new technologies were essentially
scale neutral.
Three major areas had been reviewed by the Kission in handling research concepts
?3*
and organization.
Firstly
the comparative advantages and disadvantages of disciplina,ry
versus multi-disciplinary
research programming.
The Mission had concluded that whilst the
current multi-disciplinary
approach of IRRI, as well exemplified by the G?PJprogramme, was the
most appropriate,
single disciplinary
research should not be discouraged, but rather encou.raged (especially
in thoae fields in which fundamental problems still
existed, e.g. physiology).
29.
A second area of discussion was the concept of "finished
product" research.
IRRI
had to date maintained the practice of releasing serially
numbered varieties.
Shortly before
the mission's visit
however this policy had been changed in favour of the continuing release
of improved breeding materials,
leaving varietal
naming and release to national authorities.
T!!e Team welcomed this approach which it felt to be in the best interests
of the developmt?ntP
of strong national rice research
and production programmes.

-5Regarding basic reeearch, the nieeion hexing seen a oontinuing role for IRRI in
30.
'?$ission-oriented
basic researchwl Dr. Swaminathan explained that the term as used implied
or insecticide
resistance,
was
that the basic research undertaken e.g. on nitrogen fixation
oriented towexds the imprwement of the rice plant and its production,
and'was not purely
It could be defined as "applied fundamental research work with a clear purpose
speculative.
In this field there was also opportunity
for collaborative
work with other
in mind".
advanced centres and national instit?l;lions
and the current IRRI agreements with Cornell University and the Boyce-Thompson Institute
on non-symbiotic nitrogen fixation
provided an
excellent example of this.
The training
record of IRRI was most impressive and the team's impression during
31.
was that the research and production training
efforts
of IRRI were most
its 'field
visits'
highly appreciated by the participating
countries and were regarded as the first
priority
requirement.
IRRI trainees were proving invaluable in the running of national programmes,
particularly
those including network activities
with IRRI, and the two-way exchange established
return to the home country laid the basis for profitable
collabosubsequent to the trainees'
ration.
Whilst recognizing the appropriateness of concentration
on research training
as
32.
a first
priority
the mission nevertheless recognized that, as national research programmes
Some proposals
grew stronger more emphasis might need to be given to production training.
had therefore been included for strengthening production training
courses, including,
where
appropriate,
at the national level.
The cooperative relationships
of IRRI with rice producing countries were examined
33.
in detail by the Hission which had been struck by their complexity and wide-reaching nature.
Some very strong links had been established but the Xission saw the need to sound a note of
caution on the necessity to avoid any tendency for IRIS to substitute
for national progremmes.
In addition to the special international
nurseries handled by the International
34.
Rice Testing programne IRRI had special contract agreements in a number of countries,
including
the host country, to assist in the handling of production programmes, experiment station
development and research training.
The lission
had suggested that efforts
be made to interest
other developmental agencies in the purely production development aspects of rice outreach work
in order to release II?91 from this type of work and allow its staff to concentrate on research
aspects.
This, it was felt,
would remwe some frustration
currently
felt by outreach staff.
Proposals had also been made for improving the lot of outreach staff through better terms of
service, particularly
of tenure.
Cooperative relationships
with other international
oentres were also discussed
35.
and it was noted that formal agreements with CIAT and IITA/WPRUA for work in Latin America and
blest Africa respectively,
were currently being worked out.
The Kission had also recommended
that closer working relationships
be developed with FAO particularly
with reference to specific
aspects of the outreach work dealing with the adoption and application
of new technologies at
the national level.
In this respect the appointment of an FAO Liaison Officer for IRRI affairs
was noted and the Wission foresaw opportunities
for a working relationship
to be developed also
between IRRI and the new FAO Regional Plant Productivity
and l?exmManagement Commission, based
on the Regional Office in Bangkok.
The work of the new Consultative
Group on Food Production and Investment (CGFPI)
36.
was also foreseen as having considerable relevance to the furtherance of the application
of
IRRI's results and the establishment of a rice sub-group had been mooted in preliminary
discussions with the Chairman of the CGFPI.
With respect to cooperative research at the national level the Mission had suggest379
ed an evolutionary
change in relationships
to~one of an equal partnership basis with a
recommendation for the provision of further funds for more off-campus 'cor'et research
pro@mmes of the type exemplified by.the deep water rice research work in Niland.
Such
work could be concentratedin
the first
instance on site-specific
problems, such as those of
acid sulphate soils and 'hot spot' disease and pest research.

-6The personnel policies
of IRKI's had been commented on by the Kission, which
38.
commended IRRf*s approach to maintenance of the internationally
recruited
composition of
Specific recommendations had
the staff and its intentions
to reduce salary differentials.
been made to provide holding funds for outreach staff between assignments in order to ensure
them of the security of tenure referred to above.
The Library,
Information and iieneral Services of IRRI had demonstrated a high
39.
level of efficiency
and the Nission had made some recommendations for further training
to be
Recommendations had
offered in information
service operations for interested
countries.
also been made for additional
building space, greenhouses, and for the early completion of
negotiations
for an advanced computer facility
on a shared basis.
deferring to the returns on investments in IR!?I since its establishment in 19G0,
40.
which amounted to some $50 million for capital and core operating budgets, Dr. Swaminathan
pointed out the very real difficulties
in quantifying
returns to research in general and
separating these, particularly
in production increases, from returns due to other factors than
However, the team had pointed out that a. 18 growth increase in
simply increase in acreage.
$300 million worth of output.
ihng countries
rice production in S.E. Asia meant an additional
of t!le region had shown growth rates in excess of 1%. Although the attribution
of reasons
for these increases was difficult
to specify, being the product of many inputs, research was a
necessamd associate to, rather than a substitute
for those inputs, in that it made it possible
to raise the return on other investments.
It was also extremely difficult
to quantify the effects of a training
progracnme
a.ltho!lg!: the observations of the Fission in the field were, as already stated, that IRRI
trained personnel were at the core of many national rice research and production programmes.
The Xission had concluded that the investment so far made had been more than worthwhile,
and
i.l'l2-t continued, or rather slightly
increased investmen% over the next five years would I:ave
P measurable pay-off.
One of the indications
to be carefully
watched should be the closing
o-f tl;.e yield gap between the experimental station and the farmers' fields.

41.

1.2.
of t'he Yission's
Concluding his presentation
Dr. Swaminathan gave an indication
views expressed in the Yinal chapter - W?JI - Tne Xext Phase".
Some minor changes had been
proposed in the body of the report with regard to research priorities
but in the main IFFX'e
approach had 'oeen commended. The need for a continuing process of appraisal of priorities
has pointed up however, with a concomitant flexibility
in the programme enabling adjustments
to be made as required.
The three areas seen as deficient
in the early days of IX?I, namely
attention
to grain quality,
cropping under monsoon conditions and contact with farmers had
STOP!
received, and were continuing to receive, adequate attention.
The budget was considered
adequate and subject to the increases suggested it ,shou.ld meet IRRIts needs satisfactorily.
Finally the Mission had expressed its views on the need to establish the financing
/?3.
I)? -IB!?i and the other IA.??C~son a more permanent basis than that of the annual funding exercise, and had suggested ways in which the long-term provision of funds, necesseq to ensure
the continuity
of long-term research undertakings,
could be achieved.
4.4..
Dr. Pereira, also a member of ,tke Nission, supported the presentation
of Dr.
Swaminathan and commented on his excellent handling of the most difficult
task of leadership
of the Kission.
&fore turning to his specialist
sector of the Fission he commented on the
endless process of review by various bodies with which the relatively
small staff of 1F.X
had to contend and their extremely good application
to their-research
despite such pressures.
The Hission had, in fact, made a recommendation regarding the need to decrease the review
pressure at the Institute.
He also supported strongly the Nission's proposals for improving
the terms of appointment of key outreach staff - t'ne major personnel management problem
encountered at the institute.

-7On the question of soils research he explained the new realm of soil physics created
45*
by the taking of two rice crops in certain upland situations
in which, during the same year,
the soil was puddled in+o a structureless
mud and was then subsequently dried out and treated
as a normal dry soil seed-bed for the dry season crops*
This contradicted a great deal of what
uas known of the physical possibilities
of soils and posed a major problem.
For this reason
the Hission had recommended that IRRI obtain the services of a soil physicist.
Re felt that the benefits of research had been well demonstrated to the Mission
46.
by its contacts with farmers who had already during the year taken two good crops of rice (5
ton/ha) and were not too disturbed at the thought of any getting half a crop from their third
sowing1
Referring to the Agricultural
Engineering Programme, Mr. Webster had been concerned
47.
to know to what extent the recommendations of the earlier TAC review of the Engineering Programme
had been put into effect.
It was found that most had been acted upon with one major exception
- the closer association
of that programme with the economics department's 'constraints'
proof power source as one of the variables in the analyses of farmers'
gremmeI and the inclusion
?r3ctices.
Tle impact that a power tiller
could make in speeding up soil preparation could
rlake the difference
in some circumstances between the ability
to take two crops or only one.
$3.
'IXe Kiswion had endorsed the views of the earlier team which, as pointed out 'my
the Chairman, were also shared by TAC with regard to post-harvest
technology research, to the
effect that IRRI should limit its activities
whether within its own progremme or as a contribution to any regional programme, to the farm and village level.
In opening the discussion the Chairman expressed the wish to reach conclusions on
qy.
the Report not later than the next meeting of the Committee in May', in order -that these miglit
Ee was therefore prepared to give adequate
be presented to the Consultative
Group in July.
time for :iiscussion at the current meeting in order to advance the formulation
of a position as
Pai7 2.5 possible.
y.
Several members and observers participated
in the open discussion which followed.
All interventions
commendedthe quality of the report and offered congratulations
to t:le leader
Comments and questions
e.-.ndmembers oi’ the Yission for the admirable conduct of the review.
were mostly framed in such a way as to facilitate
the clarification
of obscurities
in the
rcnort
or to point up fini*in@ which speakers felt warranted no-e emphasis.
&

51.
TLe concern of the Mission that IRRI might be becoming too involved i?l national
programmes was referred to by one speaker with particular
reference to the Philippines.
LPbmbers
were assured that both research and extension were quite firmly in the hands of the national
services responsible.
This was not to deny t'ne very valuable assistance and inputs still
i)eing accorded by IRRT staff,
but these latter were being concentrated more a.nd more in those
fields in whit:: IR?2 still
had a comparative advantage, for example in water resources use,
and management; faxming systems; micro-economics, and the definition
of research priorities.
52.

results

i&Us-k recognizing the inkerent dangers of premature 8pplioation of preliminary
smanatiqg froa~ experimental work in the use of new teohnology in production programmes,

he felt that the drau&ic success obtained in increasing aetional rice yields vindicated the
rather wide-scale employed.
Revertheless it was clearly understood that the production
operations were still
in tZ:e study stage and current efforts were directed to ironing out
difficulties
encountered and evaluating possible consequences.
Remarking on the fact that the revised draft of the report already reflected
53.
many of the points he had made in advance, the Chairman expressed the hope that the rather
artificial
distinction
drawn between mission-oriented
basic research and applied research
could be avoided by some clearer definition.
-The.problems currently being,brought to the
notice of the Institute
by feed-back from field programmes, such as that in the Philippines,
indicated clearly the need for more applied work, especially
for example in entomology, as
well as for more basic laboratory work, e-g. in physiology.
Thus he would help to discourage
any idea that one type of research should be pursued to the exclusion of others, or that

-aHe was also
necessarily all the required research should be done at the oentre itself.
pleased that the Kission had examined other possibilities
of getting needed research done,
including if necessary, bringing of specialist
staff from other centres to work at IRRI.
Be provisions of the report with respect
54.
pointed up the need for organizat9onal flexibility
and
to collaboration
and cooperation depending on specific
The essential two-way nature of such partnerships,
and
'paternalism'
could not be too strongly stressed.

to work at the national level also
the employment of different
approaches
circumstances and the task to be done.
the avoidance of any suggestion of

Finally the Chairman commented that the three weeks allocated for the ?RRI review,
55.
including time spent in the field,
appeared to be the minimum which TN should allow for such
reviews, which could hsve an enormous besring on the future of the Centre concerned.
He
felt therefore some concern that insufficient
time tight, have been allocated for the forth.
commg
CIKWT renew.
Further attention might be given to this question.
One member commented that three weeks was probably the longest period for which
56,
people of the right calibre could make themselves available for review missions.
A very
useful purpose could be served therefore, if as in the present case, some or all of the
members of IAe Nission could be brought together briefly,
following the first
presentation of
the views expressed in a final,
the draft report, in order to work together on reflecting
more polished, version.
The costs of such a second meeting would be negligible
in comparison
with the expenditures of a Centre over a five-year period.
.&nother member sought clarification
and confirmation of the very strong emphasis
57.
given by the Mission to the genetic resources evaluation progremme, whic?l was something of a.
Similarly
he, and other
departure from the emphasis given maybe only five years previously.
speakers wondered whether the provisions of the report with regard to the cropping systems
9Fe
programme, conclusions on which appeared to be somewhat ambiguous, could be clarified.
less specific
question, of the probable best role for cropping systems research at an international centre as distinct
from that at the national level, might usefully he fel:,
fern a
theme for a TQC sponsored international
symposium.
Attention was also called to the rather positive recommendations for sqport of
58.
Tie dichotomy between simulation work, which tended to
agricultural
engineering research.
support peak labour demand as a constraint
on intensification,
and ex-post analysis whicli
conclusions.
tended to clew this, suggested a need for considerable caution in reach&
The economics progranme of the Institute
and the proposals made by the Es&on
59.
for its continuation and strengthening,
were strongly supported by several speakers, ?urther
caution was needed though in the selection of collaborative
agencies, and tile careful
eveluation of the professional
programmes and potential
inputs of such agencies into a
collaborative
programme, in order to pressrve the integrity
and productivity
of the IFEZ
effort,
There was a strong case made by the CGIAR representative
for the members of the
60.
Kission present to assign some level of priority
to the various recommendaAions made for
increases or adjustments in staffing
end in the provision of additional facilities.
Vhilst
agreeing in principle
with the proposal to take the International
Rice Testing Programme into
the %ore" budget he explained the difficulties
met by some donors who found 'Special
TIllis was a point
Project' support often the most convenient form of-financial
support.
which the CGIAR would need to face however, and he was glad that it had been raised by the
I'ission.
Similarly
the CGIPR would be interested in another question raised by the I$ission,
namely the relationships
being developed between IRRI and the other IARC's, the formalization
of which was awaited with interest.
The disease and pest research work of the Institute
was also wermly supported,
Gl.
along with the Nission@s recommendations .for wider testing in the so-called ‘hot spot' looations
In the same way future
and the attention called to currently minor diseases and pests.
needs for fundamental work on insect physiolo~
and ecology and for post-harvest
storage work
had been foreseen.

-9Referring to the nomination of an FAO liaison officer
for IRRI, the representative
62.
of FAO stated that this a&ion had been taken with most of the International
Centres in order
to improve mutual contacts and exchanges.
With speoific respeot to IRRI it was intended to
ensure that FAO kept up-to-date with the work of the Institute
and that the applicability
of
IRRIls research results to over 200 field projects managed by FAO involving rice and the
opportunities
for collaboration
on these, be explored.
He commendedthe report of the Mission
but sought some reassurance that sufficient
cognizance was taken by the Institute
of the
genetic vulnerability
of certain IRRI materials with vast areas being sown with uniform
varieties.
One member specifically
commendedthe inter-disciplinary
approach of IRRI to the
63.
problems of constraints
to the adoption of new technology and saw the desirability
for
clarification
of the respective emphasis suggested by the Mission to be given to disciplinary
He hoped that the real needs of the farmer would not be lost
and inter-disciplinary
research@
sight of through an wer sophisticated
or too theoretical
approach to experimentation.
Referring to the strong emphasis now being given to upland rice in IRRI's programma,
64.
and its particular
relevance to Latin American conditions he requested the team members to
clarify,
if possible, the conclusions regarding the most appropriate mechanism for the desired
collaboration
between IRRI and CIAT (or alternatively
a selected national centre) for the better
conduct of its work in S. America.
Responding to members comments and suggestions Dr. Swaminathan expressed his
65.
gratitude for the constructive
way in which these had been made. Referring to the cropping
systems programme he agreed that the final draft would clarify
the position of the Mission.
The recommendation would be to the effect that although a continuation
of this programme at
the present level was currently
foreseen it could be envisaged that if rice improvement programmes were emminently successful then increased yields could lead to the replacement of rice
as a crop on some marginal lands by other, better adapted crops.
Consequently the Rission had
felt that collaboration
with other international
centros interested
in other crops could. be
valuable for intensifying
research on rice-based farming systems involving,
f-or example, sorghum,
wheat and maiae.
It was not the intention
to suggest that IRRI should attempt to coordinate
all cropping systems work, but should simpljr aim at collaboration
in those involving rice.
This
would be adequately clarified
by reference to the Mission's examination of-farming systems work
in the outreach programmes.
He also supported the suggestion that TAC itself
might consider a '
symposium discussion on this pestion.
66.
Similarly
with regard to upland rice it would be made clear that the Mission
intended to convey a wish to see this work continued, but to indicate at the same time that
future reappraisal and possible reduction of the programme might be necessary.
He would also
attempt to clarify
the Mission's views on upland rice programmes in Latin America with
especial reference to Brazil.
He confirmed that the Mission was anxious to see a balance maintained between
67.
multi-disciplinary
and single disciplinary
approaches to research.
The report had indicated
those fields in which it considered disciplinary
research ,nceded to be continued or strengthended and had made proposals for alternative
approaches involving
other centres of excellence.
68.
Reiterating
the firmly expressed conviction
of the lission
that the proposals of
IRRI for germplasm conservation were thoroughly sound he emphasised that these were based on
the urgent need to collect and conserve rapidly disappearing germplasm which could make valuable
contributions
to future breeding programrmcs. The table'to
be issued with the report made
quite clear the very narrow base on which c-rent
resistances,
for example, were established,
and he felt that the need for diversifying
genes for resistance alone merited a very major
effort.
The much discussed question of post-harvest
%echnology had been raised by several
69.
members and the Mission had clearly expressed its views, endorsing those of the TAC, that IRRI
should concentrate on farm and village
level technology, witk especial reference to thrcsking,
crop drying and milling.
The engineering department were making a valuable impact,022 tkis
.

/
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- 10 work and this formed one of tke reasons for tke Mission's support of tkat programme.
A
revised form of words would be sought to indicate tbc view of the lission
that the main
reasons to continue support for engineering researok were its role in the reduction of
drudgery and its contribution
to increased production;
rather than any suggestion of
reduction of labour input.
Dr. Swaminatksn expressed his full agreement with the proposal that the Mission
70.
members present should attempt an indication
of priorities
within their recommendations for
He believed that first
priority
should be given to those
increased staff and facilities.
proposals which were associated with the consolidation
of existing gains and the more rapid
In this connection he referred to crop protection
elucidation
of felt constraints.
specifically,
as a majority of Asian farmers had indicated,
in IRRX's recent review, that
pest problems formed the prime constraint'on
production,
The recommendation to strengthen IRRI's staff by the secondment of Asian national
71.
staff,
particularly
economists in the first
instanoe, stemmed from a desire to see a better
balance between developed and developing country staff without robbing developing countries
of their best personnel.
The mutual contributions
which could be made througk a process of
be of tremendous benefit to both
short Berm (3 - 5 year) secondment, could, the Nission felt,
IRRI and the national services concerned.
A point omitted from the presentation
of the report, which Dr. Swaminathan wished
72.
to convey to members, related to an exchange of germplasm between IRRI and the People's
Many of the strains from
Republic of China wkiok had taken place during a visit
in 1974.
China were very early maturing and the Mission had been informed that at least one of these
very early strains had been found to be free of undesirable association with photo-sensitivity.
Re thus saw considerable merit in collaboration
with China in future germplasm collection
programmts, and expressed the hope that this might prwe feasible.
In closing Dr. Swaminathan gave specific
attention
to a question from the Chair73.
man regarding the judgement of the Nission on the precise germplasm storage facilities
proposed
Re indicated that the Mission had reviewed the architect's
proposals and had been
by IRRI.
its comments and
given an explanation,
using a model, of the purpose of the facilities.
This would be niade cpite cle;?r
recommendations were in respect of t3at particular
building.
in ,the amended dra.ft which would also emphasise the Hission's
s gtstion t;\& a mo3xla.r form
of construction
(to which the building proposals lent themselves should be adopted if
necessary to ease the capitalload
at aqr one time.
The representative
of the World Bank then informed the Committee that the Pank
74.
was working with IRRI on a proposal to hold a symposium to share the experiences of workers in
some 17 development projects involving rice and the dissemination of new varieties.
Some
encouraging extension developments had occurred and there was great merit in sharing these, as
well as exposing IRRI and production staff to each other's thinking.
In opening the closed session discussion the Chairman reiterated
his suggested
75emphasizing that the final report would be the responsibility
of the
procedural outline,
members of the Mission and that TAC comments, at this and the next meeting, would be
incorporated in the TX's own report which would be submitted to the Consultative
Group
members at the same time.
He offered members the opportunity to endorse the report if they
wished, with or without comment or request for additional
emphasis, reminding them again that
a final position would be taken at the next meeting.
Several members expressed their complete satisfaction
with the report, provided
that suggestions for improvement already made could, to the extent possible, be incorporated
in the final version, and asking for specific
attention
to be drawn to the recommendations
for accommodating outreack trtaff between assignments and the request for minor amendments to
the titling
of the chapter en peats and diseases.

76.

.

- 11 There was general agreement also that priorities
within the recommendations
17.
should be allocated,
and cleared with Xission members. Failing this it might be necessary
for the Committee itself
to formulate some proposals for priorities
at its next meeting.
The Chairman sought the agreement of members to give some specific
attention
in
78.
their comments to the Agricultural
Kackinery Development and Post-harvest Management programmes. In respect of the latter he wanted to make it clear that TAC was fully cognizant
of the importance of the subject but did not think it appropriate for TORI to accept a
management responsibility
for any regional or global programme, and that its own programtne .
In this respect, and a-t that level, it
should be limited to the farm and village
level.
could make a valuable contribution
to other programmes of wider concept and handled by another
The recommendation of the report should therefore make it clear that it
agency or agencies.
is made in terms of IRRI's responsibility
only, without implying a negative attitude
towards
of examining more embracing proposals
TAC would, in fact, welcome the opportunity
other work.
perhaps of a network nature.
In suggesting endorsement of the Machinery Programme it would be fair to reflect
74;.
the view taken at a previous TAC meeting that mechanization resesrc?! must be related Lo the
T!~us, as expressed earlier,
it
processes of pro&&ion
and harvesting by the small farmer.
s';ould indicate that mechanization can assist labour, without reducing its intensity,
and can
In this connection one member proposed that an earlier wording used by
improve production.
Tnis form of words emphasized the principle
that prork on
the Committee, should be employed.
mechaniza"tion should be considered relevant if its main thrust was directed towards in.creasing
the amount of rice that becomes available on the market rather than towards a reduction in
There was general agreement that this formula should be used and the
labour requirements.
Kission leader undertook to incorporate this in the final version.
A further question was raised by the Chairman on the relative
allocation
of
SO.
The report indicated t?at t3e
resources as between irrigated
and rainfed and uple.nd rice.
which tallied
rather well wit:, the
Lission felt that IRRI had achieved a fair distribution,
However the Committee had earlier endorsed a
production figures of the different
areas.
in rain-fed rice and he wondered if ?i15~+LVOWrather faster development of work and interest
ing strength was recognized fully.
%I.
Another member again questioned t?!e amount of emphasis placed on 'upland rice - as
distinct
from rainfed rice in general terms - in view of its rather more limited potential
w1..enthe physiology of the rice plant.itself
was considered, and questioned whether t':ere 'was
a scientific
base for expecting productivity
increases in that sector.
22.
Dr. Swaminathan, supported by other members, referred to the considerable ereas
of -t'le world in w!lic'ii upland rice was tY?e major cultivation
system PolloTfred end that in w'lic?
iqoreases would hmre to be sought,
Consequently the work at IXRI, although showing the
fensihllity
in the P'lilippines
of taking two rain-fed crops of rice through t%e use of sFort
dllration varieites
and improved cropping management, agronomy and weed control, had milch wider
application
elsewhere.
This was amply confirmed by TAC members from Africa and Latin America.
TLe widespread testing programmes of IRRI ensured tLat all materials were tested in as diverse
situations
as possible.
Following adequate stud" of climate'analyses
(average duration axd
intensity
of rainfall,
rainfall
distributior+etc.
3 it should then be possible to develop
tgackage8' including appropriate varieties
fw a wide range of upland conditions,
It was
not felt by the Kission that irrigated
rices were in any way suffering
from neglect;
rather
that a'more equitable balance of programme had been achieved.
In reply to a question from the Chairman regarding,the
choice of crop as between
83.
say, rice and wheat when given a limited water supply situation
and the considerably smaller
water needs of wheat, Dr. Swaminathan pointed out that a further choice of crops existed,
given the availability
of water, as between wheat and cold-tolerant
rice.
Hence the importance of the IRRI testing programme for cold tolerance.
However where water really was a
constraint
it was clear that the crop with the least requirement should be selected.
This
question was not raised in the report but it was agreed that it might well be raised with IRRI
economist8.
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In summineup the closed session discu&ion
the Chairman remarked that there
appeared to be.emerging a clear consensus for general endorsement of the Mission's report.
It would also appear to kin to provide a fine contribution,
as a pioneer, to the further
mther
comments, especially
on the,priorities
for
process of TAG quinquennial reviews.
change in the IRRI programme, would be wel.come at the next meeting.

84.

Report of the TAC Vegetable Research Appraisal

Mission

(Agenda Item 4)

Before inviting
Dr. Marcano to present the report of the TAC Vegetable Research
85.
Appraisal Mission, the Chairman, for the benefit of the new members, briefly
related the
antecedents of this mission.
He recalled that in the old (1973) Priorities
Paper, or for
that matter, in the revised paper to be discussed at the present meeting, vegetables were
included in the priorities
statesent in view of their potential
importance as a food even
though they were not plaoed in the first
priority.
Not only were they important from the
aspect of the quality of food but also it was clearly recognized that in some areas they
comprised a vital ingredient 'in the total food supply in terms of calories as well as other
components.
86.
There had been suggestions made for the creation of special centres for vegetable
production on the grounds that particularly
in Asia, but not only there, vegetables were a
much more significant
part of the diet than recognized and apparent from TAC,s confining
In point of fact even before TAC had been appointed there was
of priorities
to cereals.
the beginnings of an institute
in Taiwan working on vegetables under the leadership of
Apart from any political
difficulties
end notthe former director
of IRRI, Dr. Chandler.
withstanding
certain other problems not wholly at the disposal of TAC, the proposal for
supporting the centre in Taiwan, if and when vegetables were prosecuted seriously under
TAC,s aegis, was open to doubt for reason that Taiwan was ecologically
less well situated.
However, while these matters were of some consequence, the primary reason why
TAC decided to re-open the question of vegetables was the clear recognition
that vegetables
were a major priority
in the diet of a vast number of people in the developing countries.

87.

88.
The Vegetable Research Appraisal Mission mounted by TAC was not the first
of its
kind since there had been en earlier mission volunteered and very usefully
carried out by
the Rockefeller Foundation under the leadership of Dr. McClung, although this latter mission dealt more specifically
with the need for an international
centre to replace AVRDC
in Taiwan.
In presenting the report of the appraisal mission, Dr. Marcano firstly
extended
89.
a welcome to Professor Munger who had been an important member of the team through his
knowledge of vegetables in the tropics and in this capacity invited to the meeting to assist the discussion.
For the benefit of members who had not had time to read the report
90.
Dr. Marcano dealt at length with the salient points of the report.

in detail,

Initially
he referred to the Terms of Reference prepared for the mission and then
he named individual
members of the tesm (vide Appendix II, Report of the TAC Vegetable Research Appraisal Mission, DDDR/IAR: ‘76/l FLESTRICTED,January 1976).

91.

He proceeded with an account of the mission's assembly and briefing
in Rome, followed by visits
to five countries:
Senegal, Nigeria, fndia, Thailand and Indonesia, and
discussions in Wairobi during an overnight stop.

9.

Although the schedule was a very heavy one, Dr. Marcano remarked that the team
93.
had managed to hold discussions with many diverse groups of people including vegetable
researchers and nutritionists
aa well as the research administrators
and policy makers.
Time was also taken to visit
field stations and inspect the work done.
Altogether the mission travelled
for 30 days returning to Rome for preparation
94.
of the report for which the assistance of the TAC Secretariat
was gratefully
acknowledged.
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He pointed out that a primary aim of the mission was to obtain a clear picture
959
of the situation
of vegetable research in all the countries visited.
A major problem confronting
the team was the dearth of statistical
data.
The team concluded that apart from in India where there were some well established
96.
research institutions,
vegetable research in all other countries visited was only at the
Some of the development in this field was by means of lJNDP/FAOor World
developing stage.
Bank projects.
The mission had found the research emphasis in all countries placed on what the
97.
team had coined as ,,conventional,, vegetables, that is, the vegetables grown for commercial
use or export and very little
attention was given to the "native,, tropical
vegetables extensively
eaten by the rural people.
Dr. Narcano remarked that in spite of the lack of substantive data the team be98.
lieved there were adequate reasons on economic grounds to justify
additional
research on
These were enumerated in paragraph 11 of the Seport.
vegetables.
The mission established that all the countries placed high priority
on the need
999
to support the expansion of vegetable production and in most vegetable research was a component of the national economic development plans.
But, here again as the team had discovered, this development was given over almost exclusively
to those vegetables primarily
for marketing or export.
100.
In view of the fact
tries consume mostly l,native*l
greater emphasis on these.

that the bulk of the rural
vegetables the team in its

and urban peoples in these counreport had placed relatively

101.
It was verified
that vegetable production and marketing were labour intensive
generating employment for many rural and urban people.
In fact in all countries visited
vegetable growers were found to be among the high-income farmers, and in Thailand, for
example, more and more rice farmers were going more for vegetable growing because they
could derive a much better income than from their rice paddies.
it was clear the demand for vegetables
102.
In all the developing countries visited,
would continue to grow in line with the growth in population.
The consequences of a possible increase in real income oonco,nittant with the efforts
to solve the hunger problem
of the under-nourished populations indicated the urgent need for serious attention
to be
given to the accelerated expansion of vegetable production in tropical
countries.
103.
!!ith regard to nutritional
aspects the team had given considerable emphasis to
the finding that in all countries nutritionists
had stressed the importance of vegetables
in supplying not only vitamins, particularly
vitamin A, and some minerals but also adeEspecially were vegetables considered to provide
wate amounts of proteins and calories.
a good balance of amino acids in diets low in animal protein as well as adding variety
That some vegetables such as the leafy greens, were capable of
and taste to the diet.
producing proteins and calories at rates equal to those of the more important staple
crops was emphasized in the report.
104.
As regards the various crops and species and the problems needing additional
research, Dr. Marcano commented on the protracted discussion amongst team members on the
decided to place more emphasis on a few of
best approach to adopt. The team had finally
These were listed under three 'main groups of crop species:
the most important vegetables.
(1) tomatoes and related solanaoenus crops; (2) leafy green vegetables; and (3)
leguminous vegetables.
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In every country visited
tomatoes were regarded
were grown extensively
in all countries and there existed
wealth of information of constraints
to production and for
that rapid and significant
progress could be made on this
stable research programme had been established.

as the most important crop. They
a good source of germ plasm and
these reasons the team believed
crop as soon as a serious end

106.
The mission considered the leafy green vegetables of the tropics as of almost equal
priority
to tomatoes although it was difficult
to establish where of the leafy greens should
The amaranths were selected as deserving initial
attention because they
be given attention.
were eaten by the rural poor in every country, the protein percentage on dry matter basis
almost equalled that from the daily grain intake, and they were reported to have high amounts
Amaranths were known also to have high contents of
of sulphur-containing
amino acids.
minerals and vitamins, particularly
vitamin A and they have the more efficient
C4 type of
Other apparent advantages of this crop are the existence of a wide genetic
photosynthesis.
relatively
few pest and disease problems and they grow equally well in semi-arid
variation,
and tropical
humid environments.
107.
deserving

The cold water convolvulus,
special attention.
'

Ipomoea aquatica,

was regarded es another species

108.
The third priority
group? the leguminous vegetables, included the immature pods
the leaves of many legumes. One advantage of these
and weeds, the sprouts, and occasionally
The
over the leafy greens is the reduced proneness to rapid post-harvest
deterioration.
mission had suggested that initially
research should be concentrated on the Vigna species
including cowpeas, yardlong bean and the mungbean.
109.
Turning to the subject of the needs for additional
internationally
supported
research, Dr. Karcano stated that the mission had listed six good reasons w'hy vegetable
research should be assisted in the developing countries.
These were: (1) the grossly
inadequate scope, depth and organization
of current research activities
in most countries;
(2) an international
programme would be in a better position than a national one to carry
out research on those vegetables which were of less commercial importance but of great
(3) it would be difficult
for national programmes
nutritional
value to the population;
to generate adequate support to work on but a few species; on the other hand the combined
area in tropical
countries planted in any given species could justify
international
support for research on that species; (4) international
assistance could assure continuity
of effort,
mostly lacking in national programmes, by providing information,
and experimental materials and help in planning the programmes; (5) it would not be economically
feasible for most national programmes to assemble and evaluate the large germ plasm collection needed for the improvement of each species ; and (6) the scope and depth of reto increased production of vegetables in
search on pests and diseases, a major constraint
the tropics,
was beyond the capability
of most national progrsmmes.
110.
With regard to the missionteam's
deliberations
on the organizational
form,
activities
and location of an international
effort he recalled the long discussions in
which several possibilities
had been considered.
They reached the conclusion that the
former proposal for organizing a network of existing institutions
working on vegetables
was not likely
to be successful.
In the team's opinion only by establishing
a new international centre as a base for the network would the required boost to vegetable research
be achieved.
Particular
advantages of the proposed centre over a more diverse effort were
greater efficiency
in activities,
a clear rather than diffuse responsibility
for deciding
on priorities
and making any necessaq programme changes, and the stimu&ating effect on
the staff of having vegetables as the focus of thought and activity.
As well, an international centre would provide a counsel for national research workers with specific
problems.
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On the second-last point Dr. Xarcano cited the case of the work on tomatoes at
IOTA as an example of what the mission team believed would happen if instead of a new centre one or more of the existing international
centres took on the responsibility
for
In this tomato research was a component of the farming systems provegetable research.
was only of secondary consideration.
gramme and thus, in effect,
Sefore proceeding to deal with other aspects of the report he called on Prof.
112.
Kunger to add his comments particularly
on the nutritional
importance of vegetables.
113.
Professor IiIunger commented that while the many people he had. talked to recognized
the importance of vegetables in supplying vitamins and minerals to the diets of people in
tropical
developing countries,
they were not convinced of the need for research on vegetables relative
to that for staple crops as long as there remained a deficiency
in the
supply of calories and proteins in these diets.
He felt his main contribution
to the report and this further discussion was to counter this belief that vegetables were only
good for minerals and vitamins.
On the contrary a number of vegetables compared favourably
with cereals and legmes as producers of calories and proteins as well as supplying minerals
and vitamins in large amounts. These were the vegetables to which the mission had given
priority
for research.
Re was of the opinion that the vegetable specialists
had not generally reco&nized
114.
and called attention
to the total nutritional
contribution
of vegetables because they had
not been correctly
interpreted
the tables of composition of plant foods in respect of
nutrient content.
Whereas the composition of seeds, with relatively
low moisture content,
was reported on a dry weight basis that for vegetables was usually given in terms of fresh
weight and therefore gave by comparisonamuchlower value for nutrients.
He referred to
Table 3 of the report which listed twenty-five
vegetables with after-cooking
protein content higher than that of rice (2.2 per cent wt. basis).
While the list was dominated b;r
legumes it did include a number of leafy vegetables which ranked in protein content right
up amongst the legumes and higher, in fact, than some of the edible pods of the immature
lepnes,
for example, cowpeas.
to jus115.
However, as Professor Munger pointed out, these data were not sufficient
tify the claim of vegetables as good protein producers.
It needed to be supplemented with
data of production per unit area of land combined with a time factor because of the different lengths of growing periods of the various crops end the possibility
of intensive
cropping in tropical
environments. .
116.
He referred to Table 4 of the Report which showed production of protein per hectare
per day for the more important crops in the United States.
Apart from the legu!mes soyahigh
bean, beans and peas, and potatoes of which the white variety produced a surprisingly
protein yield, vegetables were not prominent in this list of crops but on the basis of experiments and a search of the literature
he had established that vegetables, such as
mungbeans and amaranths, could produce protein at the same rate per unit area per day as
soyabeans.
He again commented on the fact that vegetables also supply considerable
117.
of vitamins, particularly
A and C, as well as important minerals.

amounts

118.
Further to this he had included Table 7 in the Report to indicate the high amount
of edible dry matter in terms of Kg/ha/dsy produced by vegetables (in this example the
edible pods of mungbeans) as compared to sugar cane and rice.
Additional
evidence indicating
the nutritional
value of vegetables is given in
119.
These data, from a German source, show that on a yearly basis it
Table 8 of the Report.
was possible to obtain higher yields of protein from some of the green vegetables, or
combinations of vegetables, than from a cereal crop while the same vegetables give
comparable amounts of calories in addition to very important amounts of vitamin C.

- 17 Impressive as these data were, Professor Munger emphasized the need for much more
120.
information of this kind and he stated he would regard one of the functions of an international effort was to find out more about the relative
productive potential
of the lesser
known vegetables of tropical
developing countries.
In respect of the mission's decision on priorities
121.
he believed that on the basis of the nutritional
information
been rather difficult
to justify
the first
priority
afforded
just recently come across data which revealed a surprisingly
crop of tomatoes.

among the vegetable species
available to the team it had
tomatoes. However, he had
high protein content in a good

He had also come to realize the nutritional
value of onions after making a com122.
parison of the protein content of average yields of this crop with s@Ja beans. He reported
that with average yields of soya beans in the New York State they obtained 289 Kg. On
this evidence onions and tomatoes were producing more protein than a leguminous crop. He
obtained similar results from a comparison of these crops grown in California
where overall
yields were higher.
Professor Nunger referred to information from a large onion dehydrating company
123.
in the United States which had bred onions with a higher dry matter content and obtained
yields of 600 to 1200 pounds protein per acre, or 672 to 1344 Kg. protein per hectare.
124.
On the basis of these data on protein content and data on total world production
of tomatoes and onions he contended that these crops were grossly underrated as protein
suppliers.
Overall he believed the nutritional
value of vegetables was a subject deserving
of much closer study.
He realized that as compared to the green legumes, tomatoes, onions
and the leafy green vegetables were not so well placed in terms of ready storage of protein but because in the tropics they could be grown at most times of the year protein
storage was of lesser importance and was outweighed by the extra nutritional
value of the
vegetables.
125.
In conclusion he pointed out that nutritionists
emphasized the importance of vegetables in providing a diversity
of proteins and therefore a better amino-acid balance to
the diet and that this made the body less vulnerable to disease.
126.
Dr. Ivlarcano then referred back to that part of the Report dealing with the establishment of criteria
for selection of the location of an international
centre for
The team did not attempt
vegetable research if, and when, TAC decided to recommend this.
to fix a location for the suggested modest-sized centre but recommended a special study
(i) a location in Asia; (ii) a tropical
lowland
group using the following guidelines:
easy access to a range of altitude
to provide
site with marked wet and dry seasons; (iii)
of good diverse vegetable
different
temperature ranges; (iv) a country with a tradition
growing, and (v) location preferably near an existing strong university
faculty of agriculture for development of cooperative'training
progrsmme. In addition to these specific
requirements there were several other generally accepted criteria
which members were aware
of when considering the location of an international
centre in the CG system.
127.
With regard to the recommendations on requirements for supporting action in relation to extension, marketing, price policies,
etc., the teem placed particular
emphasis
on the need for the supply of good seeds since in almost every country visited
this was
The teem considered that
regarded as one of the most limiting
factors besides research.
an international
centre could pley an important role by not only producing seeds, but also
by providing information,
training
end other assistance for countries producing their own
seed stocks.
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The TAC Secretary, at the invitation
of the Chairman, then explained the supplementary data which he had prepared in attempt to help strengthen the mission's case for an
His own experience in information gathering at FAO had led him to
international
effort.
the opinion that the scarcity
of data on the nutritional
contribution
of vegetables to the
diets on an individual
or family basis in developing countries,
or for that matter, on the
actual amount people spent on vegetables, was a major wehess
in the case for strengthening research on vegetables.
129.
starting
up.

He suggested that the collection
of up-to-date
point for a research programme in any institute

data should be the fundamental
and/or network that might be set

He thought the additional
information from FAO sources substantiated
the case
130.
of the mission team for the importance of certain species in the diet of peoples of the
developing countries, namely, tomatoes, onions, leafy greens and species of melons, which
latter were often regarded as fruits.
The data in the FAO Production Yearbook for 1974 showed that the total area under
131.
vegetables in developing countries exceeded the total area for white potatoes, for example,
a crop for which the CG supported an international
centre.
It also exceeded the total for
Another interesting
fact was that the total area under
crops like tobacco and fibres.
vegetables in the developed countries exceeds that in the developing countries even though
the total population was much less.
However the list reported only the marketed vegetables
and probably did not represent more than one third of the total consumption in the developing countries.
Other tables produced by the Secretary confirmed the evidence presented by Dr.
132.
Nunger on the contribution
of vegetables to calories and protein in the diet.
A basic question in the light of these interesting
statistics
was why, in fact,
133.
don't vegetables contribute more to the diet of people in developing countries.
He thought
this was a problem that members may wish to explore further.
Data from the Philippines
revealed that expenditure on vegetables was of the order of 12 per cent of total expenditure on food which was higher than their contribution
to the diet in terms of calories and
proteins.
He felt that one important consideration
not specifically
covered in the Report
134.
This meant that there was a tendency for
was the high income elastioity
of vegetables.
more vegetables to be consumed in the better endowed countries than the very poor, although the data msy be somewhat skewed since so many of the vegetables, and particularly
the leafy greens, were not marketed and thus not recorded.
Other data presented by the Secretary included Table 5 showing that in Kadagascar
135.
nearly three-quarters
of vegetables produced were of the leafy kind (br&des) while tomatoes, onions , ,green legumes and curcubits were the main marketed species; and Table 6
giving data from Togo which indicated the very large number of species consumed as well
as the important complementary role of vegetables in the diets of the various tribes
regardless of whether they consumed cereals or root crops as the staple food. Data from
the Philippines
(not shown) revealed rather more strikingly
the extraordinaq
large number
the leafy greens, consumed although the figures suggested that
of species , particularly
only about ten of these were really important to the diet.
The Chairman, in opening the general discussion* took up the question of why
136.
vegetables rather than grain were not used more extensively
as a source of food if it
as the data had demonstrated, to produce on a unit area basis the essential
were possible,
The answer became clear when
calories as well as an enriched diet from vegetables.
It was simply
vegetables PJere compared with grain, acre by acre, at a given level of cost.
a case of Engel's law becoming firmly established whereupon with rising income people

- 19 tended to diversify
their diet and consume more expensive foods.
This was true of both
the developed and developing countries wherein with higher incomes the consumption of
vegetables increased in proportion to grain or potatoes which at low levels of income
provided the essential calories and minimum protein supply.

137.
He stressed the importance of understanding this relationship
since the problem
before TAC was not so much to provide food for higher incomes-but to recognize the possibility
that vegetables were an important, though not necessarily
predominant, part in
the diets of the low income people.
If TAC took this approach then within its terms of
reference it had a stronger case for doing special work on vegetables.
138.
While realizing
the difficulties
faced by the mission in obtaining substantive
data he invited Professor &lunger and TAC members to comment on the question he had put.
by so many people,
IIe would like to know why the tomato, for example, was given priority
Did it promise to provide the benefits of a vegetable diet more cheaply than other vegetables or was it simply because the tomato was richer than sny other vegetable, kilogram
On the other hand, were the leafy vegetables such high yielders as people
for kilogram?
made out that they might be at a favourable cost advantage as compared with cereals?
Or in other words, could any of the mission team or TAC members on the basis of their own
observations make a more definite
statement on the extent to which vegetables in developing countries provided a critical
and significant
proportion of the diet under present
conditions?
139.
Professor Nunger responded by comparing the data presented by the Secretexy and
the information he had himself collected during the mission.
Re commented on the apparent
decline in the daily intake of vegetables per capita in the last decade or more. For
example, in India the 1970 figure he obtained was around 53 grams of vegetables per capita
per day which was only 23 per cent of the intake recommended by nutritionists.
This compared with an average daily vegetable consumption of 142 grams according to the Indian
Council of Kedical Research surveys over the period 1935-48. In Thailand and Indonesia
the present average daily intake was also around 50 grams.
140.
He felt the production data he had presented applied more to potential
yields
end not those actually realised in tropical
developing countries.
Nainly as a result of
diseases such as the bacterial
and Fusarium wilts,
tobacco mosaic virus, and nematode pro'olems, the yields of tomatoes, for example, were generally very low. !!e emphasized the
need for a rather concentrated.and sustained multiple disease resistance research effort
on tomatoes in order to realize the potential
of this crop in the tropics;
141.
Production of the leafy vegetables and some of the legumes was probably closer
In China they appeared to be making greater use of the leafy vegeto potential
values.
tables with daily supply rates of around a half kilogram per person which was slightly
greater than the figure reported for most developing countries.
In many developing countries,
as in China, the benefits from the high labour
142,
intensity
of vegetable production were recognized and for this reason any efforts
to boost
production were welcomed. Professor Nunger, however, along with others emphasized the need
to increase the vegetable production of the poorer people.
in Indonesia, for exemple,
virtually
all of the research effort was applied to the European-type and readily-marketed
vegetables such as cabbage, white potatoes and French beans on land representing only 20
per cent of the total area under production.
On the other hand, in the poorer lowlands,
making up the 80 per cent of theacreagebut
only 66 per cent of total production,
vegetables like yard-long beans grown in small plots received scant attention.
143.
He concluded that the statistical
data was not reliable
in respect of the production of these so-called native vegetables very few of which reached the larger markets
and thus were not recorded.
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144.

One member raised the point that while vegetables undoubtedly were important the
amounts of calories and protein they supplied to the diet tended to be overestimated when
calculated on a dry-matter basis and particularly
keeping in mind the lower concentration
of calories and protein compared with soybeans, for example, and the amounts of vegetables
consumed by people. Iiowever, he wanted to emphasize the conclusion that vegetables contained vital nutrients
other than enei'gy and protein and particularly
vitamins, not only
vitamin A but vitamin C, and in some cases vitamin B2 which was usually less in rice and
Vegetables thus provided a good supplement to the staple diet; they often
other grains.
provided a high acid content as well as a good balance of calcium and phosphorus together
with some micro-elements.

145.

Another member expressed the opinion that it was not so much a question of the
nutritional
value of vegetables, which he felt it was now well established,
but more a
problem of storage and transportation
since with their high water content vegetables
veI?,r rapidly decayed under tropical
conditions.
Unless these constraints
were overcome,
to a large extent bjr the advancement of dehydration techniques, vegetables would s.lw~z
remain a major item for rural populations but of much less importance to the dense and
increasing populations of the cities.

146.

The importance of having
speakers who saw their value both
vegetables over a longer period in
depended on availability
of water,

adequate dehydration facilities
was stressed by other
for capitalizing
on over production and for providing
areas of marked seasonal supply and where production
for example.

147.

In direct response to the Chairman's question of why people don't eat .:ore
vegetables a plausible explanation was that very commonly a modest increase in production
resulted in the disappearance of the market. This was particularly
true of vegetables
like garlic,
onion, tomatoes and white potatoes.
A logical conclusion was that although
vegetables were cheap to produce they were expensive to consume by the time they reached
the market.
In this regard a member cited the rather sobering experience in the Philippines
where as a result of the launching of a so-called "Green Revolution" programme there was
a tremendous over-production
of vegetables which almost wrecked the whole industry.

148.

The Chairman raised the point that TAC was really not very interested
in developing vegetable research for the sake of promoting exports.
As it had been in earlier
discussions on vegetables, TAC's concern was with the dietary needs of the poorer people.
He felt,
therefore,
that a particular
deficit
of the data available and presented in the
Report and addendum from the Secretariat
was the lack of adequate separation of items of
export from the domestically
consumed items.

149.

3r. llunger added that the mission was aware of the problems of the over-production
end marketing problems of vegetables and, in fact, part of the rationale
for the team
stressing the need for research on species grown and eaten in rural areas was that there
was less danger of incurring a surplus production.
In rural areas where people are producing vegetables only for themselves and/or for the local market they were more likely
to grow those varieties
they wanted and in quantities
that could be consumed locally.

150.

In addition he drew attention
to the information from the nutritionists
in countries visited which indicated that rural people generally had fewer vegetables than the
Data from a survey of the Institute
of Rutrition
in Ryderabad, as well as
urban peoples.
from Thailand gave specific
figures showing a marked difference
in the amounts although
the figures were perhaps suspect as they did not t&e into account home-grown vegetables.
He recalled that many years sgo a nutritionist
in E&-pt had told him there was too much
emphasis on vegetables for commercial use and this had been re-echoed in every country
Considering that in most developing countries the rural popduring the mission's visits.
ulation makes up for 70 to 80 per cent of the total it seemed obvious that the emphasis
He thought that when the urban populations
should be on the vegetables of that sector.
and storage -facilities
increased in proportion to the rural, the needs for good transport
would become more important.

- 21 In replying to a comment that perhaps more attention
should have been given in
151.
those more suited to the drier rethe report to the green vegetables, and particularly
gions such as the Sahelian and Sudan zones and the Near East, Dr. lunger pointed out that
this was a constant matter for consideration
by the team but because they had heard about
many species which were important in various countries,
it was difficult
to determine
so
how many should be stressed in the report.
He referred to paragraphs 30 and 63 of the
report where it was stated that there were a number of leafy greens which seemed to have
considerable potential
and therefore part of the international
effort should involve exploratory work on these to determine their relative
merits and potentials.

152.
One member who had first-hand
knowledge of the particular
preferences of people
in the diverse rural areas of India found it difficult
to reconcile the aims of the mission
at improving rural nutrition
through availability
of cheap vegetables with the stated
priority
given to tomatoes, peppers and related crops.
A number of speakers expressed the need for exploratory research to determine
153.
both the correct priorities
among the many species of vegetables and the relative
importance
of the various constraints
to production and consumption in different
regions.
The view was expressed that it was necessary to examine the whole question of
154.
vegetables in terms of their present and potential
contribution
to nutrition
as well as
the econov in developing countries end in comparison with efforts being made in other
crops such as the grain legumes. The dietary habits of the various peoples and possible
future changes in these were also important considerations.
In respect of the specific
constraints
to consumption of vegetables in various
155.
countries it was considered necessary to determine the extent to which these could be
surmounted before assessing the opportunity for productive research.

156.
Cne member expressed the opinion that the availability
of good seeds was a major
Another improblem facing increased production as was also identified
by the mission.
portant constraint
was that of pests and diseases which needed careful study in relation
to the production of specific vegetables in both the humid tropics and the drier areas
as,well as to the expansion and intensification
of production of some of the leafy vegetables at present grown on a very localized scale.
Considering the emphasis given to
tomatoes in all countries visited
it was seen that the vulnerability
to disease of this
It was reported that AVRDCwas devoting
crop in the wet season was a major problem.
attention
to this as well as to the problem of inability
to set fruit under high night
temperatures.
157.

In commenting on a number of the points raised by members, Dr. Farcano said that
in effect the mission was recommending priorities
for research on three crops, namely
tomatoes, amaranths and the green legumes, the last two of which comprised a number of
species.
Having to deal with groups of crops like this made the question of determining
final priorities
very difficult.
The team had given emphasis to amaranths and the green
legumes for improving the food supplies of the rural populations , particularly
in the humid
tropics where these crops are normally grown. According to the results of investigfions
by the team and from the information given it, the amaranths were clearly the most important variety of indigenous vegetables eaten in tropical
Asia and Africa.
The tomato, on
the other hand, was given priority
because in every country there was considerable interest
in it since it was a more diversified
crop. AS well as being eaten by both the rural and
urban pop-dations it was an important cash crop.

158.
As regards the relative
proportion of vegetables consumed by urban and rural
populations he remarked that the latter appeared to be eating less and less vegetables
which in some instances was due to the attraction
of good prices at city markets.
He
concluded that this changing pattern of production and consumption warranted study particularly in relation
to the needs for drying or any other process of preservation
and
principally
on the amaranths and other leafy greens.

- 22 On the question of the most appropriate organizational
form of an international
effort in vegetable research there was no consensus in agreement with the mission's recommendation for establishing
an international
centre fully dedioated to vegetable research.

159.

160.

It was suggested that instead of having the very great expenditure and problems
of setting up one single centre, it might be possible to uae one of the existing international centres as the headquarters of a network of researchers at other centres where
vegetables were part of the cropping systems being studied.
In this wee the overhead
capital investment could be shared.

161.
Elention was made of the fact that in many developing countries home gardens or
market gardens have been developed as an integral part of the faxming system and that,
consequently, the work at IITA on improving vegetable production within a farming system
was appropriate even though it formed a small element of the programme.
162.
However, as pointed out by Dr. ~?eroano when reiterating
the
use of one of the existing international
centres, the efforts
at IITA
on tomatoes was not likely to solve any of the major problems of this
This research would probably lead to better recognition
of the tomato
cropping systems but for greatest efficiency
it was important to have
produced well under tropical
conditions.

mission's case against
of one man working
crop in the tropics.
for a place in
good tomatoes which

163.
On the other hand it was argued that the integration
of vegetable growing with
the main cash crop of an area appeared to be a problem which would become universal and
research on vegetables with
therefore it was time1 y to take the approach of incorporating
that on the main cash crops.
164.
The point was raised that in view of the diversity
of the vegetables, even taking
into account the shorter priority
list of the mission, and the often high locationspecificity
of some varieties
in terms both of their importance and adaptation,
it would
be necessary to clearly identify
the common base for research activity
at a single international centre if this was to be established.
165.
One speaker doubted if the suggested total staff of 15 senior scientists
in
the new international
centre, as recommended in the report (para. YO), would be adequate
in view of the very little
work that has been done or is being done on a number of the
vegetable crops.
166.
The Chairman reminded members that TAC was not obliged to be disposed to solving
the problem in the traditional
way by recommending a new international
centre.
It was,
in fact, quite proper for TAC to recommend a number of approaches to the problem, but if
to put this forward.
one approach seemed better than others, then it had the obligation
Xe remarked that he was troubled by the concept of a single centre proposing to
167.
deal with the enormous range of possibilities
and problems outlined in the report.
On
the other hand the Report did nominate two or three other possibilities
and he indicated
his wish to have further discussion in the closed session on the idea of encouraging research in a network of national institutions
under the control of some entity which would
be responsible for supervising the quality of the work done. He believed that the proposal for setting up an International
Vegetable Research Board which would have at its
disposal grant funds to support vegetable research where required, might be a possible
answer.

168.

A member suggested that it might be helpful to establish good contacts with the
International
Society for Korticultural
Science (ISHS), in the Netherlands.
This body
was involved in coordinating
research work through several subcommittees dealing with
commission, and it waf3 really effective
specific
topics, for example, the plant protection
He referred to
in bringing people together from all over the world for special subjects.
by Dr.
a paper (distributed
to members) in the Society's
journal, Chronica Horticulturae,
B. Chaudhury of the Indian Agricultural
Research Institute
calling for the ISHS to initiate
some action towards increasing the production of vegetables in the tropics.

- 23 Replying to the question as to why the mission had restricted
its study mainly to
169.
the humid tropical
countries,
and particularly
to Asia, and not considered the extensive
semi-arid tropical
countries of Africa and the Near East, Dr. Rarcano referred to the
earlier discussions in TAC in which Asia was the main area of interest
at least for the
initial
international
effort in vegetable research, end that was where the present studrihad been concentrated.
Re believed that as in the case of the cereals and grain legumes,
when the priorities
for crop species and research in other areas were considered they
would be found to be different
from those determined as most important in the area covered
by the present report.

170.
It was pointed out by the Chairman that the relationship
between any proposal for
vegetable research that TAC recommended and the work of the Asian Vegetable Research and
gevelopment Centre (AVRDC) in Taiwan was a matter that had not been discussed to any significant
extent in the report of the TAG mission.
He understood that the 3oard and Director
of AVRW would welcome the development of a relationship
with any new centre and b:ould
end material available which would be beneficial
to
make all its knowledge, information
However he was not prepared to speculate on what this
any effort which TAC initiated.
might imply for the future of AVRDC.
171.
In closed session the Chairman began by remarking that vegetable research
He referred to the division
most difficult
question TAC had debated for some time.
opinion in TAG about the priority
amongst the different
vegetable species, although
was general agreement that it was not particularly
interested
in research on those
tables designed for the high-quality,
high-priced
export market.

was the
of
tilere
vege-

172.
in improving the food supply of the poorer peoples,
TAG was, however, interested
In this respect, vegetables undoubtedly added to the quality of the diet and many species
contributed
significantly
to the calorie intake as well.
Since TAC had given highest
priority
to the provision of calories to offset the threat of starvation,
it was important to recognize that vegetables were often playing the role of the calorie supplier when
this could not be met adequately by meat or grain.
There was also the point of view that perhaps too much emphasis had been given
173.
to calories alone, and the nutritional
benefits of a more diverse diet had to some extent
been neglected.
One problem which added to the dilemma of determining the real importance of
174.
vegetables was the very inadequate amount of statistical
data. For instance, although it
was evident that there were very few people who did not have a significant
intake of
matter to asvegetables in their diet on an annual basis, it was a much more difficult
certain whether or not they had a regular, week by week, supply.
The Chairman pointed out that, although vegetables were recognized as important
175.
in the diet of most people and something more was needed in research on vegetables, there
had been no consensus amongst TAC members as to the best approach to be taken. Zarlier,
some members had felt that whole-hearted supported should have been given to the work
began in Taiwan (AVRDC) but this was confronted with political
problems.
The difficult;
of overcoming this problem led TAC to conclude that, if there was a real need for encouraging vegetable research, it was necessary to look for a more suitable location for this
purpose.
176.
He referred to the initiative
of the Rockefeller Foundation in offering to caxr,y
out a study for "AC. This resulted in the McClung report on a "Proposal for Formation of
an International
Vegetable Research Institute
for the Tropics (IVRIT)", December 1$74.
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The Chairman recounted that, in order to more fully investigate
the real needs of
177.
vegetable research in Africa as well as in Asia, the TAG had decided to send a mission.
He
expressed his disappointment at the shortcomings in the report of the appraisal mission as
regards statistical
data although this was no fault of theirs.
IIe believed that, in general, most TN members were surprised to read of the apparent preferences for this or that
kind of vegetable.

178.
Yhile not professing to 'be an authority on vegetables; he had found on reading
the report that his intuitive
reaction was he could not accept it in its present form. !Ie
did not see the case for a single international
research institute,
Farticularly
in view
of the wide range of vegetables and the fact that many of the problems were markedly
location-specific.
179.
Rowever, the report had now convinced him of the necessity for TAC to enter the
field of vegetable research.
Rather than recommend another centre in Asia r.:orking on some
half a dozen vegetables and also serving Africa, he would prefer to develop the notion,
somewhat along the lines proposed 'by an observer, of having a professional group, knowledgeable and competent in the needs of tropical vegetable research, which would make
recommendations for significant
support to be given for work on particular
vegetables at
appropriate institutions
including both international
and national centres.
If, in time,
the evidence indicated a need for a new research establishment to be built alongside or
by way of supplementing an existing centre, then the group could recommend accordingly.
In this wey the work inevitably
needed on tomatoes, for example, in two or three areas,
or for that matter on any of the priority
species of vegetables, could be done without
pretending that TAC was recommending the erection of a single centre to serve the whole
developing world on the vegetable front.
180.

Responding to the Chairman's call for a full debate on the topic, one member
felt there was a need to bring more expertise to bear on what were the specific
constraints to increasing production of vegetables in some of the areas. Iie believed it was
necessaq to go beyond ssying that one or another particular
vegetable was important and
to identify
the specific problems which, when solved, had rather wide applicability.
He
of tomatoes under high
cited as an example the physiological
problem of fruit settling
This had to be solved before tomatoes could be grown in all seasons in the
temperatures.
hot humid tropics but once it had been solved in one place it was applicable in all
Similarly
with disease problems, once a
other situations
where the problem existed.
resistant
variety has been developed in one place the technology could be tried in another area with the same problem or at least the methodology of dealing with the problem
could be transferred.
This approach could be attempted for the six or more important
species of tropical vegetables.

181.

Nhile the majority of members agreed with the conclusion of the TAC appraisal
mission that there was a definite need for additional
internationally-supported
research
there was no similar degree of unanimity on the question of what form this should take.

182.

Dr. Karcano pointed out that the mission had concluded there was a good case
They felt it was essential to have a basic
for establishing
an international
oentre.
nucleus of research workers to achieve results directly
and to encourage researci elsewhere. He cited the example of the impact of IRRI on rice research development. Initially
there were few rice experiments in the developing countries but following the
establishment of IRRI there were now many.

183.

!;Thile stressing the need for a single oentre he.sgreed it was necessaq for TAC
Two members who saw.the need for an
to examine the whole question in further detail.
international
centre to provide the impetus for research and to pass on information and
to distribute
seed, etc., suggested that it should not be a large expensive venture but
They felt it should at least
of a size which could be allocated among existing centres.
be attached to one of the Centres to make use of the existing facilities
of library,
staff accommodation, and so on.
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Yowever, another member felt that none of the existing international
would be greatly interested
in taking on a vegetable research programme. On the other
hand it was possible for a national institution
to be supported and to undertake an expanded progremme so long as it was prepared to work on a regional basis.
There were four
principal
functions of such a centre:
(i) germ plasm collection
and distribution
to
interested workers; (ii) training
in both production and the processing and preservation
technologies;
(iii)
seed technology, which was considered to be one of the critical
limiting
factors;
and (iv) a focal point for the meeting of research workers.

184.

!:hat one strong research centre could achieve in relation to the above was
evidenced by the work of the AVRDC. As was pointed out, for the first
time they had
assembled within a space of about two years some 2,500 or 3,000 types of mungbeans which
was a very important leguminous vegetable.
This ability
of a centre to collect,
assemble
and describe a number of valuable genotypes was seen to be very important in the production of improved varieties.

185.

Xith respect to the future role of AVRDCin international
vegetable research
186.
one member contended that there were no real reasons, either political
or financial,
why
the work of this institute
should not be included in any additional
international-leffort.
It should, at least, be incorporated into any proposed network in Asia and if direct financing from the CCIAR was not possible then some indirect
means should be found.
Dr. Yarcano mentioned that the TAC mission team had considered the work of the
187.
AVWC and its future role in the international
research effort.
They had reached the
conclusion it was better to have a new centre separate from AVRDCmainly for the reasons
that there were differences
in approach between AVRDCand what the mission was recommending on research needs, end particularly
as AVRDCwas more interested
in the commercial
varieties
of vegetables.
188.
The concept of establishing
an International
Vegetable Research 3oard or similar
body, as suggested by Dr. Tziortman and for which the Chairman had a similar notion, received
strong support from four or five members. The rnternational
Society for Horticultural
Science was mentioned as possibly able to assist and with several specialists
in both
the developed and developing countries,
a small but august body could be easily constituted.

189.
Such
an International
Eoard could coordinate the research activities
in various
countries and channel funds to support end strengthen existing national institutions
as
Fiell as having appropriate International
Centres undertake specialized projects.
As regards the latter,
one member felt it would not be too great a burden on an International
Centre currently working on legumes to look at a specific probl.em on one of the beans,
for example, the pods of which were utilized
t:hen green.
One of the reasons given in support of having an International
Vegetable Research
190.
3oard rather than establishing
a new international
centre, was that the latter could not
deal with the many species of vegetables and the problems which were often locationspecific.
Some of the vegetable species and particularly
the amaranths emongst the leafy
greens, to which the TAC mission gave priority,
had had very little
work done on them and
this maeified
the problems. Furthermore, although there were good reasons why an
international
effort in vegetable research should be conoentrated in Asia, at least
initially,
some members believed there were other areas which deserved attention,
According to one member, at least three regions, viz, the'humid tropics,
the semi-arid
tropics and the sub-tropics,
which although overlapping to some extent in certain vegetable species, should all be considered in the suggested international
research effort.

- a6 The fact that even inone country there were different
kinds of vegetable or
19.
different
species in different
areas, with different
methods of production and processing,
pointed to the need to support end strengthen national institutions
and where possible to
identify
those which could function on a regional basis.
An International
Board or similar
overall body could then be charged with developing the fullest
cooperation amongst the
national institutions.
Some members felt
this approach would not only serve to improve the areas of
immediate application
of existing knowledge and overall development in tropical vegetables
but also identify
the outstanding problems which could be further discussed and decisions
made on how best they could be tackled.
192.

In respect of the priorities
among the vegetable species most members felt the
need for more information especially statistical
data on the consumption of different
vegetables by the rural populations in particular
and on the real nutrition81
value
of-vegetables in the diet of these people. However, as was pointed out by 3r. Marcano,
the rapid increase in urban populations throughout the developing countries should not
be overlooked in relation to determining priorities
amongst vegetables.
Also vegetables
were an important export item in some countries and therefore their economic importance
should not be disregarded.

193.

Members agreed TAC should be mainly concerned with the species grown by the
kitchen gardener end the home market gardener although it was appreciated that in certain
countries consideration
should be given to vegetables which were produced for export,
Recognizing the very wide range of tropical
vegetables end that many species were quite
TAC members complimented the mission team for its efforts in selecting
location-specific,
the priority
vegetables which either were representative
of many tropical developing countries or appeared to provide a significant
amount of nutrition
to the low income group
of people.

194.

There was a consensus that tomatoes and some other solanaceous species had hi&
priority
in most countries but generally there was much less certainty
about other vegetables although on the basis of the appraisal team's findings and supplementary information
given at the meeting the emaranths were considered as very important particularly
in
rural areas.

195.

that while the tomato was universal and amaranths were
9r. Karcano reiterated
1%.
consumed in African and Latin American countries as well, the teem had given preference
to those vegetable species which were important in the humid tropics of Asia.
Some members brought attention to the fact that production of many vegetables
and particularly
the leafy greens was dependent on the rainy season, or the availability
of water in drier areas, and therefore to provide these species out-of-season as well as
coping with periods of oversupply and to reduce losses by spoilage, the provision of
One member referred to the many
de.hydration facilities
was considered really important.
highly successful factories
for dehydrated vegetables which were set up in East African
countries during the last war but had since been closed down for lack of markets.
Reference was made also to the abundance of expertise in vegetable processing which was
now available.

197.

With regard to the possibilities
for transfer of technology on vegetable production in relation to the needs of research in tropical
countries,
one member believed
the solutions were available for many of the problems, suuh as the setting of tomatoes
under high temperatures, resistance to nematodes and some five diseases common to tomconstraint
to increased vegetable production in tropical
atoes. FIe regarded the principal
developing countries as being merely the difficulty
of making the technology available
to the people growing vegetables in the different
regions.

198.

In calling for a cooperative programme on vegetable research and particularly
199.
cooperationbetween research networks involving institutions
not only in developing countries but also in developed countries,
another member commented that the tomato grown for
export in his country was the farflous Moneymaker which variety had been bred initially
in
California.
Similarly
other vegetable species had been, and could be, transferred.
200.
In response to the concern expressed by a member over- the possible use of funds
for research on vegetables to the detriment of the ongoing work on crops to which TAC
gave higher priority,
the Chairman stated that TAG would be unwilling
to recommend the
curtailment
of existing progran?mes or those to be soon developed, such as ICAYDA, in order
iiowever, he believed the thinking amongst TAC
to make si@ificant
room fo? vegetables.
members was to raise the status of vegetables in the priorities
for research; possibly
with the CGIh:!
to the level of lb as suggested by one member. And if in consultation
it was clear the Vorld Food Council recommendations were to be taken seriously md in real
terms with a consequential increase in the aznount of support for international
agricultural
research, then it would be a more tolerable
concept to channel a share of this crowtl1 to
vegetable research.
The Chairman believed that one of the most interesting
features of the report
201.
Veceand the ensuing discussion was the enormous range of possibilities
that existed.
tables could not -be considered as a single homogeneous commodity in the marketable sense,
like wheat for example, since there was a great number of varieties
many of which were
location-specific.
;7Sviously it would be a very different
process of selecting where
where research activities
could be strengthened, or if there was to be a single international centre what items would be chosen as most significant,
which in turn ?%rouldbe
influenced by the location cf the centre itself.
202.
'Ye suggested that as a first
step all the ini'ormation from various sources,
in Taiwan, should be brou&t together and even though it was still
including the AVTX
inadequate for a thorough analysis,
this would anount to a useful further contribution,
203.
Iie asked the Secretariat
to take up the various proposals and suggestions which
had been nade for supporting vegetable research in tropical
developing countries and on
the basis of this prepare a pros and cons paper for the next TAC meeting-in Kay. Speci?i.c
topics to be covered were more information on the kinds of vegetables which appeared to
contribute most to the food problem of the poorer people and what form of organization
should any additional
internatibnal
effort in vegetable research take.
As regards the latter,
there had been several suggestions ranging from a traditional international
centre over to some form of coordination
process, or research network, which may or may not itseli c be based on a small international
centre.
2%

The Chairman felt it would be helpful if all these suggestions were brought out
205.
in the form of a pros and cons statement on each. In this we,y the problems as well as
the possibilities
would be clarified.
He invited Dr. Karcano and his colleagues to make
a further valuable contribution
by making available to the Secretariat
the outcome of
any additional
discussions which were likely
to follow on the report ofthe appraisal mission.
In conclusion he reiterated
that for TAC vegetable research was a difficult
206.
field and therefore it was unlike&
that discussion on the subject would finish at the
May meeting and if this was found to be the case it would certainly
be on the agenda for
the October meeting.
Eie believed the step-by-step approach was the best to adopt.
The session concluded with agreement for TAC to proceed along the lines
207.
Chairman had suggested.

the
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Relations with Advanced Scientific
Institutions
Development Service (IADS) (Agenda Item 5)

and the Proposed International

Agricultural

208.

In opening the discuseion on this item, the Chairman pointed out that in effect
this comprised two items - the relations of the IARC’s with advanced scientific
institutions and the proposal of the Rockefeller Foundation to set up an International
Agricultural
Development Service (?XDS). He recalled TAC's brief discussion- at its 11th meeting on
this proposal associated with Dr. Wortman's name primarily because it seemed to promise
some further means of strengthenin g national research capacity.
Xe then invited Dr, Wortman to give an account of the expected functions of the
IADS and in particular
how it was likely to assist countries strengthen their agricultural
research capacity.

209.

210.

In explaining how the need for the IADS arose Dr. Wortman recalled the experience
of the Rockefeller Foundation over the last 3-4 years during which a number of developing
countries had requested help to increase the production of basic food crops towards selfSome governments also had expressed concern at the restlessness among the
sufficiency.
rural populations and wanted, therefore, to give more attention to agricultural
development as a means of increasing rural prosperity and employment. There was also a greater'
awareness of the improved availability
of technology through the efforts of the Consultative Group and other agencies as well as the improved availability
of fertilizers
and many
in agricultural
development. But the main
nations were wanting to do something effective
problem was how to implement development programmes in rural agriculture
especially where a
large number of farmers was involved.- This required the efforts of a number of institutions wo+cing in concert.
Another factor was the lack of professional staff in the various foundations
211.
which had shown interest in assisting the so-called world food problem and this had to
be considered in efforts to create a mechanism whereby the additional funds from these
sources could be channelled to the poorer developing countries.

212.

As an example of the need for the LADS Dr. Kortman cited the case in Nepal where
a proposed integrated cereal programme to be funded by USAID could not get underway for
The programme included a maize end wheat component
lack of assistance to impelement it.
involving CIEMYT and a rice and multiple cropping component involving IRRI as well as a
seed production improvement project, and possibly Bome potato work assisted by CIP. Originally it had been hoped that IX21 would take the responsibility
as the principal
contractor and subcontract to the other Centres but the IRRI Board decided that such a comprehensive programme was beyond the scope of the IRRI mandate. CIWYT took a similar
view. The IADS, however, was able to come to the assistance of the Government and find
a solution to the problem.
He believed that the.IADS had such a role to play in extending the outreach work
of the International
Centres. CIEKYT, for example, simply could not address the problem
of increasing maize yields in all developing countries, for according to FAC data there
were some 126 countries with significant
areas under maize. Whereas yields in some developed countries avereged from 6 to more than 7 tOnnsB/heCtaX, some 106 countries had
yields of 3 tonnes/hectare or.leBs, and 78 countries 1% tonnes/hectare or less.

213.

There was a need for some mechanism to help governments create the national capabilities
to make the most of the improved technology developed at International
Centres.
If necessary, they would pull in the appropriate expertise from wherever they could get
A majok constraint,
it to achieve rapid and economical development in agriculture-.
People trained in the
however, was a poor availability
of the right kind of expertise.
institutions
of the developed countries often had little
knowledge of the problems of the
smaller developing countries and many advanced institutions
were strongly oriented towards
On the other hand it was difficult
to get the experienced people
disciplinary
research.
in the developing countries to become involved in the real problems and assist in developAlso, often the research, training and education were not directly
related
ment efforts.

214.
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and remained aloof from them. This indicated the need for a
tremendous effort in advanced management training
in developing countries to achieve increased agricultural
production and more rapid rural development.
A further constraint,
revealed by an investigation
on behalf of the.IAX,
was
215.
the lack of scientific
and technical literature
in a form which the development planners
Often these people were military
men or professionals
end policy m&ers could understand.
in disciplines
other than agricultural
science.
Dr. Yortman recounted that the IADS originated
216.
thing was needed to enable countries to draw information
to waiting for this to be given through other means.

from the realization
that someand materials to them in preference

in the United States, which would
Rather than create a newp large institution,
217.
take some 3 to 4 years to set up, and have to invest in development projects on its obrn
behalf to meet overheads, it was decided to establish an independent organization to work
out of the offices of the Rockefeller Foundation but have at its disposal any of the
services of the Foundation which ?ad been successfully
used in the past in support of
developing countries'
programmes.
One of the main obiectives of the IADS wou?d be to use its rather extreme
218.
flexibility
to obtain grant funds or contract funds from anv source and use these in
support of any developing country's agricultural
development programme provided that 'the
country first
requests this assistance and provided the Board of IADSqproved.
219.
The Board of Trustees of the IADS, which at present had 10 members but could
Dr. C. Harrar (Chairman), Dr. J. Gnnah,
be expanded to 18, consists of the following:
Dr. V. Barco, Dr. D. IIopper, Prof. T. Schults,
Dr. G. Cam~u3,Pr. C. Rardin, Kr. J. Drillon,
and Dr. 2. Cummings.
220.
Dr. Xortman pointed out that the Board had been composed in this way so as to
cover all the possible interests
which the IADS might encounter.
Arrangements, identical
to those used by the International
Centres, had been made with the International
Institute
of Education to enable persons of any nationality
to be employed by the -1ADSwhich was
incorporate"
under the laws of the State of New York.
The IADS became operational in Janua.ry 1976 and already had some people employed.
221.
Its proposed progranune was still
not finalized
but basically
it would take two main lines:
and (ii) provision of supporting activities,
(i) direct services to individual
countries;
particularly
intensified
training
in specific fields.
As regards the former he mentioned that some twelve countries had already shown
222.
interest
and there had been direct government invitations
from Nepal and Botswana to which
LADS has responded by sending missions.
223.
IADS was particularly
interested
in assisting,the
smaller and poorer
which did not have the extent of services in each professional
field needed to
their agricultural
potentials.
Nany people appeared to be of the opinion that
smaller countries were being neglected by the assistance community. As pointed
Dr. Mortman there were some 60 countries with populations of lees than 5 million
these 34 had populations of less than 1 million.
224.
Ue added that in some cases IADS would provide
specialists
to countries where the need arose.

the services

of senior

countries
develop
these
out by
end of
egricultural
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In respect of the supporting activities
in which IADS could become involved he
225.
singled out those of intensive training of production specialists,
reorientation
of agricultural
education services within developing countries, and providing for more sophisticated short-term intensive training in agricultural
systems management.
He commented that the term "production specialist"
was intended to replace the
226.
term "extension worker" which was now cut of favour and rather-than demonstrate research
findings they would be trained to go on to the farmers ' fields and install
experiments
and thus help farmers identify
the combination of practices which would provide the
highest economic returns.
Some of the unique characteristics
which IADS was considered as having included
227.
its ability
to combine grant end contract funds in support of individual
country progremmes, to be able to respond quickly to requests, and to be in a position to refer
particular
activities
of a programme to another organization or institution
which was
better able to undertake the work.
228.
The point was stressed
country but that it would simply
end on behalf of the responsible
be production end action oriented
of national researchcapabilities
fort.

that the IADS would not develop its own progrernmes in any
provide services or personnel, the latter working with
authorities
in the developing country.
The services would
end would include, where necessary, the strengthening
but only as part of the broader country development ef-

229.
3r. Hortman thought that it was better to consider IADS as a mechanism rather
then an organization - a mechanism which both the developing countries and assistance
wencies could use when the need arose. He added that IAX was still
largely an experiment and although at present it was being operated out of the offices of the Rockefeller
Foundation for reasons of speed, low overheads end to cover the risks involved, there was
if it proved successful, to convert it to a fully international
orgenizathe intention,
tion probably situated outside the United States.
In
230.
it was bound
ment and not
available to

conclusion he reiterated
that IADS wes still
very much an experiment and that
to operate only in response to an invitation
from a developing countqr governIt was also dependent for success on the funds made
through any third party.
it and any proposals had to meet with the approval of the Board of IAX.

He believed that similar small organizations,
or mechanisms, could be set up in
231.
the dominantly Arabic and Latin American sectors sensibly to overcome the language bariie felt that FAO could become much more vigorously involved in looking to the
rier,
needs of individual
countries and he hoped that the IADS end PA0 could mutually benefit
each other.
Finally 2. !+Tortmangave an .exemple of where the success of en international
development should not be measured in terms of the number of staff with higher degrees,
or the number of experiment stations,
or the size of the budget, but rather by impact
that it has on the overall development of the country concerned.

232.

In opening the discussion, the Chairman asked if IADS, with its emphasis on
233.
production, would respond to requests from governments by dealing solely with those matters recognized by the government as needed for development, or was it intending to
comment and advise on the policy structures necessary to achieve a desired objective.
Would it be involved, for example, in the business of devising policies which would provide fertilizers
to farmers or a better extension service.
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Dr. Hortman replied that the main concern of IADS was to help governments raise
234.
farm incomes and if increasing the applioation
of fertilizers
W&B the only way then it would
In its work to date, however, IADS had not been involved in any deadvise aoaordingly.
tailed analysis of constraints
end weaknesees but more in determining the extent and depth
of interest
amongst the administrators
and policy makers. Themoat IADS would beocmeinvolved in matters of policy would be to suggest options for oonsideraticn
by the government.

In response to a member's oonjeoture that the need to make an analysis of a situation in the country would take six months or longer before any action or programme development oould be attempted, Dr. Wortmsn oommented that usually IADS would not wait partioulsrly
in oases where they knew development of a certain orop produotion programme was what was
needed by the government concerned.
235.

One TAC member from a developing country welcomed the proposals for the IADS end
indicated there was a role for such servioes in his country particularly
in providing the
initiative
to development by demonstrating the possible rewards from making better use of
the available local expertise snd facilities.
Politicians
in partioular
need these kind
of examples toehow them the way,

236.

Services such es IADS could also provide a fester wsy of determining what develop237.
ment was needed to be cried
out in an area. He foresaw no problem of it not doing,what
it was asked to do end he felt that it would be mainly involved in helping a government
determine how to best go about things and less about what should be done, However, he had
reservations
about financing in that he felt the agencies would not be inclined to contract
to agovernment through a third party.
When it was pointed out that the intended activities
of the IAJIS in transforming
238.
knowledge into production were very similar to those of FAO, Dr. Wortmsn admitted he waz
not fully conversant with the servioes provided by FAO but felt that IADS had an advantage
in being able to use grant %nds with contract funds in whatever combination that might be
available and in the interest
of the country conoerned. He believed that in being a
private,
professional
organization , IADS would not be influenced by some of the politioal
constreints
which affected any official
agency.
With regard to the provision of highly qualified
long-term leaders to assist
239.
governments in development progremmes, he believed there were a number of possibilities
in
which they might be employed. On the basis of the experiences of the Rockefeller Foundation a oountry might require a researoh director
or merely a person to help with dooumentaHe again stressed that no long-term leader would be provided unless the government
tion.
requested one*
One TAC member drew attention
to the need for long-term leaders in developing
oountries pointing out that for many years the bilateral
sohemes and outreach programmes
had been less effective
than hoped for through the lack of looal people with experienoe
end training
to trouble-shoot
on the spot.
He looked to an organization
like IADS to provide a framework in which experienoed persons of the lcind required oould make a career.
A point raised by another member was the need to take cere that these long-term leaders
did not stsy in one country too long so much so that the oountzy osme to depend on them
and consequently restricted
the opportunities
for local expertise.

240.

The FAO representative
to the meeting said he weloomed any new initiative
to
241.
assist the development of the poorer nations particularly
in view of the tremendous task
involved but found it diff'oult
at the present stage to see'how this additional
develop
ment service differed from FAO, or for that matter, other agenoies in the development
field.
As he pointed out FAO itself,
as the largest development assistenoe organization
in the field of agriculture,
provided many different
kinds of amangementta using a ocmbination of funds from varicuesouroes and therefore the IADS was not unique in this respeat.
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On the question of the provision of lon.@erm leaders he thought that one of the
242.
problems confronting IADS was the difficulty
of obtaining the release of highly qualified
staffs from universities
and other research institutions
for more then 2-3 years.
He
referred also to the intense world oompetition for the experience of the kind IADS would
need. Even FAO was not alwq% able to compete against some bilateral
agencies and private
compsnies.
The Chairmen conoluded discussion of Dr. Wortman's presentation by commenting that
243.
although it had now become clear to TAC that strengthening of national research capacity
would not be a primary objective of the IADS it could be a component in an overall develop
ment programme in any one oountry.
As he now understood the proposed activities
of this
new service he felt it importsnt that a constructive
approach be adopted in view of possible conflicts
of interest between the different
organizations involved in assisting
developing countries.
He cited the example of a problem of determining the limits of activities of an lhternational
Centrc relative to the work of FAO. COMMIThad been asked by
a group of Central American countries for direct assistance in organizing their research
and extension activities
which was a function that properly belonged to FAO. While fully
agreeing that there was a real need for this kind of assistauoe he expressed TAC*s oontern that Centres es part of their regional service activity
should not be expected to
virtually
take over the development and msnsgement of national research systems since there
was a limit to what the Centres could do. However, TAC and Centres' Directors agreed that
if this problem was not attended to a good many of the fruits
and legitimate expectations
of international
research would be denied. From its inception, TAG had recognized the need
for national research and extension systems quite apart from the further requirements of
development programmes and although dealing with them was aohowledged ea an extremely
delicate problem, without them one had to be skeptical about the returns on the research
of the Centres. lany felt that the establishment of a proper relationship
between FAO end
the Centres should begin to meet this need.
The Chairman expressed pleasure at the welcome afforded by FAO to the IADS and
believed much good could only result from further constructive
discussion between the two.

244.

Turning to the subject of relations with advanced scientific
institutions,
the
245.
Chairmen indicated there were two aspects which he wished to table for discussion.
One was
the relation between the IARC's and advanced institutions,
whether in developed or
less-developed countries, and the other was the extent to which particular
research such
as nitrogen fixation,
could best be carried out in one of the advanced institutes
but with
the work linked to that of the Centres concerned.
In respect of the first
aspect he suggested that the type of relationship
that
246.
could be established was well illustrated
by the example of Dr. Brady, IRRI, visiting
Canberra
and establishing
sn understanding whereby the Australian Government would be prepared to
support work on particular
problems in which Australien scientists
were known to be able
to make a contribution
inoluding provision for these soientists
to work at lRR1 for either
short periods or for six months or more. The important point was that the egreement had
been reached between government officials
and Dr. Drsdy on the procedure to be followed.
There was a need for this approach rather than Centres making direct contact with individual scientists
which could oause embsrrassment.
Recent developments in the United States as a result of the National Academy of
247.
Science's response to Preaident Ford would probably lead to a very marked increase in the
work being done in the United States relevant to the research of the International
Centres
end aims of TAC, and therefore it would be a matter for careful discussion with the authorities
there to determine how best to marshal1 this upsurge otherwise this could amount to
a lot of investment without much point to it.
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The Chairman thought that one of the research areas whioh V&EIbound to be stimu248.
lated by this increased interest
in agricultural
research in the United States as well as
to a lesser degree in Australia,
England and elsewhere, was in the field of nitrogen fixation and the possibility
of transferring
this characteristic
of legumes to cereal crops,
for example. He added that this was a topic which TAC recognized as of long term importsnce and while TAC had always recommended to the CG that the majority of the research
effort should be concentrated towards obtaining quick results it was necessary to look
at some of the investigations
of a more prolonged nature.
He
249.
workshops of
the progress
investment in

reiterated
that TAC had proposed a sum of $3OO,OQObe provided to enable
an international
character to be organized and thereby keep in touch with
in research.
Also further to this TAG had agreed to recommend a significant
research whenever there appeared a goad prospect of a breakthrough.

In this regard he suggested to Dr. Ruttan that he reconvene the TAC plant nutri250.
tion subcommittee to consider what might be the next appropriate course TAC might take in
making recommendations on nitrogen fixation
or another field related to fertilizers.
The Chairman then invited comments on any new measures that might be desirable
251.
concerning the relations
of the Centres with advanced institutions
and also on what steps
TAG might take to recommend to the CG ways and meens of ensuring the encouragement of scientific
research in developed countries or elsewhere related to the longer-termed needs.
Dr. Ruttan pointed out that the plant nutrition
subcommittee had been relatively
252.
inactive since it had brought out the recommendations that the CG make funds-available
to institutes
to expand work in the field of nitrogen fixation
on the basis of specific
proposals from the institutes,
end that the International
Fertilizer
Development Centr8
be brought into the CGIAR system and supported as an associate member. He added that it
had been agreed to merge the plant nutrition
and grain legumes subcommittees and the combined groups would be meeting to discuss the future course of action.
The Chairman asked for a report on further action that the new eubcormnittee
253.
thought desirable be ready for the la;y meeting so that aqy recommendations which arose
could be included in the report to the CG in July.
With reference to the long-term fundamental research such as on nitrogen fixa254.
tion which the United States as well as the CECDwere interested
in supporting,
on8 member
felt that this should be left to the advanced institutions
until such time as the results
of the work were of practical
significance
to the International
Centres.
On the Other hand
in the oase of the bilaterally-assisted
researoh projects on problems of direct concern to
Centres and in which they were extremely active with approaches to as many as ten developed
countries or funding agencies, he proposed the compilation of an inventory for the benefit
of TAC so that it was better informed of thesa activities
as well aa the finances inVOlV8d
and thus could work towards a more rational
distribution
of these in a centre's programme
overall.
This was supported by other members, one of whom felt it was a function of TAC to
have a verydear view of what the whole chain of International
Centres was doing.
It had
become quite clear during the recent IRRI review, for example, that the total activities
of this Centre were considerably larger and in some ways more effective
that what the
Centre's budget report to the CG might suggest.
Another member suggested it would be worthwhile if Centres could list in their
255.
areas with which
annual reports, for example, the set of research problems in different
they were confronted and which oould be investigated
in appropriate sdvanoed institutions.
He cited the case of a specific
genetic problem on rice which a member of the IRRI review
team felt could have been entrusted to one of his graduate students had he known before hand
that the problem existed.
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The point ~8s raised, hOW8V8r, that the development of relations between Centres
256.
and advanced institutions
should not depend on such a list.
It was preferable to have them
stem from the free flow of ideas between the scientists
interested in a problem.
According to one speaker the International
Centres did not have much difficulty
in
257.
identifying
institutes
in developed countries which could assist on speoifio problems. This
was exemplified by the number of contacts IITA had developed in the United Kingdom, for
example. However, the organization of r8S88XCh on the more unusual problems such as pests
and disease resistance in which ssveral of the oentres would be interested was a much more
difficult
matter snd worthy of TAC'B attention.
In responseto the cominent that one of the limitations
of the study presently being
conducted in the United States was many of the people in advanced institutions
were really
not aware of the major problems in the d8V8lOpiIlg countries of the tropics and subtropics,
a member suggested having a mechanism whereby the advanced institutions
could be brought in
contact with the problems and the environment wh8r8 they existed,
One possibility
which
had been successful in the case of universities
in the United States assisting the Government of Brazil was for the advanced institutions
to have their graduate students or younger
research staff undertake studies on specific problems under the conditions of the developing countries.
258.

An important consideration
259.
research which might be profitably
International
Centres, or national
nature of the problems which arise
interests of a particular
scientist
of soientific
enquiry.

was the criteria
used in delimiting
the areas of
undertaken by advanced institutions
on behalf of the
institutions.
These should be det8nnin8d more by the
during the oaurse of development rather than by the
or group involved in elucidating
a problem for the sake

Another point raised was the need for a balanced attitude towards requirements
260.
of research on the major problems for there was a danger of an over-rsaction
to the universal appeal for Lncreased food supplies and the desire for many research workers to get
involved in nitrogen fixation,
for example. One undesirable consequence was that research
workers tend to become involv8d in a host of conferences and seminars all around the
world and their scientific
output diminishes.
261.
In closed session the Chairman dealt firstly
with the question of IADS and its posAs it turned out from Dr. Wortman's presentation
sible relationship
with TAG's buBiXU3iS~
IAN w8a a much wider concept than earlier understood and although it would be to some extent involved in assisting national research its main effort would go towards helping the
smaller and less experienced governments frame a proper approach to the development of agriculture and particularly
agricultural
production.
262.
TAC however welcomed the initiative
of the IADS and members expressed their belief
that this had an important oomplementaq role to plsy particularly
in relation to the FAO and
The fact that IADS was placing emphasis first
on development
the bilateral-aid
agencies.
and second on a service was very important from the point of view of the poorer nations.
If
it operated along the lines described especially in assembling expertise and using the
material generated as a result of the work of the International
Centres it could help to bring
about a faster rate of development in d8V8lOping countries.
The Chairman then asked membera for further comment on the wqy in which advanced
263.
institutes,
either in developed or developing countries, should be encouraged to offer help
to the fnternational
Agricultural
Res8arCh Centres or whether they felt it right and proper
that the Centres Bhould turn to advancerd institutions
for assistance on some of their problems.
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One member referred to the different
trends that were developing with respect to the
attitude of individual
centres to seeking a.ssistanc% on ths more fundamental aspect of research.
He stated a preference for the approach of CXP which organized small group meetings on very
specialized subjects with invited scientists
from VariOus countries.
264.

With regard to the encouragement of aid from d8veloped countries it was pointed
out that countries like the Netherlands were willing
to finance work carried out in an advanced
consequence of this was
institute
for the benefit of an Hnternational Centre, One benefibial
that Centres would be oonstrained from developing into large research organizations doing
work alrea&v being done elsewher8.
265.

266.
Another member while remarking on the well-established
relations that had already
been developed, particularly
by the older Centres, IRRI end CII@ET, 8xpreSS8d concern that
with the present financial
string8ncy 8ffecting hundreds of research institutions
and
universities
and in turn thousands of the staffs,
there was a danger that these advanced
institutions
might g0 looking to the International
Centres as a possible last resort to
the need for TAC and the Centr88 to make it absolut8ly
attract additional funds. He stress8d
clear that there was no point in any prof8ssor, university
or institute
approaching a Centre
for funds to help their staff do overseas work. The correct procedure for them was to seek
bilateral
funds from the overseas aid ministries
of the country concerned or from the foundation willing
to support research in advanced institutions.
-

Concern was also expressed about the number of cases wherein advanced institutions
267.
had approached 8nd obtained funds from aid agencies with proposals ostensibly to help the
programmes of International
Centres but which, in fact, had not been seen or approved by
the Centre concerned.

268.

There was also a danger of research effort becoming too concentrated on the specific
problems of the international
centres and stifling
some of the national creativitg
of research overall.

According to a member, the problem of improving the relations between International
269.
Centres and advanced institutes
could be regarded as enlarging the brain which was available
to the world to solve the problems of the Centres.
In view of the apparent willingness
on
the part of mary countries to prOVid8 financial
support to this effort there was a need to
have liaison officers
in the donor countries to make the necessary linkag8s between the
scientists
of the Centres and advanced institutes,
This was important particularly
where
to avoid errors in selection of the best
Centres were organizing meetings
of specialists,
r868a;rCh scientists
to b8 invited.
There was agreement on the Chairman's suggestion that the best immediate step for
270.
TAC was to put the question of relations with advanced institutions
high on the agenda for
discussions with the Gentres" Directors at the May meeting. The Chairman thought it would
be useful to the CG if TAC could clarify
with Centres ' Director8 as a whole the sort of
principles
and procedures which should be followed when they were looking for additional
finance to deal with specific problems. TAC had earlier recommendedthat for certain types
of problems a fund should be established to enable the necessary r8S8aPCh to be supported
but he felt now that TAC had perhaps been a little
premature in view of the rapidly inTAC needed to assess how
creasing tendency of Centres to call on individual
scientists.
vigorously Centres were proposing to use this facility
which should be generally available
to them.
He expressed som8 anxiety at the possibility
of everything being smothered by
271.
the expected large measure of support in terms of both financing and personnel which was
imminent from the United States and to acoommodate this it was necessary for TAC to S88k
clarification
of procedures with the US Acadeqy of Science and Centre Directors.
The Chairman reiterated
that the procedures adopted by Dr. Brady in negotiating with
272.
the Australian Governm8nt for aBSiStaXE8 on specific problems in IRRI's programme had established a pattern for Centres to follow in developing relations with advanced institutes.
The
purpose of having discussions on this topic with Centres ' Dire&or6 at the Marymeeting was to
reach some understanding with them on the best policies and principles
that should be adopted.
He foresaw that Centres would in future need a good deal of help of this kind,
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Priorities
for International
Support to Agricultural
Developing Countries
(Agenda Item 6)
Opening the
273.
Committee, which state
Consultative
Group on
food problems, and to
institutions
or other

discussion
that an
research
indicate
forms of

Research in

the Chairman referred to the terms of reference of the
important part of the TAC's mandate is to advise the
needs, with particular
but not exclusive reference to world
how best to fill
gaps identified
as of high priority
with
collective
activity.

In order to guide its own efforts the TAC had, in 1973, developed a priorities
paper
274.
based on discussions at its early meetings, which was submitted to the Consultative
Group.
The latter had adopted this as the basic guideline for its own operations.
He had indicated to the TAC and the CGIAR in 1975 his feeling that this paper should
275.
be revised and amended periodically
in the light of subsequent progress, and this had been
given added point by the decision of the Consultative
Group to review its entire operations,
including those of TAC, to see whether and what changes might be needed in its methods of work,
priorities,
etc., although with the basic assumption that the Group and the TAC would continue.
TAC was expected to make a major input to the work of this review committee, and not the least
important part of that input would be its further views on priorities.
A first
stage in this process had been their discussion on this subject at the 11th
276.
meeting in October 2975* and following his summary of this to the CGIAR the Executive Secretary
had attempted to relate the conclusions to those in the earlier
priority
paper, reflecting
the two kinds of decision made in October - reconfirmation
of basic priorities,
and any new
thoughts and recommendations.
He congratulated the Secretariat
on doing a very able job in this
277.
Mr. Oram to summarize the main thrust of the revised paper.

respect

and asked

14r. Gram explained that in preparing the draft he had attempted both to update the
278.
previous paper by incorporating
the results of the discussion of the 11th TAC meeting and
eliminating
references to gaps which had since been covered by actions of the CGIAR, end also
to elaborate somewhat on the rationale
underlying the TAG recommendations for the benefit of
new members as well as for the CGIAR Review Committee. Some supporting statistical
tables
he noted that the TAC continued to give
had also been added, Referring to the priorities
first
place to research on basic staple foods, in particular
the cereals.
Among other staples,
emphasis was placed on the soya bean, the only major food legume not included in the programme
of any international
centre on a major scale, and which had been designated as an important
and on the edible plantain and possibly the sag-o palm among the
gap at their last meeting;
As land availability
became tighter
it might be necessary to turn increasingly
starchy foods.
to crops such as this with a potential
to produce a very high yield of energy per unit area.
The paper also reaffirmed the importance the TAC attached to ruminant livestock,
279.
including the water buffalo,
and drew attention to the potential
of the goat, which was largely
neglected in national research programmes, and on which TAC wished to know the views of ILCA.
In connection with the improvement of ruminant livestock,
the vital role of feed supplies,
and hence the cloaeiy related need for research on pasture end fodder crop improvement, had
on this and he felt that
also been emphasized, since the TAC had not been very explicit
readers might gain the impression that it was something that they had failed to recognize.
Aquaculture had also been given a priority
mention, since although the TAC had
280.
only made a modest recommendation to support research in this field,
mainly as a vehicle for
training
more people, the potential
appeared very large and the Chairman felt it was now time
In the paper attention
had been drawn to the possibilities
of
to look at it further.
combining aquaculture with systems of small livestock
production,
involving particularly
pigs and ducks.
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Some interesting
research was going on in this connection in Asia and it seemed to
281.
offer a means of intensifying
animal production outside the normal intensive pig or poultry
enterprises which the TAC had always viewed as something whioh did not involve major research
problems.
Coming to the question of what had been described variously as "non-food crops",
282.
"other agricultural
commoclitiea+@etc., the TAC had at its last meeting made the important
decision to depart from its former procedure and include cotton among its high priorities,
me reasons for this had been made clear in the paper, but the fact that the Cotton Research
Corporation, which had until recently been an important element of strength in research on
cotton, was now being closed down, opened a gap in cotton research which did not exist earlier
in the TAC's history and was a major reason for more priority
being recommendedto this crop.
The TAC had therefore informed the Consultative Group that it would consider specific research
proposals for cotton if the Group so requested.
As a result of the last meeting intensification
had also been raised as a first
283.
This had always been an important concern of the TAC, but it had not specifically
priority,
Attention had been drawn in the paper to some of the
signalled it as first
priority
before.
to the weaknesses of national programmes in
problems of work related to intensification,
respect of farming systems research, and to the difficulties
of generalizing the results of
such work. These problems had been noted because they had led the TAC to express some
concern at its last meeting at the difficulties
being enoountered by some of the international
centres in their farming systems research.
Under the category of second order priorities,
Ir, Orsm had included fruits
and
284.
vegetables and the oilseeds.
Until recently TAC had not given consideration to the latter
except in the case of the leguminous species of groundnuts end soya beans, but following the
Committee's perusal of the Tropical Products Institute
Study, a feeling had emerged that
both the annual and the perennial oilseeds, and in the latter case particularly
coconuts,
In the case of the annual oilseeds,
merited consideration for higher priority
in research.
the paper reflected the TAC's opinion that these might best be approached (as they were being
already to some extent) through the farming systems programmes of appropriate international
centres.
In the case of coconuts, however, the TAC saw the need for a special study of the
research needs and the approaches which might be taken to filling
gaps in these needs for
this important crop as a means of helping it to decide whether additional action was needed
in this respect.
In the case of vegetables and tropical
fruits,
the question of priority
had not
285.
yet been adequately resolved, partly because of the statistical
problems of defining their
importance and partly because of the problems of choice of priorities
for research smong the
He hoped that progress in resolving this problem, at least for
very wide range of species.
vegetables, would be made at the present meeting.
An area partly related to the problems with which the TAC had been wrestling in
286.
trying to define the importance of fruits
and vegetables to the diet was applied nutrition.
This had barely been mentioned in the paper because it was something the TAC had never dealt
with explicitly;
assuming it was implicit
in the work of the international
centres,
However,
this was perhaps a gap which needed to be looked at further.
He drew this to the attention
of the Committee since there was an important move to set up an inter-agency group to work
on applied nutrition
research in which FAO was active snd with which the TAG might wish to
develop some relationship.
Applied nutrition
was also anelement of socio-economio research,to which the TAC
287.
had always accorded great importance Mthout actually giving it a first
priority
rating.
Progress had been made in strengthening the international
centres to undertake such work on
an inter-disciplinary
basis with their technical staffs,
but the TAC had noted a gap to which
attention had been drawn in the paper between this research at the micro-level
on constraints
and problems of the adoption of new technology and research related to policy-making at the
national level.
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Factor-oriented
research had also been given rather more specific
attention than
in the earlier TAC priority
paper since the Committee had gadully
diverged from its initial
viewpoint that this was something which ought to be done in relation to specific commodities
and had recognized that there were some cases where factor-oriented
research might have to be
The new International
Fertilizer
Development Centre was a
done by a specific
institute.
The paper had drawn attention to some other possible areas such as water use
case in point.
and management which still
seemed to represent gaps to whioh the TAC'had not been able to
side, the qua&ion of the relations
between
find a suitable approach. On the institutional
between institutes
of an advanced nature,
applied and basic sciences, and by implication
international
centres snd centres in developing countries had been dealt with in more detail
in order to reflect
their lengthy discussion of this subject in Mexico. The strengthening
of national institutions
had also been dealt with at greater length in sn attempt to reflect
the TAC recommendations on this important subject at its October meeting and to indicate how
it saw FAO and other organizations
playing a more important role in this field to enable the
international
centres to concentrate on their primary research and training
functions.
288.

In conclusion he informed the Committee that the financial
tables attached under
289.
Annex 1 "Global Estimates of Financial Support for International
Research Activities"
had
been completely revised and up-dated with a base year of 1976 and projections
of 1980
extrapolated to 1985.
Thanking the Secretary for his report, the Chairman stated that in his view it might
290.
be difficult
to combine a priorities
statement with judgements about the financial
future, and
while he felt that both wze importsnt,
he proposed that the financial
comments be separated
completely from the priorities
statement.
While the debate raised a number of clearcut issues on individual
commodities and
291.
areas of priority,
several speakers also raised more general questions and it may be useful
to cover these first,
One important question related to how the TAC approaches the determination
of its
292.
and what criteria
and time-scale
it adopted for this purpose. It was pointed out,
priorities,
for example, that the TAG had supported the establishment of a complete institute
for potatoes,
only 10 percent of which are grown in the developing countries,
and that even the tropical
starchy root crops, to which it had also given high priority,
only provide about 10 percent
It was suggested
of the total calorie intake, except in Brazil and the wetter areas of Africa.
that some means should be found for the TAC to give more detailed information on the factors
which were taken into account in the allocation
of its priorities.
The Chairman reminded members that the Committee had been formed at very short notice
293.
in 1971, and had been asked by the CGIARto reoommendas quickly a8 possible the matters it
considered should be dealt with first.
The fact that proposals were rlready being made by
sIqp0r-t to certain ventures, e.g. the potato researoh centre, added to the
donors for
urgency. The TAC had worked under immense Pressure to indicate the major areas of research
which it felt ought to be tackled as immediately as funds and skills
could bs brought to
importance
bear on them. This involved both assumptions as to their actual snd potential
to food production in the developing oountries;
potatoes - as one member pointed out being selected because there appeared to be an important scientific
opportunity
for realising
a potential,
rather than on grounds of their present contribution
to food supply;
and
assumptions as to the magnitude end nature of the humanland financial
resources likely to be
available to support the research proposed within a predictable
time horizon.
Some of the
in
reasons had been elaborated in its priorities
paper, but the TAC had always been flexible
its criteria
- recognizing that there was a need for a balanoed view of regional needs. Poverty
and malnutrition
existed everywhere , and all resources could not be directed to one area even
if the population served was wry large,to the complete neglect of other research of vital
importance to people elsewhere.
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In his view there was no wsy of avoiding a process of .sele&ion; it was unrealistic
294.
to conceive of a funding level so vast that research on very subject that anyone thought
important could be stsrted simultaneously,
and the TAC had always recognized that it must
work to realistic
assumptions about the levels and limits of funding likely to be available
Giving preference to certain subjects against a background of
within a given time horizon.
time did not mean that others had no importance;
for example, the TAC had always recognized
preference
the contrmion
of vegetables to the quality of the diet, but since their first
had been to increase the sheer supply of calories it was decided that vegetables should not
receive prior attention.
Wow that sUb&&ntial progress had been made by the CGIAR towards
this first
objective the priority
for vegetables ~8,s being re-asseased within an extended
time-horizon on the assumption that funds would continue to expand in real terms, even if
not as rapidly as in the past. This, of course, implied that donors accepted that there
were important areas of research of substantial
potential benefit to developing countries
which had not yet been tackled.
Given this assumption, he felt that the TAG should not hesitate to recommendnew
295.
activities
provided these did not immediately place an unreasonable restriction
on a first
priority
activity.
This did not preclude TAC from recommending changes and shifts of emphasis
results were achieved.
within the pro@smmes of existing
institutes
to make sure that priority
However, if in the longer run there was to be some overall financial
restriction
on CGIAR
funding imposed by economic forces it must be recognized that this would probably have to be
applied across the whole system and not just to the latest additions to it.
This must also
be borne in mind by the Committee recommending support to new ventures.
In reply to a member's question he stressed that the TAG's view of priorities
was
its priorities
related
to the establishment of international
centres;
in no wey restricted
to fields of research and it was open to consideration
of any approaches in order to determine
the best wsy of pttingthe
necessary research undertaken.
296.

297.

CGIAR to
reasons
criteria
perhaps

These things having been said, he recognized that it was the prerogative of the
challenge the TAC's recommendations for priorities
if it so desired and to ask for
for its preferences.
He would explore means of setting out the TAC's procedures and
more systematically
for the information of the CGIAR and other interested parties,
in the form of a booklet , a8 6~6tedby
some memberh

Another speaker queried how the TAC obtained the feed-in of information
298.
needs and priorities
in the developing countries essential to its decision.

on research

The Chairman explained that the TAC drew on numerous sources of information for its
299.
purposes. These included the experience of its members; the Co-Sponsors of the CGIAR - in
particular
FAO, which had been conducting a series of regional and ecological
zone meetings
on research needs and priorities;
the various
other members of the CGIAR, which included
two representatives
from each of the developing regions;. the IARCs, individual
developing
countries,
and many reports and publications;
e.g. the TPI study. The TAO missions, subcommittees, and working groups were a further valuable means of gathering and analyzing
bwwthelarr
he agreed that feedbaok &i&t be imprcwed.
material related to priorities.
In respect of specific questions of priority
raised in the b-wound
document
300.
priority
should bs given to food production,
there was no disagreement among members that first
and to the cereals within the main groups of food commodities.
It was suggested, however, that more attention should,be given not just to increasing
301.
production of cereals, but to ensuring that a higher proportion of hervested production was
secured for consumption, This should involve not only research on verious aspects of postharvest technology, but also the screening of germplasm and the evaluation of breeding
material8 sent out by IARCs for storage qualities.

I
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The high priority
accorded to Fain legumes and legMIinou8 oilseeds was also confirmed,
302.
although it was decided to defer any recommendation to the CGIAR on e
beans in the light of
the detailed discussion reported under Item 10 of this report.
This discxn
revealed a
widely diverse range of basic and applied research needs in the developing countries, both in
production and utilization,
au3 the TAC wished to examine these needs and how best to tackle
them more fully before reaching any decision.
Starchy roots and tubers, a further priority
group, were felt to be adequately
303.
covered by internationally
supported research progrsmmes, with the exoeption of the edible
plantains and bananas. These species within the genus Musa are very widely grown in almost
every tropical
envbxmmt,
end in addition to being a Gercial
and export crop are a
for poorer people in densely populated parts of the
staple food in some areas - particularly
humid tropics.
It was suggested that they be treated as a priority
to be considered along
with other crops eaten lsrgely as vegetables in the local diet,g
In the livestock
304,
to the ruminants,

sector the TAG reiterated

that

priority

should continue to be given

Several voices were raised in support of the B;oa;t, confirming the attention drawn
305.
at the TAC's eleventh meeting to the neglect of this hardy animal by research workers,
It
was pointed out that goats wsre not only important in Africa and the Rear East as had been
indicated then, but were also of considerable significance.
in parts of Asia and Latin America,
both for milk and meat. Work done in India had shown that crosses between local animals and
various imported breeds (e,g. Alpine and Sauna) could considerably increase meat and milk
production, especially
if nutritional
management was improved. The potential therefore exists
for a red pay-off to rasearoh, which would be particularly
beneficial
to the nutrition
and
income of poorer people, and for this reason (not ju8t becaarse the goat is neglected) the
suggestion was m&e 5hat the TN-should establish a working group to study the matter further.
This might be funded by the CGIAR or bilaterally.
Referrir*g to the importmce of better nutrition
in the improvement of ruminant
306.
livestock,
some members urged that this should be made more explicit
by the secretariat
in
the redrafted version of the priorities
paper to be prepared for the Msy TAG meeting. This
should stress that feed improvement, and in particular
that of pastures and forage crops, was
a research area of first
priority
within the overall problem.
While there was general support for according high priority
to research aimed at
307.
the intensification
of a.gricultural
production it was recognized that this involved difficult
and complex problems both in respect of research methodology and the application
of the results
which might impede the progress of any work undertaken by the IARCs in this field.
Several members felt that, in connection with the improvement of resource management,
308.
the Centres should be devoting more attention to studies of relationships
between climate,
soils and soil moisture status, and crop growth. Such studies, especially
if linked to those
in national programmes, would lead to a better understanding of the potential
for
intensification
and the suitability
of different
ecoaones to various types of agricultural
use, thus helping to provide insights into their research needs and the transfersability
of
results between areas with essentially
!similar problems and growing conditions.
There was
a consensus that consideration
ought to be given to reinforcing
the staffs in agrometeorology and related lines of Study at Centres suoh as ICRISAT, IRRI, IITA and CIAT whose
progrsmmes involved important elements of agricultural
management.
1/ It was also suggested that TAC should sponsor a small consultation
on the scientific
with the New Guinea Biological
Foundation,
improvement of the banana; perhaps jointly
which the Chairman reported had recently been in touoh with him on gsrmplaam preservation
for benenas and plantains.
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Other fields of research having en important bearing on intensification
to which
309.
These again are inter-related,
In
attention
was drawn* were mechanization and weed control.
respect of mechanization it became clear in discussion that there are substantial
differences
in the needs and approaohes to research required in Asia, and those in Africa and Latin America.
Nevertheless there was agreement that there have been too many small-scale end fragmented
attempts at research on various aspects of mechanization, and that t-here is a real need for
It was
more work t'b develop appropriate mechanical equipment for developing countries.
in areas with
pointed out that mechanization is essential
in many countries , particul~ly
certain tasks can only be done
marked wet and dry seasons1 to timely land preparation;
certain weeds
adequately with mechanimd equipment, even in areas where labour is plentiful;
end where water
are not easily killed by herbicides and are difficult
to control manually;
and temperature are not limiting,
lack of power to supplement hand labour at critical
points
in the cropping cycle may be the main constraint
to really intensive management on small
necessarily conflict
with the need to create more
farms. Mechanization does not, therefore,
employment.
lembers recognized, however, that research on mechanization is often difficult
and
310.
costly and that large-scale
investment with a backing of mechanical engineering and industrial
It was suggested that a regional or agro-climatic
zone approach
capacity is often essential.
and that this was a field of research in which cooperation
to problem definition
was desirable,
between developed coutries,
international
centres, and national applied research and testing
Mechanization was felt to merit further careful
programtnes could be particularly
fruitrul.
study by the TAC in cooperation with appropriate International
Centres, with a view to
determining the key research problems and best approaches to their solution.
Considerable emphasis was placed in the discussion on the need to reinforce research
311.
on post-harvest technolo$zy for food orops. This was seen as of the utmost importance to
and the need to develop a total view of how to strengthen research
increasing food availability,
It was pointed out that emphasis
and to put existing
and new knowledge to use was stressed.
attention
tended to be placed on attempting to quantify the magnitude of losses, whereas little
seems to have been paid to estimating the size of the benefits which might accrue to research
and where research might most effectively
be directed in order to neximize the savings.
It
was not so much the size of the problem but the potential
for doing something effective
which
needed study, particularly
where the results would have to be applied to a multitude of small
farms.
A number
312.
the improvement of
by the development
and on the control

of important areas requiring more research was emphasized; in particular
drying facilities
at the farm or village level, whioh had been accentuated
of short maturing photo-insensitive
varieties
suited to multiple-cropping;
of fungus diseases and pests of stored products.

While agreeing with the urgency to do more research in respect of post-harvest
313.
technology the Chairman drew attention to the earlier recommendation of the TAC that the
activities
of the International
Centres inthis potentially
very broad field should be limited
to developing technology suited to application
at the farm or village level.
This might include
the need for which had been stressed by some members,
working with farmers' cooperatives,
but the Centres should not be responsible for establishing
such cooperatives.
For them to
attempt to do more than this would be to open a Pandora's Box. He had also noted from a remark
of the Executive Secretary that FAC?s direatory
of institutions
working on various aspects of
post-harvest technology in developed and developing countries showed that some 900 were in
existence, which suggested a substantial
reservoir
of strength which might be tapped, For
these reasons he did not consider it unlikely that the TAC would be submitting proposals
to the CGIAR for support to such research, and he particularly
welcomed the concerted action
of an informal group of the donors in examining what more might need to be done. The TAC
would appreciate being kept informed of their aotivities
and the opportunity to offer comments
or suggestions.
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In reapeot of orops other than staple foods, there was oonsiderable discussion on
314.
the exe& rating whioh should be given to ootton, which some members felt had been left somewhat ambiguous at the Mexico TAC mseting, derpite a oonmnsus that it should be awarded
higher priority.
Reminding members of the status given to non-food research-in their first priorities
statement the Chairman explained that while the Committee had never refused to consider
such
proposals for cotton or anything else, it had stressed that it would not itself initiate
proposals. It had also emphasised that if it were to examine eny proposals in this field it
would only make a favourable reoommsndation if it were satisfied that this did not threaten
funds for first-order
priority research related to food production.
As he recalled their
discussion in Mexico members had felt that this position was no longer adequate for cotton,
and that the TAC should now be invited by the CGIAR to consider or develop specific proposals
for this crop.
315.

In reporting to the CGIAR on this he had avoided the use of first or second priority,
316.
but the implication of his statement was that TAC thought that o&ton was of suoh importsnce
that, if the CGIAR ooncurred9 it should now develop research proposals in this field.
Cne member indicated that he had had second thou&s on this since their last meeting,
in the light of evidence oolleuted by Dr. Evenson that ootton was one of the crops to which
most reseesch was not being devoted, expenditure being equivalent to about 3$- percent of the
Comparedtothe meagre expenditmes on
dollar value of output in developing oountries.
sorghum, coconutst
or even oil palm it was hard to argue that cotton was being under-researched.
While the quality of the resesroh on cotton might be called in -ration,
cotton seemedto
be receiving the highest input of investment per dollar of output of sny crop in the developing
countries.
317.

In this context Dr. Fereira informed the Committee that a main reason for closing
318.
down the Cotton Researah Corporation - about which com@Wnhad been expressed at their last
meeting, was that its scientific
panel (of which he was a member) felt.Sh&
it ias giving an
excessive concentration of researah on one crop. Their opinion was that continuing research
at its presentzzlevel on ootton alone was not likely to be highly productive and that the
emphasis shoukl, rather be on msrrying cotton a8 a cash crop with other crops, and especially
food crops, into more produotive farming systems. Re believed that this had also been a
reason for the TAC wishing to aooord cotton higher priority,
and perhapd this had not come
clearly enough out of the TAG discussion aa refleoted in the draft priorities
paper.
While expressing some reservations about the quality of some of the figures from
319.
which Dr. Evenson's conclusions hsd been drawn (at least on the basis of his use of
Australian data), the Chairman agrsed that the Seoretsriat would have to Parr careful attention
to these comments in redrafting the priorities
paper. However, he stressed that the present
dooument did not do more then indicate that.the TAC uished to look more closely at the
research needs of cotton, whereas it had not done so in the past. There was no suggestion
that they would be recommending an institute
for cotton research and it must be clearly
understood that in expressing a willingness to study the status of cotton research there was
no oommi-tmentto the end result.
it was suggested that in approaohing cotton research it should bs recognised ab
320.
initio that this crop could not be dealt with by a single oentre approaoh. The opportaties
mprovernt
varied from plaoe to plaoe - for example, In India great progress was being
made through the exploitation
of hybrid vigour by hand pollination,
but that this approach
was too expsnsive where labour was scarow,
tie almost universal problem, however, was pest control;
cotton consumed aroung
321,
50 percent of all pesticides used in LTXs at high cash costs, and this was an area where, the

development of m integrated approach was a high priority.
It was pointed out that for this
reason above all cotton was becoming unprofitable vie-&via alternative orops suoh as
vegetables. Cne means of tsokling ootton retaes.roh, therefore, might bs to isolate key problems
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such as this which could b8 amenable to an international
or regional approach, rather than
There was general support for
trying to research the crop in its entirety at one eentre.
devoting more attention to this aspeot of cotton research, and some members felt that it might
help to develop improved pest control methods for use on food crops, particularly
those grown
in rotations with cotton.
Reference was made to a recent discussion at the World Bank on the report prepared
322.
on cotton research needs by a team under Dr. Harrar on behalf of UNDP, the Bank and Rockefeller
This had also stressed the pest control problems with particular
reference to the
Foundation.
need for an integrated approach, since most research so far had been on chemical methods and
The question had been raised as to whether sn
through the aegis of pesticide manufacturers.
institutionally
centralized
international
approaoh to breeding was feasible,
and in general it
There had been a feeling that, as opposed
had. been felt that this was not the best approach.
to the earlier comments by TAC members, support for cotton research from metropolitan powers
would be significantly
weekened by the closure of the CRC in U.K. and by seduced dependence on
While this would affect cotton production,
cotton in textiles
in most industrialized
countries.
there was also a need for reinforcement of end-use research, for which some new techniques
There were also
were in sight which could make cotton more competitive with synthetics.
interesting
possibilities
for new food-uses.
Other members supported the view that cotton research should be giiven priority
323.
consideration,
and that the TAC should therefore address itself
to the main problems and
While the question as to whether current research was adequate,
approaches required.
inadequate, or would be seriously weakened by reduced donor support in the near future was
not fully resolved, it was felt that the crop merited such attention because of its multiple
in providing a cash income to small
uses, its key role in cropping systems - particularly
its high employment component both on and off the farm, and its critical
importance
farmers,
to foreign exchange earnings in many developing countries.
Summing up, the Chairmsn felt that the discussion largely confirmed the Committee's
324.
conclusion in Texioo that it should revise its earlier statement to the CGIAR that TAC should
limit its activity
to direct food questions, and that in this light cotton should be given
first
consideration.
However, in view of some doubts raised at this meeting concerning the
magnitude of ongoing work on this crop, he proposed that they examine the state and strengths
If this was
of ongoing and planned research and advise the CGIAR on their conclusions.
acceptable to members, he would ask the Secretariat to proceed with the collection
and snalys is
of the necessary data.
On vegetables it was agreed that while the Committee was moving to a position where
325.
it might want to recommend support for research, no precise category of priority
should be
allocated until it had completed its technical enquiries and been able to devote more time to
studying the best form of organizational
approach to getting any necesssxy research done,
The Chairman was authorized to report this position to the Consultative Group uit'_i the
rider that the Committee was giving serious consideration to raising the importance of
vegetables, in its priorities.
Amongthe oilseeds discussion centred primarily on the cooonut, the importance of
326.
which was stressed by several sp8skers. The Exeoutive Secretary reminded members that this
crop had been singled out in the TPI Study as meriting strong international
support, because
of its economic and nutritional
significance
in the tropics,
the fact that it had a number of
difficult
and so far unresolved research problems, and because current research effort was
It had hoped to be able to arrange sn 8QeI't consultation
on coconut
weak and fragmented.
research from his FAO Regular Programme resources, which would inter alia provide information
to assist the TAC on reaching a recommendation to the Consultatmrz
Unfortunately
it now
seemed unlikely that funds would be available for this meeting.
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Nembers therefore
hat the TAC finance an international
soconut reseeroh
327.
workshop to determine the state of coconut research in the various regions of the world 22
to advise the Co.mmittee on how best to organize a cooperative research progrmme or network,
Referring to the aruoial. importance of the coconut in the Pacific,
the Chairman
328.
ageei that such a meeting was desirable.
Ha wished, however, to be in a better position to
revj3pJ -:-he T&C msources before reaching a decision, and felt that by their Eqi- meeting the
avai'labK?.i.ty of funds should be clearer.
It was therefore agreed to dismxss the yoposal
again .GImn, recognizing that this was a zmtter in Which "the Committee had expressed a clear
int ere s-+
*'d
329.
speakers feel-t merited at least aTe&er attention by TAC than hitherto,even
if only as 3
second order priority.
It was pointed out that tropical
silviculture
has been neglected-i
zhat nagro-forestrye
(the integration
of tree crops, including coconutsg or industrial
tree
plantations
with a&cultural
crops) is a commeroiaI.ly attz%otive alternative
to shifting
cu3,t,iv&iion, particularly
in the humid tropics,
on which research could. prove very productive ;
and that rapid removal of natural. forest cover is threatening agricultural
produotivity
and
investments in many developing countries.
Existing forest technology, even for the tropical
rain forests,
and partictiarly
in respect of timber utilizatiori)has
been developed largely in
the light of the standards of izzdustrialiid
countries,
and thus is not well adzpted to the
needs or ecology of non-temperate areas. Attempts to introduce exotic species and technology
had often failed,
buk not enou.& vms lorLom about the correct management end use of native
species for leek of research,
This is a gap to which attention was dratVn by the FAO general
for more internationally
supported work
Conference, which had endorsed a specific resolution
in this field,
Others disagreed in vsrying degree nith the view that research on forestry in the
330.
tropics had been, aid remains, very weak. It was argued that the International
lkion of
Fore&q
Research Organizations (IXJFRO) already provides a highly organized world network?
and a groat deal of silvicultural
work has been dcne in tropical
rain forests, though its
of h3sd,
been somek?hatdiscouraging in the sense that the total productivity
output
exportable timber has always been much less than was expected.
In
useable, and p~%iculerly
the case af fores% genetic resources a very well thought out proposal had been put forwerd
to IBPGR9 which Indicated that substantial
progress could be made at relatively
low cost,
using the existing maohinery of IUFRQ. In several respects therefore it was argued that the
community,
total forest oortmun%ty is better organized for research than the agricultural
@Tsar idea of what needs to be done in the whole forest sector,
and that there is a fairly
The problem of the misuse aa& rapid disap*arance
of the forest resource and
331.
consequent degradation of the environment was felt by these members to be the result of the
difficulty
faced by governments in dewhoping countries in keeping subsistence farmers from
constantly eroding the bounderies of forest reserves,
It was suggested that this is very
largely a matter of local organization
and ~poli.tical control and not a problem which can be
solved by more science.
Hodever, in iuidition to the problems of menaging tropical
rain forests attention
332.
was drawn by members from developing countries to several other aspeots of tree production
in which it was felt that more research ;~ould be useful.
These included -&at was described
as pvsoeial forestrp,
based on the introduction
of a silvi-pastoral
system combining trees
or leguminous shrubs with improved pastures and grazing practices to provide additional
income and fuelwood to graziers snd help to improve soil fertikity.
This is especially
appropriate for the drier areas where erosion control is vital and trees and shrubs and
grasses are essential to prevent the envroaohment of sand dunes on cultivated
land..
Increasing population pressures make the maintenance of pure forest reserves increasingly
difficult
end it is considered urg8nt to find productive alternative
forms of land use to
prevent shifting
cult ivat ion. A valtiable species in these areas is Acacia senegal, fro%
anxious to expand
which gwm arabic is produced. It was pointed out that several countze
their
cultivation,
but that yi81ds varied enormously, end a selection end breeding progremme
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involving
the cultivation
of quickResearch on irrigated
forestry
could be very valuable.
growing species for pulp and paper could help many developing countries save foreign exchange,

The Chairman pointed out that the Committee had earlier taken a qite
explicit
333,
decision that forestry would li(Jp be aocorded priority.
It 8 relevance to land use, soil
erosion and conservation,
end thus indirectly
to food production had not been overlooked, but
in the light of the dominant importance it had given to food production reeeanoh the TAC was
not prepared to consider forestry proposals.
Where forestry was or could become an important component in a farming
334.
did not see that any objections would be made to an institute
including this in
but the proposals that came to him were for straight-out
research related to the
forestry
and its management for timber production, and it was in this area that
judgement as to its mandate had so far been negative.

system, he
its studies,
development Of
the TAG's

h reply to a member's question, he agreed that in its overall approach to any
335.
question before it, the TAC was not looking only at what might be funded by the Consultative
Group. It could reject a proposal, recommend it to the CGIAR, or commend it to the attention
of bilateral
or other potential
donors or foundations.
There were practical
exemplea of this,
for example CATIE, which TAC had recommended should be supported from regional funding by
bilateral
donors. This in fact had a major forestry component. But he did not believe that
in following this approach TAC should necessarily try to cover every aspect of the rural
there was a strong wish of members to examine
economy. If, in the specific case of forestry,
research needs in greater depth and the Consultative
Group concurred, this would have to be
governed by their understanding that any support recommended should not be at the expense of
Furthermore, additional
expertise
research on priority
matters related to food production.
He would like
would have to be co-opted to enable TAC to look at the problems of forestry.
a firm decision from members as to how to proceed in this area.
Because of the uncertainties
expressed as to the adequacy of current research on
336.
forest management and utilization
to the needs of the developing countries,
and the different
approaches indicated by members to the use of trees in pure stands and in mixed agricultural
systems in different
ecological regions, it was suggested by members that.a paper be prepared
for consideration
by the Committee which would spell out the problems requiring research related
to forest cultures in these main zones.
In view of the fact that IDRC is at present undertaking a study of forestry
337,
needs in the various regions of the world, it was agreed that, apert from drawing the
features of their discussion to the attention
of the CGIAR, TAG would take no further
in respect of forestry until the IDRC study is completed.
IhRC Notid then be invited
ti.ei.r report available to TAC as the basis for an informed discussion before any firm
was given to the CGIAR as to it,s possible role in support of forestry research.

research
salient
action
to make
advice

In the ease of ~~i~ewn~mi~ rwmamhp %he,!lW #Em
szhmu~ in reaffirming the
339.
importance it attaohes to this as a means of throwing zww light 0x1problems of increasing
w&m their ePforts need to be
entfst8 ahld teotiologists
p~~~t~~~~
d aooeptanos by the z%rme~s~ It was suggested,
Q food produoti
riented in its criteria for
ssndsfnoe there ax8 no
w trim mbtPistmoe fmers left
the- p0tepmtia.l of resea;sch to
TAG to par more
~~~Oa%OO~~rni~,
S%S% ~tid p~~tide valuable insights in the
~~~~~~S~amal. f
72s~of this oritetiow also8
Attention was drawn ts the val,lue of' the resaaxoh network being developed among
3&J@
~oi~~e~e~~~wts in Asfa, with the help of IRRI, AlIS, IIRZQ, %nd other or
izationsa It was
felt that this 3s proti~8ng&remely usefuib as a means of enabling eoonomists armdmaia:o&sts
to earo~m~ Ia%as$ d%ve%spclose
lationships and (909
r app~~aohes; and the
~~~~tri%s of this region
s* It
eted tInat an attempt
oriomio
should be mada to enoour
in Afrioa and Latin
America,
wtith
the
titim
y&em Of oommunioaticn among social
scientists worsrkingin
ls ia fmporb;a~ntbsemmsemh of the reseawh is
quite country or loostion
SQIXKC~~O
aad is often better if done by nationals of the octxntriem
as we11 89 mm8 efftmtive in its impa&
natiornal ~lio~~~rs~
A oentralizad effort is
rs unlikely to be a p tioal ap aohp but some outside asicsistanace,~&ether protided
t
t
the CGIAEor other m S$ ootia
vaPuab%erin f~~~~tat~~g cornmnmicat%on,developing
Sp%ngwork fn one country to build on work in another*
oomm3.ri xiwixmmh desigm,
awd
The Chairmixa
rted this tiew,
he
t that perhaps r&xx more progress
34le
a than the last
d, Speaking a8%govermr of IDRG
real
had been mde in Latin
ers that promoti
and of IFPRIl he asstxre
kind of appmaoh jast indioated is very
their programmes+
muoh a matter of priori
relation to soaio-eoonomio research, members
welcomed the reference to nlatrition fn the priorities
paper. ' It.. was
sted that this be
e attention but one in whioh rese
highlighted as a subject deserrrimg
ae oomplementary
to the efforts of the CGUR system, d on whioh it Beeded to be kept informed by PA0 and others.

em there am large areas of land whioh are u.nde+
also areas where natux-al phosphate:
priotities

paper.
Attention

was

drawn

bed *he .sx~bjeot as well. researohed in prinoiple but looation-speoifictatiom of %%Ohni~%S. I3e aonsidered that the oentres were no:
as a component of cropping systems.
managemerat
f uplaaid rainfed orops requires quantitative soil
ation plannbng infrastructure
for a speoialized oentral
tz+~ngl;lystaffed in this field as in other oritioal
aspeots 0;
omp pr9duotionr

th%se.and isatez%atioa%al
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In this context, a membersuggested that an early effort should be made to oompare
346.
and evaluate the various institutional
modsIs that oountriss were adopting, for the benefit of
He believed that oooperation between national and international aentres oould be greatly
all.
faoilitated
if nations had an appropriate institutional
seCup. One objeotive of this should
be to enable national and international oentres to follow up the results of their joint
By this, he did not mean to imply that intalc
remarch efforts right down to the farm level,
national oentres should beoomeinvolved in extension work, but it was essential for them to be
able to work with the national institutions
to cheek the Fitness of their technology for use
by fsrmers.
Referring to these oommenta, the Chairman reoslled the previous TAC debates on the
347.
subject of transfer of researoh results to farmersand the respective roles of the internawhile trying to determine the limits' of
tional centres and national institutions
in this.
of their having
responsibility
of the oentres, TAGhad never disputed the high desirability
strong researoh links with national systems and being in a position to follow the results of
the adaptation and implementation of their new technologies through national progrsmmes.
On the other hand, TAGhad not wished the oentres to have to take on the task of
348.
developing the national researoh systems, snd had reoonnnendedthat they should certainly not
beaomeinvolved in developing the extension system.
!&is advice, of oourse, did not dispose of the problem, and in his view this was
349.
sn issue whioh had to be grappled with in the review of the CGIAR system. The TAO'e terms
of reference oontained a clear invitation to check on the progress of national research
systems, and he felt that they had done more than anyone else in trying to assess what the
position really was.
350.
From this, he doubted if any single institutional
for national researoh or provi&ng linkages to international
any other commentson this.

model vould serve all purposes
oentres, but he would welcome

His real oonoern, however, was how to prooeed further with strengthening national
351.
research, on which he did not feel the TAC oould do much more. In his judgement, the whole
subjeot would oollapse for lack of proper attention if the present CG system did not develop a
more careM policy on support for national researoh; and if FAO- which was the major international agenoy with a mandate in.this field - was not enoouraged todevote more resources to
helping national systems. If the CG took a negative attitude+
this would certainly endanger
the validity end value of the international resesroh. On the other hand, if it were to agree
to take on the finsnoing of national research, it would PrObablYS involve difficult
and
oomplex managementproblems.
352.
Commentingon the reference to the possibility
of the Consultative Group on B'bod
Production and Investment (CG'FPII) ffnanolzlg support tb national researoh progrannnesin paragraph 121 of the draft priorities
paper, a membernoted that throughout TAG's experienoe with
the international centres it had repeatedly borneto the point where researoh results had not
been taken up because of other restraints.
Even with highly developed research systems, as
in Euro e this was often the oase# His hope (and he felt that of TAG, at its previous
meeting $ was that CG'FPI would address itself to alleviating suoh constraints, of whiuh the
supply of fertZlisers was probably topfiority,
but transport, marketing and many others could
be identified.
He did&,
however, agree with the suggestion that this newly oreated body
should start seroing in on researoh fn whioh the CGIllR and TAC had been deeply involved for
several yearch Apart from the time involved, the risks of duplioation and confusion would be
considerable, and he felt that national researoh progrsmmeswould be far better,.snd more
direotly helped by bilateral aid or by FAO, UI?ESCO
aud other international agsncies-and foundations already playing an important part in this respeot.
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j& order tc avoid ~~pet~~~~~j between bilateral
donors in aid to national research
353.
mGF%effici%ntRy utilized
for this
systems, and to ensure that the overail resources caX+s
purpose8 it was suggested that advantage might be taken of the existing Centres Week nechanism when a14. donors are premnt at "the ML&R for getting them together on this subject also.
This meeting could be organiaed by PAi& and one of its objectives could be to draw to the
attention of the TAC and CGTURprojects whioh it was considered profitable
to support, including regiona networks as weEl as national proposals, but wkioh na. single dorior was able
to take raps This could (30 much to reduce the magnitudes of the volume of work which the
CGLARsyafem would have to cope with if 5-t undertook to support appropriate natiwzal cm
regional pro,jects, whereas if another Consultative Group were also to take a hand it ;scs~LId
oniy Create more paper. There was plenty fcr the CGFPI to do on removing constraints to
the suocessfu.1 application
on research= Therefore, if a223reference were to be ne,&e in
the priorities
paper to the CGFPI this division of labvtir should be made clear,
While the Chairman felt that qvmtions related to the CXZ'PXEe:! cmtside the TJL*s
3540
mandate and he was not sure that TAC had fui2 authority to debate the subject, he agreed
that the two groups ought to be complementary and s.?nred members concern that they might
overlap if the CGIAR and CGFPI both became involved wit'n questions of support to national
research?, Ho would discuss this concern with the Chairman of the CGUR, Re felt that the
question of how the CGFPI might complement the CGIAR could be handled simply by refarring
in the part of the redrafted paper concerned with socio-economic pestion -50 the need fsr
2~ of institutions
and services if reaearc~ in to be translated into
investment in a numbt,
action, and that the TAC!understood that the CGFPI would be devoting serious attentzon to
thosermatters,
as was the World Sank and regional banks, Efe did not feei that TAC could
go much further on this issue, although it was a proper question to which serious :hcxght
should be given.

3%.
prove to
of the research ayste
whereae
wver eysxy
CGIAHaptem
ream28 to be1 e that
to ten ye= perSodp

ssed the vit3w t
ewen ff a a odi%y or an area of FeBeaPoha52
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eal poin%s where there
%

e eeemed$3 hirnr the

Fallowing support from &her ~~~~
357.
TAC should havs the tour

the Chai
ed %hat it Mas eeeential tha-k
well aware of &he kendency of any
aa @riticai to 8
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'8 pesition had
'3 be% hat it
priorities
a8 it
dtative
Group
d to
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0Moasly free to a& the
arch ewe611
In commodities to
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for this maeon when the revf
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he was rally
&ng to hmiat on bef
clear ai3 to
what TAC*g ord.er of priorities
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In this respect he -ted
358.
nutrition in the
af%edl
discussjban 0x1thi
t?%F*If
fur%her explored
air Oc

to boar whether memberswfshed for more to be said on
68 Paper.
He x%mal that the TAC had had one
lusfwely, sud 13 s%ed that perhaps it, might ke
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In response to his question several membersfelt that the importanoe of applied
359.
nutrition research should be explicity reco@.ieed in the paper since even in the developed
Given that the TAC was conleernedwith the
countries it was an undeveloped dksofpline~
overall improvement ef food produotion questions of nutr5tion and health in relation to
food supply were highly relevant to the development of researoh strategy for production.
It was pointed out that if the TAC were to make an effort in this direction it would be
wise to <rontact the international oentres to see what resources there were and the relationSomeof them had linksges with work
ships tm were developin&@th nutrition oentres.
going on at universities
which helped to guide the thinking of their commodity research.
The Executive Secretary informed the Committee that two meetings had been held late
360.
in 1975 at FAQ on applied nutrition research; one being an inter-agency meeting and the
of agency representatives end a mumberof outside donors and in&l&&ions
other a meeti
He could oiroulate the prooeedinge of these meetings to the TAC and felt that they would be
useful since they contaJlned an evaluation of the fields where applied nutrition research
The Chairman welcomed this as an
needed to be strengthened and suggestions for pHoritiese
input to a further discussion by TAO on this subjeot in Ootober.
In eoneluding the discussion the Chairman thanked the Secretariat for the
360,
draft paper but asked that in revising it a single integrated paper should be developedpot
I&other words this wouldbe
just a document referring to changes in the TAC's position.
a complete and up-to-date replacement of the 1973 TAC Priorities
Paper.
Althou& he
welcomed the financial tables providedby the Secretariat in Annex I of the present draft he
did not wish these to be incorporated into the revised document but to be pr&vided to the
TAC as a separate input at the May meeting.
It might be necessary to revise the financial
projections somewhat in the light of the modifioation coming out of their present
discussion.
In response to a member's question he agreed that it would be desirable to get a
361.
more systematic feedback from the centres directors and the CCEARindicating their
The suggestion that this might be discussed with the
reactions to the revised paper.
directors at the May meeting merited some consideration if the timetable allowed it,
Once
the CGIAPhad made its own judgment about the p&ior$tSes, particularly
if it adQpted them
as it h& the earlier TAC statementthe felt that it should be given wider publicity so'that
people could Be .encoum%ged to react to TAC*s work and provide it with an input of fresh
ideas.

Rvaluation

of Agricultural

Research Programmes (&e&a

Item 7)

Dr. Ruttan explained that the apper he had prepared for TAC on this subject
arose from his examination of the conclusions on an in-house conference at IR.RI on researo".
! allocation
and agricultural
remm.rch.
He thought that it woul.d be worthwhile for t!le
review mission teams that TAC mounted to have a background document on the more fvndamental
aspects of evaluating an agricultural
research programme.

j 362.

Few that the IRRI Review had been accomplished he was keen to iearn !&at d:enge
in emphasis or in content in his paper was indicated and he asked Dr. Swamins,than to provide
some ex-post impressions in this respect.

363.

Covering the main points of his paper Dr. Ruttan laid stress on the f?oi th.?et
in his opinion any attempt to evaluate a research programme, and the same applied to reseztrch
planning, had to supply answers to two leading questions;
firstly,
what it WLS ?e:&?le .Ln
accomplish, or in other words1 what the best scientis
in the field considered could possibly
be achieved, and seoondlg, what aaong tke possibilitf
2 for research that was worth doing.
He felt that these two main questions and the subqueations they led to, helped to define the
issues that had to be dealt wit&

364.

365.
!Purning to the nat$er of the objectives of reviewing a research institute
he
thought that this should enfril prinoipally
a dialogue with management and the staff that
would lead to a refinemnt
of the rusearch aims and to the rffloienoy
of the system*
Howeve
he believed that such a dialogue could only In effective
if the institute
itself
and its
management kad clarified
ite own objectives.
His experiences of being either reviewed or in
a review team were that the greatest extent of &sunder-standing aroee in cases where the
0

sation

under review had not adequately

clarified

its

objectives.

366.

In the oaae of tke IRRI review ke felt that in the GEUprogramme, for example,
the objectives had been clearly stated, whether one looked at it in terms of either doubling
the yield potential
or of doubling the yield in the fanaKtr8' fields,
so much so that after a
decade or more it would be possible to ss~ how much of the objective had been achieved.
However, in other areas of its prograAIe IRRI had been less precise in indicating
what were
the objectives
and this had led to some difficulty
in the dialogue between the review team an
the institute.
It was necessw
to air any differenoes
of opinion as soon as possible and
as much as the instituteneededto
clarify
its objectives tke review team should also be
explicit
on the point8 of dG$reement.
Tki~l, of course, was not alweys easy when the rwie
team was working to a tight schedule as would often be necessary,
but the desired aim was to
have the reBiew and the dialogue footu~around
a ,oommonunderstanding as soon as poaeible.
.
.
Dr. Ruttan pointed out that in most of the institutes
that would come un~ler
367.
review by TAC there were three areas of evaluation;
the research activity,
the training
activity,
and the outreach or communication activity.
He commented that those ?rsas cf
research in which the output of the research was expected to become a direct input into
production such as the GEU activities
and pest control activities,
were the easiest to
Other activitiee
such as the statistics
unit, the library
and communica-tions, or
evaluate.
the constraints
project,
could be reviewed in terms of their contributions
fo the output
Eut some of the remaining
producing activities
and thus could be reasonably well evaluated.
areas were difficult
to asse8s particularly
in relation
to determining what proportion of tI:e
The training
activity
was particularly
difficult
to
resources should be directed to t’nm.
one'related
to the metl:od of diffusing
As he saw it this had three dimensions;
evaluate.
a second was thekaining
activity
as a method of
the knowledge developed by the institute,
developing the knowledge, and in this the importance of graduate students was often being;
stressed, and the third was that related to the feedback of knowledge into the system* Ee
evaluation task was much more difficult
if it &s necessary to determine to what extent each
of these activities
were complimentary to the research and to what extent they became
a method of the resneration
oT
He thou&t that the third aspect of training,
competitive.
institutee,was
often given the least attention.
,./

.

I

'

With respect to the outreach activities
he was not sure that a final tem inology
368.
had been agreed upon but as far as he understood it was usual to talk of two types of off-carrplls
One involved simply the testing of materials and the checking of constraints
:activities,
'under a wider range of environments but from the resouroe allocation
standpoint it was necess'ary to know how many of these extensions of the research programme itself
were needed. The
! other outreach aotivity
oonprised the diffusion
of the technology and knowledge generated from
,' the progmmme. The problem was to determ ine the best m ix of these outreach activities
and
,whcther they could be developed together in a particular
situation-or
needed to be kept

, relatiwely

separate.

36%
In conclusion Dr. Ruttan raised the point that in his opinion the quantification
i
of the effectiveness
of research was not as difficult
a matter as many often thought since it
/
,was not necessary to go to the extent of involving complex calculations
of internal rates of
j return, and so one Information on the area of land affected and the change in Vie cost of the
increase in yields anticipated from the application
of the research results was adequate.
If the scientific
steps required to produce the knowledge and technology could be visualized
i then it was possible to go the further step and indicate what was to be expected in terms of
straightforward
quantities
like increased output per hectare or reduction in cost per unit and
T*is
! from this obtain an idea of the relative
magnitude of the outputs or changes involved.
at least allowed for a rough judgementto be made on the anticipated
impact of the resoerc".
programme which when made known to an institute
could assist in judging its oprn effectivsnesc:
and provide the basis for a productive dialogue between the institute
and. t'e review toad".
Dr. Swaminathan remarked on how useful he had found the paper for t-9e I?X
370.
Rowever, there ?!ad been s'ome difficulties
review and complimented Dr. Ruttan on his effort.
' in certain areas of the evaluation and particularly
with regard to quantification.
As he
pointed out, it eras possible to quantify certain accomplishmemts in terms of a partic:fiar
variety occupying a certain area at a particular
point in time but beyond -Eat it xw no easy
matter to quantify
an institute
in measurable terms.
In agriculture
it was difficult
to
apportion tile credit for a quantity of output to the different
components because often tI:e
effect of on.e component was to a greater or lesser extent dependent on the effect o* r-:.no-ClYcr.
of groundTwater for agriculture
in terms of
For example, any evaluation of the expolitation
yield increases was confounded by the extent of fertilizer
application.
In the review of IRRT. the team had attempted to quantiPJ wherever possible and
371.
he gave as an example the extent to which IRRI resemch had led to the achievement, on
experimental farm fields,
of up to.75$ of what appeared to be the maximumpossible potential
However, this was not reflected
in farmers' fields although he rem inded the
yield of rice.
Committee of an earlier statement which indicated that even a 1% increase overall in rice
yield in Asia led to some $300 m illion increased income; thus even a small movement towards
the potential
could have tremendous consequences,

It had been agreed, in
372.
increases stemmed from three major g.r
reliable package of technologies;
a

the Committee, that production
interacted very closely;
a

e services ancl finally appsppriate
The Riseion bad been satisfied t
I's package of technologies was
scale neutral and non-discri
natory and the institute
had been warned to avoid in future any
reference to low - medium- or high level input technologies as creating an impression that
something could be got for nothing1 Thus one of the criteria used by Dr. Ruttan had at least
been satisfied
at IRRI.
public policfee.

373.
The service and public policies inputs could only be stimulated by the advent
of a new technology, but as they were both in the hands of n&tional administrations the
and *consequences' programmes point out to the
centres could only, through its *constraints'
policy makers where gaps existed which delved the full rea.lis&xion of pbtential production
increases.
374.
He suggested that in recm ting the paper Dr. Ruttan m ight include,under the
three headings suggested, an examination of what the centre has been able to achieve in
developing an economically reliablp technology, stimulating
inputs and affecting public policy.

.

.c
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Imatkis connection be axpressed tke hope, w
y rrupprted by the Chairmm th.afT
i 375
’the economics programmelaof the oantma would not become att~nl~at%a in any wq as a result of
‘the establlshuent sf new spsaialieed
pczlfqr research bodies such a.s SFFXTz'.
The &airman also suggested addin,5 another sub-division
to t%e t':ree in~lt a-~e'?~
376,
He took 8s an example t3.e vol-k Gf=n?g
outii.~ed, that of choice of priority
within centrcs.
TAG had felt that IRYt mi&t be- over-concentrzti:q
o:? t‘,e
on irr@ated and rain-fed rice.
ITOW
the
q:;.eStiOil
-r’.j.r~‘l
rqf$:‘;
‘-::
irription
approach
and
had
welcomed
iL diverpence
from
this,
fiamed'was, taking t?e argment that a viable teehnolog able to reisn ;riel4s ir: imrigatei:
mtzs h,zd been established, would it not be advisable to concentrate ever, fl'i+lAel, 0-q.i;‘.e I?33
favovrcr!
environments? The team had however faced this question and it P:?S inplicll
i,il
Nevertheless %e felt that T.&Creviews should, in fl.~t~~re 3, re~~.est~ri to
ti, al.t-tm's paper.
be q-Lit,E, explicit
with regard to priorities
:?iit':in a centre.
5 3770
He wondered also whether DrN Zuttan r$oulJ give some tho?;gl:t to ;;:I,- ;v.e:3ti.on cl*
; the criteria
to be considered when reoommending a research effort with specific ref:?r~ce to
those crops which, w;:ilst not of considerable ma@tude on the global scale, XXX TIWJ
ilqportmt -to sizeable groups of peou~l.e,
Dr. Buf3an replied that, in his opinion, the total size of +,‘e 3~;_7f ?n terms
of some combination of are&, yield and value was an important criteria
by;t 2o'. ';'~e :?i:lj' oneOthers were the amount of effort which needed to he put into it and the size c? L1-e in;~,ct,
?: lsrge impact on P small area could be more significant
than a small i,ly;sct o:~ 3 : ,q.rce a.re;~~
__
378,

Referring to the earlier comments on quantification
he believe2 ??a.+ f3?p re?iip..:
team sho:iiri not be asked to engage in it in detail.
The centres obrn st.aff slzo~lid be warned
-4qa.t is expected of them, as part of their own decision making, lea&.ng t'?e revi~ tea,n in
He would also azpee with .the augges'tion to include i!? ",?:r pa<?cr
evaluate these
decisions,
ssm reference to t3e desirability
of the review teams occupying tliernselvc5 3oi’c h~ith t‘:o
question of what a centre should be doing rather than ':OV well they were loins it.
o?l.p in
rare cases cenld the members of a te,zn treat with a subject in more depth than t'le inTtitute!z
oh-x spzciallst
staff,
and such review might be better conducted at setminx gnd. '~'~JI+&Op1
with owt~ide pzticipation,
379.

This suggestion was contested .b7 another member T&O felt it was essential that
t:?is task be undertaken by members of the review team and that teas S!lG..Zld?]e ~~,i"~f~~~~
-%ilinc this '.e tl:ov.$-Yt tlla:t -t,a2,"q
selected to ensnare such essential scientific
c3,?scitys
?zm.be323 would not receive tile necessery respect and confidence of the s,teiy Vi08 waZ'$ 1:a.r
The continuing biological
changeso w5,ch meant constant alertzzss in t'5e
under review,
assigningofpriorities
within centres, alao called for persons of the hig?est celibre on
review missions.

380,

Referring to the need for a22attempt at wantification
ke felt nwfer-bhel.ess
thn-t this could be no better than an informed guess in most cases, where a stanciar;i error
of 5% or more could be envisaged1 This could also lead to considerable diffical:.i.es
iE
erroneous figures were obtained by polic, 7~makers concerned with rapid increases:.

381.

On the basis of experience at ITt9I Dr. Swaminatl?an sug~sted t‘la.t, prior to
centre director concerned should be requested Lo specify rrh~t
the advent of a missiogthe
he felt to be acceptable as the mi * um programme performance for the ensl1i.r.g five years r's
a managementtool,
In some membe opinion this mig>t, although veq desirable, grove
tioal problems concerned wit? funding, especially that
difficult
however in view of the p
was essential t,o the
enerals
Clearly flexibility
of special projects and outreach i
managementt prov%ded it did not ,w too far, in the fact of not necessarily assured financiers.

382.

Andyfeasibility
of
Considerable discussion then ensued on the advisability
The value of ex-mst
forward planning and programming to the extent of five years.
For
evaluation to forward planning and decision making for the future was incsnapabln.
Sis reason several speakers agreed with Dr. R&ton that t'le oentres sl-ould undertake this
D-ante evaluation !Jes
th@mselves, rather t'flan m&e it as a task for review missions.
not to say speulative
and ~~~~~d to be mmidered by rw%ew
infinitely
more di
&rends.
ing proposed
missbone wklen @Ial
_.

3830

- 53 &pesfed
to clarify
wl~ether the main reason. why the director of I231 Ilao' 7ound
384.
constraints,
Dr. Swaminathan
5 year programming difficult
was in reality
that of financing
It was relevant he felt
assured members that "this was his statement, not Dr. Ekady's.
if tkis is to be increased in terms of productespecially
to the evaluation of performance;
but if used. in a strict
sense it need
5on then the outreach propammeg are most significant;
relate only to the achievement of programme targets measured in terms of n~snber of crosses
Thus the achievement of tar
ts could be one definition
made8 screening targets reachede,etch
extremely d.iffimAt
to quantify.
Several
- however overall preference bras, he reiterated,
members remarked that It became more di,,-~~icm2.t w3en associated with rigid targets over a fixen'
time period,
of the former system of forw2rc.l
Some members made reference to the effective
385.
five year projections
plar&.ng and review utilized
in the U.K. '%nd some other countries,
concerned8 giving not indications
of pm3siBle
oduction increases
were made by the Instit-Jte
bit the scientistsf
view of what tec!mohogies might emerge Which could be eqect~d .to affect
production increases, subject to the provision of appropriate services and policies
as t:le
%ese proposals of the scientists
were then examined by a review
other packages of inputs*
T3.e recommendations of t3e review
panel, which at the same time evaluated past performance.
panels were taken very seriously by the research councils concerned.
Ts?ere was general agreement that the IARC's should follow something along these
356.
lines, with forward programmes agreed by the governing bodies prior to the visit
of the
review missions, always of oourse basing their approval of programmes on what night rea.sonablg
j.V! Z;:!_el,qay 0-F firlasci:,l. r:iip!,o-**t, f.TOF ':",: s"F: Y', >r!? "~'-r<.y'
be expected to be fortkoair.~
yrpv> ._
i n [,;?:'y_kr+.?
,. s‘i vi '3L'?",0 ? :,:.:*
:"!l.~-~+N>~.~-.
agreed therefore that it would ba f&r to ask the eentres whether
The
d a technslogg for a given system and/or region, and if so, to regard
they had
thitr as an accoaIplishsient* It tight still,
however, be nemmary to prmide an approprfate
polioy before full results could be aohieved and felt.
If euoh a question be answered negatively, however, it would eleaTly
veqyrerl~antto
j
sent and future work.

387.
they felt

red to a reoe
in re

effort

given to

the

seearch oonference which had olosed with the
oh but little
in pirdUCtf~,illCZ?8&S9S.
1% pmrsaearch should be stopped for a while and more
~~n~~t~~tea applfoatioa
teohnologisst
Whilst not ooncmrring
te objegtive of the
be to stop at the develop
t aplslysss oould only be
of the
partioularl.ytPue
a8 shouldplanonaquinquemial
jecfi~e8~ and the methods to be
d aocmt of the'expeoted reed with earlier speakers
only be oarried

baisfs, to ooinofde with
spleen
ta, reach them

in the ligiit of the foregoing comment on results
in
he attached to the eoonosdo work at the IARCqparticmlarly
ecgtaenceeof, the adoption
of new teohnologg.
Thie
of the ocmte&t of the rest of the wofb = of the
however,
mented by other .bodSes. He reiterated,
Bgvslved
in, or made responsible for,

drew att~~ion,

ee ooncem

tention to another point Smplioit in Dr. Ruttsn@e paper, whioh
El6 ale
was not fully c
am300 fmm the faat
eat with the total p zvgmame of the oentres,
aoh work.
&b would wish the Comittoe to
e8peolally with reapset to bilaterzplly fmde
on the total aotivities
which, it wm timming quite clear, were
is the review grooess.

391.
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At the request of the Chairman, the Deputy Executive Secretary explained the
398.
He recalled that TAC had proposed it should mount a
arrangements for the consultation.
field mission to study the research needs of the water buffalo in order to assist in resolving the question as to what were the needs, or were there needs, for international
As a reeult of a report from the UNDP,/FAO
support for research on the water buffalo.
mission which was in the field for %ome3 months, which was shared with member%at the
lsst meeting, it was resolved that a working group of experts should be convened by the
TAC at a suitable location in the Fss East region, to discu%s the possibilities
of interThe Secretariat
had consequently arranged
national support for water buffalo research.
an expert consultation
whioh was to be held in Singapore from the 10th to the 13th of larch,
Documents relating to the consultation
lYV5. This was being convened with FAO's assistance.
which had been issued included a provisional
ngenda, a list of the proposed attendance of
experts, and a brief paper headed '*United Nations Development Programme - Proposal for an
Inter-Regional
Project?, which gave the baokground and %upporting information for the conThis had been prepared for purposes of discussion with UNDP with a view to
sultation.
possible UNDP support.
Before calling on Dr. Rendel, Chief of the Plant Production Service in FAO's
399.
Division of Animal Reproduction and.Health, to address the meeting, the Chairman brought
to the notice of new TAC members in particular
that the Government of Pakistan had put a
serious proposal to TAC for research on water buffalo but TAC had been very slow in dealHe recalled that the earlier TAC dising with this matter and reaching a conclusion.
The Committee had not seen a o%%efor establishing
a
cussion had been fairly
decisive.
single international
oentre for water buffalo research but it had seen the need for strengthening
collaboration
among the nations concerned and particularly
in South and South-East
In view of the fact that TAC had acted much slower than apparently necessary and to
Asia.
its possible discredit,
he was anxious for the proposed consultation
to produoe some
viable proposals of the kind which interested bilateral
donors would be willing
to support.
Dr, Rendel recounted that the countries which had been invited included the
400.
Philippines,
Indonesia, Thailand, India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Egypt. He mentioned that
the meeting had been planned so that eaoh country would be represented by the senior scientist involved in buffalo research as well as by one senior person in governmental
service who uould have some kind of administrative
authority
so that any decisions taken
would have some assuranoe of governmental backing which was essential*
In order to obtain a clear opinion of what the governments and the scientista
401.
in the area wan-ted from a buffalo research network all the governments concerned had been
asked to indicate the kind of buffalo research they had on-going, the kind of facilities
' they had in their
country, the kind of budget they had for buffalo research, and their
intention% and priorities
for future research.
Practically
all of the countries invited
had answered end it was very interesting
to see that they had. in most ca%es listed the
He added that it was also interesting
for the organizers to note that the
same items.
items put down as priorities
in discussions within FAO had been repeated by the countries
One item in which they were particularly
interested to cooperate w&s reof the region.
productive problems with the buffalo,
including artificial
insemination and deep freezing
and particularly
the buffalo's
ability
to utilize
of semen. Another was animal nutrition
Other items listed included animal breeding and studies of
waste from agriculture.
The enquiry
genetic parameters, end milk draft production and/or meat draft production.
revealed that there were several countries whioh stressed the importance of buffalo as a
meat animal but only one country listed the economics of buffalo production.
As a priority
item several countries cited specifio buffalo diseases.
It was apparent that several of
the institutions
particularly
in India, Pakistan, the Philippines,
and Egypt hsda very
impressive set of research activities
on buffalo nutrition
and breeding.
Obviously other
countries had not the same research capability
but still
there was some research going on.
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Dr. Rendel then turned to the question of has should a network be organized and
402.
The oonclnsions reached in preliminary discussion% within FAO
how could it be supported.
were that an attempt should be made to establish networks in, say, five priority
fields
and that these networks should then be established between institutions
in each country
participating
in the network.
As wel& scientist% responsible for contact with the other
institutions
should be de%ignated and ooordinators for each network appointed,
However,
as the research was being made in national institutions
it was very important to involve
the institution
directors in some w%ye Therefore it would be necessary to have some kind
of mech%nismwhereby the directors for all cooperating institutions,
and the organizers or
coordinators of the networks could come together, for instenoe, onoe a year and discuss
the progrenrme of work for the forthcoming year.

403.

He added that the FAO ad hoc, study group believed that workshops on specific
topics such as water buffalo as a utilizer
of roughages or the freezing of %emen, wauld be
a very useful w%y of sensing the degree of cooperation between the participating
countries.

404.

In addition to the workshops they felt that there should be provision for fellowships to enable students to study at one of the institute%
in buffalo research and also provision for short-term consultancies particularly
for scientists
within the Asian region
where the greatest expertise resided.
Dr. Rendel felt that the expert consultation would welcome any advice from TAc
partioularly
in respect of the machinery by which support could be administered to national
institutes
assuming, of coursel that the CGUR would support the setting up of the cooperative research network%. He thought that this and the funding operation involved some difficult
problems and oalled for some coordinating body to organize and channel funds.
One
possibility
wa% to have an annual meeting between the institution
directors and the network
coordinators who had authority to distribute
funds. He expressed the opinion that a% much
as possible of the workings of the programme should be handled by the scientists
actively
engaged in the research.

405

406.
The Chaiman pointed out, however, that while appreciating the various points
made by Dr. Rendel, it wa8 the job of TAC to report to the CGIAR in response to matters
which had been properly placed before it by the co-sponsors, and in the matter of research
on water buffalo TAC had not formally responded to a proposal fram Pakistan.
The procedure
wou?d be that TAC examined the report of the expert consultation
and made recommendations
It wa% possible that TAC might just endorse what emerged
of its own on the basis of this.
from the consultation,
or it might find it neoessary to make suggestions or amendments,
such as
or even reject the ideas, He indicated that there were a number of possibilities
assisting the further development of the good work at present being done in the Philippines
and &dia, and the building up of a collaborative
programme with other members. Another
possibility
was that bilateral
donor% support the work in each country and the OCIAR sponsor
However, he did not wish to %ee any of the options prethrough TAC frequent consultations.
empted although any idea% fed in to the consultation
from FAO or elsewhere were welcomed.
The assistaurce of FAO in srrsnging the consultation
was also appreciated.
407.
The Executive Seuretary informed the meeting that Dr. Iadamba would be representHe added that TAC had engaged Dr. Ross Cockrill
as consultant
ing TAC at the consultation.
and had specifioally
charged him with writing of the report.
408.

After discussion on a number of euggestions for inclusion of other country partithe Chairman invited the Seoretariat to confer with FAO
cipants in the expert oonsultation,
for finalization
of the %rr%ngements,
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409.
To take t3Livantage of Dr., Rende18s ~~se~~~ the Chairman raised the matter of
the proposal for an animal genetic: resources board which he had learned of by way of a
letter from a professor of genetics at the Australian Rational University.
He had not
yet received a copy of the proposal b?at hsd been given a document from a working group
for cooperative research on breed ~~rn~~~#o~ and cross-breeding held in Warsaw last June,
whioh he felt was germane to the ~r~~os~~
410.
He informed new members that when TAG had previously discussed the gene conservation of crops it had explicitly
decided not to recommend any activity
in respect of animal
This, however, did not preclude TAC from oonsidering the matter again but would
genetics.
do so only after it had been placed on the agenda at the requast of a sponsor or by himself, and the latter alternative
was only possible after he had received a formal proposal.
411.
In the meantime he would inform the one correspondent of the previous TAC decision
and that the proposal for an animal genetic resources board would not be .a matter for early
of the sponsors wanted TAC to examine a proposal
consideration
by TACO He added that if
then they were entitled
to ask this of TAC.
412.
It was made known to the meeting that the reason why the proposal had not been
tabled at this TAC meeting was that the proposer had seen that it was not included on the
agenda and therefore had deoided there was no urgency to present it.
Arrangements for CINKYT Review Mission,

larch-April,

1976 (Agenda Item 8 (bu

413.
The Executive Secretary reported that everything was in hand for the ClI0TYT review
mission and that the team members as well as C
T had been provided with the necessary
documents. Dr. Hanson had suggested some minor changes to the terms of reference but basically they were the same as used in the IRRI review0
414.
He commented that the itinerary
of the mission had been changed at the request of
Dr. Hanson from that which had been tentatively
planned during the 11th TAC meeting held at
Instead of the mission teem splitting
and some visiting
the winter
ClMNYT in October last,
wheat programme in the United States while others visited the maize programme in Guatemala,
Dr. Hanson had decided it woddbe better to bring the people from Oregon as well as from
Turkey, where CIMBYT had a major wheat breeding progrmme underway, to Obregon where CI&iMXT's
winter wheat progrsmme was essentially
based, And further,
in place of the visit
to
Guatemala it was suggested that the research directors
of several of the Central and South
American countries be brought to CIMMYTto have discussions with the mission.
Dy coincidence
this was the same arrangement as had been suggested by the teamleader, Dr, Riley.
415. On the point mentioned by the Exemtive Secretary that Dr. Banson was keen to have
the team leader and, if possible, other members of the mission meet with the CIXMYT Board of
Trustees to discuss the main conclusions of the review, the Chairman intervened to point
out that such discussion should be limited to an oral statement of the tentative
views
formed. As in the case of the IKRI review the teem leader of these TAC missions could only
be committed to having frank discussions with the Bozzds of the problems emerging and the
nature of the mission*s tentative
thinking but in no way should be committed to stating
firm conclusions.
416.
The Executive Secretary commented on the problem of deciding on the duration of
Dr. Hanson had indicated that he thought the two weeks
these quinq,uennial review missions.
alloted was not sufficient
time.
With the IRRI review the 3-week itinerary
was first
considered to be too much but after their experience most of the IRRI mission team h&X decided
it was not too much. The IRRI itinerary,
however, included a full week in the field whereas the ClMMYT mission,'as
presently planned, would not be spending any time in the fields
outside Mexico.
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The Chairman then raised the issue of the proper procedure in reporting since
it had become known to him that a member of the CIHMYTreview mission had requested a
This did not Seeman unreasonable request but he
copy of the report of the IRRI review.
wished to express his firmness abaut the need to limit the distribution
of a TAC document
before it had been finaliaed
and cleared by TAG. St was TAG's obligation to report to the
WI& end although the report was that Of the review
mission TAC would endorse it, or if
of viewpoints,
necessary, suggest modifications

417.

On being informed that the IBBI review report would be in final draft form before
the CIJ&ET review he thought it WOdd be helpful for Dr. Riley and his colleagues on the team
to have copies so that they could see the kind of report which would evolve.
The meeting
a,greed to this proposal.

418.

The Chairmen concurred with a member's contention that two weeks was inadequate
419.
for the CIXNIT review end that the review mission should as far as was possible visit
all
the oountries where major outreach progranxnes were being carried out. He recalled that unfortunately
there had been no real cooperation on this matter from the start of discussions
in mid-195 and although there had been an improvement in CDrQgYTfsunderstanding of the
mandate of the review and some promise of an enlargement of the mission's itinerary,
the
letter from Dr. Hanson which bed only just arrived now stated that for reasons of cost,
time end government sensitivities
the original proposals were not feasible.
The Chairman
felt that the original idea of the mission visiting
other countries where ClMMYThad ongoing work, should not be abandoned unless TAC could be satisfied
that the review mission
had the means available to make some assessment of the outreach .progremmes. Otherwise TAC
would be failing
in a very important matter which had already been the subject of a controversial
debate in the CG. He felt reluctant to go along with the notion of bringing
of the mission
people from Turkey to CIMMYT. Rather he wished to explore the feasibility
Was this impossible, he asked?
visiting
other countries.
The Executive Secretary pointed out that it would be difficult
because Dr. Riley
420.
would not be able to spend more time travelling
to other countries.
In fact one of the
main constraints
on time was the availability
of Dr. Riley a~ teem leader,
He added that
one advantaged having Professor lcCalla in the mission wes his wide experience of the
outreach programmes of all the Centres - he had recently carried out en evaluation of
these for IFPBI, or was in the process of doing so - and it was hoped that the team would
get some first-hand
information from him. Also it could be anticipated that Dr. Blumenschein,
who was a member of the mission, would provide information on ClMMYT"s work in Latin America.
He understood that CIMKFT was proposing to bring to the Centre not only a member
421.
of their own staff in Turkey but also a Turkish wheat scientist.
Likewise a scientist
from
the Oregon progremme would be invited and in the case of the Central American countries
it was planned to have several national research directors as well as ClXUT's own regional
maize scientists
discuss their programmes with the mission.
422.
At one stage visits
to Pakisten, Lebanon and Algeria had been mooted but due to
the civil strife
in Lebanon and the problem of logistics
with a visit to Pakistan, as well
es the difficulty
of resolving the dilemma of whether it was wheat or maize that should
be looked at in this country and also in neighbouring India, the compromise solution of
having everything focussed in Central America was accepted.

423.

The Executive Secretary mentioned that he was bothered by the fact that he h&
not seen sny reference to the suggestion that people from either CIAT or IITA should also
be invited to CIMWT to join in discussions with the mission.: He thought this was an
important omission which should be raised.
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The observer from the 03 Secretariat pointed out that the maize programme at
424.
CUT had been taken over by CBBWl! and the former maize breeder there was now working on
beans. He felt that the programme at IOTA, however, was very important for the mission
to know more about and there was a need to consider a representative from IITA.
One memberwas of the opinion that it was perhaps necessary for TAC to t&e a
4250
special. look into the problem of miSSiOn'S making an effective evaluation of outreach
activities
of the Centres. He suggested that one approach would be to select four or five
countries in which a number of the Centres had outreach progremmes and then try to obtain
some assessment of outreaoh per se and not in connection with a specific Centre's activities.
426.
Another matter he raised relevant to mission procedure overall was the need to
have some carry-over of experience from one miseion to the next. He expressed regret that
there was no one in the Cl?QKYTreview team who had worked on the IRRI review mission.
A TAG memberwho was on the IRRI mission mentioned that he had found the visits
427.
to the three different rice growing areas prior to the detailed disoussions at IRRI absolutely
essential to his complete understanding of both the objectives of some of the programmes
in the laboratories and the problems and constraints under which the staff were working.
He stressed that this was too vital a part of the review to dispense with lightly.
He
added that he fully realized the problems of getting an expert panel together and the
chances of mounting the sort of teem which TAC would like deareased exponentially with every
two to three days added to the duration of a mission of two weeks. He did not see the need
to have the mission visit the appropriate countries in the one spell and suggested having
a field trip organized in one area for three or four days followed by a couple of weeks
later by a similar field trip to another area followed ss;y, a month later by the review proper
at the Centre concerned. He believed that it was easier to fit a number of busy people into
two or three short absences that attempt to get them all together for three to four weeks
in one stretch.

Another member thought it was apparent that the outreach programmes in different
4%
areas required different approaohes and he supported the suggestion that perhaps TAC should
treat this aspect of Centres' work in a special way.
Bringing the.discussion to a conclusion, the Chairman thought that all the important
issues had been raised and since there was little
time before the CIwBlfpTreview took place
it was hard to make substantive changes to the itinerary,
In order to resolve some of the
more apparent problems he requested a number of members to meet with him and the Secretary
next morning.
429.

Arransrements for the CIp Review Mission, Autumn 1976 (-Ma

Item B(d)1

The Executive Seoretaq stated that there was nothing to report.
He had distributed
a letter from CIP to the new TAC members so that they were in the picture.
This was the same
letter distributed at the 11th TAC meeting in October and there had been no change since then.
He indicated that he was hoping to visit CIP before the Ray meeting of TAG and would discuss
the terms of reference, composition and itinerary of the CIP mission with Dr. Sawyer and
his staff.
430.

.
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The Chairman intimated that this was a matter which Br, Kopper had wanted to have
brought baok into TAC disoussions. There had been previous discussion on the subject and
relying entirely on memoryand one or two reoent experientes with regard to restating the
nature of this subject, he reoounted that TAC had ranged in ideas from having mobile teams
studying cmgfneering
systems to an attempted integrated approach where all the water prob
lems could be studied at one plaoe. He felt that TAC had retreated from both extremes and
more or less had left it to the Centres to deal with this subject alone. TAC expected, and
rightly so) that as water was an importivnt factor in crop production the Centres, although
essentially crop-oriented or systems-oriented zhould in dealing with water either uder
rainfed or irrigated conditions give attention to the moisture-orop relations,

431.

Because of the environment they worked in, some Centres had to give more attention to research on water use and managementthan did others. At ICRISAT, for s~piae, the
work on farming systems under semi-arid oonditions was aimed at making the most efficient use
possible of the available water. Likewise in the programmeof PCARDAit was anticipated
that research on different weys of water storage and utilization
would be an important
component.

432.

The Chairman remarked that he was troubled by the faot that TN h& not had f'-u.~ther
disoussions on this topic. He referred to a document whioh had been produaed,under the
auspices of IIIRC but unfortunately this study which was mainly oriented toward engineering and
large-scale reservoirs, and 80 on, was not very relevant to thergecific problems of the
Centres. Therefore, he thowht it was time that TAC had a fresh look at the state of the
art and he had asked PAO's assistance in providw an up-to-date survey of the research in
this field partioularly
to reveal if there had been any significant developments in water
use end managementunder conditions of soerce water supply. He suggested that this topic
be discussed at the October meeting.
4331

A memberpointed out that the last time TAC had discussed this subject it had
434.
oonoluded that because it was olimate- and location-speoifio
it was necessary to develop
and test methodologies for individual cropping regions. It was not possible to rely on
general engineering and physical concepts. For this reason TAC had considered that this
was one of the sciences that each Centre should develop aocording to its specific needs.
However, he thought that TAC had not sufficiently
emphasized that Centres should be realPf
developing research in this field and.he expressed astonishment at how little
wor’k was
being carried out in water use and managementat IRRI. Admittedly the Centre 'was primarily in a situation where there was no shortage of water but he felt that ss they were
dealing with irrigation
and were developing more research on dryland rice growing there
was a need for information on suoh aspeots as wattsr budgeting, depth penetration, water
storage, and so on*
He doubted if there was a need for (M overall revdew of rasearoh on the eubjeot
435e
sinoe from his own knowledge there had been no outstanding advenoe made* He felt,
however, that there was a need to know what the Centreee were doing. He believed that ES
survey of the Centres would show that throughout the whole IARG system the total number
of people working in this field was quite inadequate.
Another membermentioned he understood that China had developed significantly
436,
in suoh aspects as use of water, water sonservation snd managementand he hoped that some
information on this could be inoluded in reports to the October meeting.
ment
Other memberssupported the oall for more work in water use audm
437.
paxticule,rly in relation to the problems in the Sahelian zone as well az other areas receiving higher rainfalls but where better water manqpment oould PeaLi to increased crop
produoticm,
The FAO representative
TAC to the Director GeneraL

438.

said that he would be pleased to pass on the requezt of
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The Chairman informed the meeting that the position TAC had reached as regards
qaculttie
research was that it recognized the importance of fish, but particularly
the
cultivation
of fish in inland waters, as a part of the total food supply hopefully available to the masses of people in the world, From the beginning TAC had declared a noninterest in the cultivation
of products such as shrimps, designed purely for the more
affluent markets* TAG!had made a thorough investigation
of 'aVCu.lture which revealed
It appeared that there was a good deal more capital equipment
a peculiar situation.
available for research and development then there was the actual skill to undertake reof difficult
problems but nonetheless
seexcho Also there were very clear indications
some signs of significant
breakthroughs being made. In addition it was seen that the
development of aquaculture in relation to the inland waters of Asia was quite considerable.

439.

He recalled that TAC had reported to the CGIAR that they considered this field
440.
of research very important and that the,major imediate priority
was in training more people
to undertake research. At the same time TAC wanted to indicate the importance of research
The matter was then both relieved and in
by encouraging one or two partioular
efforts,
some weys made more difficult
by IDRC picking up the reoommendations of TAC end very helpfully giving effect to theme
As far as TAC was concerned, however, the Chairman did not want the impression
formed that this was all that needed to be done. He thought that there had been considerable further progress over the last two years judging hy what he had seen in India.
He
proposed that TAC make another examination of the state of aquaculture and discuss it at
the October meeting to see if a further recommendation could be made to the CG. He looked
to the countries concerned, IDRC, and the strong element in FAO to provide the necessary
baolqround documentation.

441.

In response to the Chairman's invitation
for comments one member said he was
442.
rather unhappy in that after having stimulated so much thinking as well as the work by
some groups TAC was seeing very little
in the wey of results except for the fact that
some bilateral
donors and IDRC had picked it up, He viewed aquaculture as having considerable potential
in relation to the nutritional
needs of people. He stressed the importance of having information from all the various sources available for the October
meeting.
The Deputy Executive Secretary informed members that recently he had met the
443.
leader of the IRRC teem which had just completed a mission in the Per East and which was
making some fairly
firm recommendations to IDRC for the establishment of an advanced
The proposal was that this should be centred
training oentre for aquaculture research.
He added that IDRC would, in due course, be releasing the
at Iloin the Philippines.
ies.
report to TAG and other interested
p
444.
Information on other activities
which members provided included the setting up
of an aquaculture centre in Hawaii supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, an ADC workshop on the social science needs in the Southeast Asian area, the extent of research in
in Switzerland,
and a
the U.K., the large scale study of the Battel lemorial Institute
recent symposium on aquaculture in the Philippines.
Banana Collection

445.

in New Guinea (Agenda Item 8 (unscheduled sub-item)1

The Chairman mentioned that he had received a letter from a research committee
essociated with the Foundation for Biological Research in New Guinea informing him that
it had quite valuable collections
of banana germ plasm, end being concerned that this
collection
was more difficult
to maintain under uonditions in New Guinea,.hadasked if it
could be taken over by the IBFGR or linked with other collections.
He reported that he had
passed the matter on to the Chaikman of the IBPGR for comment.

The Chtirman refersed to the let%er he had received 03 this subjeot and which h&
been circulated to TAC members. He Said that he we.22hesitazxt to place this matter on the
wnda since it was one reoeoeiving attention from scientific
aoademies around the world, and
~a.43regretfully
in his opknion lending ftsel f ts too much ~e~sat~ona~isj~ and statements
r2;m-t what had happened to the elkmates in the world, which when examined did not staunnh
Alse as this was a long term problem it was of less concern to
up to scientific
testsI
~e~~~i~~~~~ TAC mi
e $G
% of nifr
Bb as Bra a%
F
43m3eand cc6
m

i 446,

A member informed the meeting tha% with the advent of satellite
&otog~,@~ it
4478
was possible to explore if there was a red effect of change in oZimate and weather on a
that %hese efforts sxteded the s~appo~+.
globaS. 'basis o However, he did net see ary iikelihood
of the CGIAR.

Merges of the TAC Crti

e and 'Plant Ritrition
Legumz+

Snbcommittes

(Agenda Item 8
.-

As a result in the large chwqe in the membership of TAC, the Chairman suggested
44%
combining the legumes and plant n&r Ltion subcommittees into a new committee with memberDrs. Swaminathan and B.ttan as co-ohairmen, and Drs. Blumenschein,
ship as follows:
Ajibola-Tq~;ylor and Kadamba,
He saw the immediate need in oonneotion with plant nutrition
4yxJ
cmuhd be done in the field of organic sources af n&rients,

was to sort

out what,

J31-,Euttan mentioned that they had not got ver; fax in ear:lier dsstm3sfom but
4%
plaed. to dea!. with items such os organic m&"&r preservation and use8 vi&xge-level
nitrogen, kinds asz"production and s~s-tems of ~~~a~~atio~* a.nndthe poter:tial of biological
assimilation,
at the subcommittee meeting ts he held immediately prior to the 13th TAG
at Los B&ioe.
or, Swaminathan!, far the benefit of the -two new members to the legumes/nutrition
cormnittee mentioned that right from the beginning TAC had been oonoerned about the whole
question of plant nutrition
and had tackled the matter from t,hree angles,
Cne was purely
from the use of chemical fertilizers
aud an outoome of this was the SFDCand its concern
in var5oue aspects of lea&tng lossesc AncM?.er was biologic&i
nitrogen fixation
which TAC
had aoQked at in its totauty,
*and 3x? 51?bYl wm OTpli, * matter conservation zd utilize=
tion,

4%

The Chaiman concluded disoussion on this item asking the Secretariat
455
new members had aI: the relevant dorxments Govering previous discussions.

to ensure

The !:b,tirma.n remarked that the ma%ter of CAT33 we.~ one of considerable debate and
54,
discussion previouslgr and he thoqht he ha3 delivered a very clear verdict from TAC;to the
tX$IAB, a verdict whioh he knew do be entirely
satisfactory
to the Intez4merirxn
DevelopHe recounted that TAC had brought notice to
ment Bank, USAD and other donors involved.
thee major deficiencies
in the proposals and the experience of the.centre,
One was that
TAC was not hapw with the apparent absence of close relations
between CATlh: and the national.
resaaroh system. There was also en understandable absence of a link between CATIE and
Thirdl.yLgr,TAC felt that the management capacity
CUT but which needed to be established,
b ambitious programme was to be sucetessfu%ly
of %he oen%re wotid have to be improved if 4,:~
ia~ched, TAC:had therefcre stipld.a%.ed %EYH3inQO??bEi;z~nditions tha't; were understood and
we= aocepted,

Although CATIE had mad@apparently considerabl% progress towards meeting these
conditions the matter had unfortunately
been referred back to ThC as a restit
of wscheduled
visit
to CATIE by the President of th% World Bank. It seemed that one of the problems arose
from the Director of CATIE wishing to be treated in the same wsy as the director of an International Centre and wanting CATIE recognized as en international
body working within the
CC system. But as the Chairman pointed out C&PIE was mainly finanosd through bilateral
donors and not by the CC as were the International
Cent??%&

455.

In response to the Chairman's request for som%clarifioation
of the letter from
Dr. Elgueta in which he had indicated that CATIE was keenly interested to be recognized by
TAC as an international
centre with all the requisites
of such but with regional objectives
and with a programme that was not oriented to commodities, end so on9 Dr. larceno said he
could not shed much light on th% matter except to report that Dr. Wellhausen had been
appointed Chdrman of the Board of CATIE and had considered all of TAC"s comments, that
the review of the research programme was anticipated in June ) and that Jorge Soria was currently acting as director of the centre while Dr. Elgueta was convalescing after a serious
automobile accident.

456,

With this additional information to hand it app%ared that things were proceeding
in the right direction,
It would be a matter for the CC to decide it CATIE should appear
at Centres Week. As far as TN's support was concerned this would be limited very precisely
to certain activities
it hoped would be carried on.

457.

It was agreed by the Committee that the matter of CATIEss status should be discussed with the Chairman of the CC and if necessary brought back on to the agenda of the M+y
or October meeting of TX.

458.

The Chainaan
459*
that they were sorry t

a oommyta Dr. Elgueta
a ep%eayreopen*
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the I?40 Conference
460.
~~~~ad to that sectfou of the PA0 Conference &port
Thei lbmltive
rcula%ed to me&ers.
The bad0 worki
dealing with researoh whioh
document,
also eirculatsd at the la0t meeting
TAG, had besn very well reoeived by the Conference
a& had recalled in a ~~t~~t~~s
~~s~s~o~ frm which three reW2.utions had resulted,
461.
outri80 t3uppotied
Both developed and
bad.0 mrorntaaendatiom~2 %h8 work
9 suppcwting prti
ch aud to support enrt;ension
al work to &mm&hen natioua.,P re
The latter
related to the application of the results of research.
a numb8r of dslegatiom.
stress
462.

era1 content and
the need for adtitioant activities
need
given 80peeofaP

The three resolutions consisted of a
tion and one to the e~tab~~~

aera zE&ur%, 0 related Qo biological
~~te~at~o~~ hardwood pulp ma paper
mPma%oe
ko T&Ys earlier disoumiionr,on fore&q.-,

peoxity to wor3con Mologioal nitrogfm fixation.

eat4 of research re
momaemphasis were Skated in the docment and he
463.
would not repeat them, Somewere ahso reiterated in the gmeral~resolutfoa.
464.
The activities
of the @E&R, and&y fznplioation, of TAC were ~~~~~~ md the
es3tbr
support given by the CcfIBRto both in%ernationaI, centres and national
networks. was ei@msiz;ed as of importance.

3%~ Chairman opened &mussion on this item briefly rc-stating
for the benefit
of new mcnbcrs tko proposal made earlier by TAC for recognition of t,he IET'SCYprogramme of
the University
of Illinois
as an international
effort worthy of.additional
international
Difficulties
had been cnoountered by the Ct?UR however in implementing
financial
support.
However soyabean was a crop
the proposal which, unfortunately
still
remained in abcyanoe.
of major importance and kc, in commonwith other members of tkc Committee and of the CGIAR,
felt that TAC should reopen the question of how to deal with tke problems encountered and how
best to encourage the development of rcscaroh on the production and use of soyabeans,

rc;4L

The problems met were of two kinds, stemming from the ossible threat to univer467.
sity swreignty
by loss of control
wer a major university activity Pnot insurmountable with
adequate good-will on botll sides), and the more serious difficulty
met by some donors in
contemplating financial
support to. an institution
based in a developed country.
Proposals
had been worked out to avoid this latter difficulty
also, by suggesting support only for
outreach activities
in the developing countties, but to no avail.
A development of this
proposal might form the basis for the CommittecVs discussion.
This suggested development was based on the proposition that a strong tropical
qbs.
soya research effort should be established in an appropriate country and environment, w:hich
oould draw on INTSCY as a resource base but which would be itself
CGIAR supported.
Both
Brazil and IITA had been sugges-ted as suitable country sites for such an operation.
Without
further up-dated documentation the Chairman did not seek a full discussion, this could be at
a later meeting, but he would appreciate esnbcrs views on how tke Committee should prooeed

further.
469.
At the Chairman's request Drr RluPlsnschein indicated 13razilta firm interest in
the proposal. Rraail was tbe ccoond'laqcrt pro&mm of e-bean8 and kad devclopcd a vem
:
active national soyabcan recearoh oentrc whioh
already in very close oontact with tke
results had already been obtained,
IIVTSOPprogrammc. Sons very interesting rei3c
especially in biolo&oal control of pests and systems which, utilizing
two different regions
of the oou&q@emittcd
brcedere to achieve three generatione in a year*
He would not
antioipate the official reaotion to a propoeal to host an international ccntre or suboentrc
but anticipated t
fullcat oooperattfon being offered at tke teohnioal level.
Already other
rica were asking u0e of results from Brazil.
ctmtres in Latin
47%
Pointing out that botk Illinois
and the Brazil soya work ~88 in agro-climatic
zones more temperate tkcn tropical8 several membersmgrced tkat a sub-oentrc in the tropica
was the real need, in order to hasten tkc dcvclogaent of soya in the tropics,
This could
certainly be ackicved in Brazil, if .tkat country wac willing,
and CIAT had skown an interest
in cooperating with mya woxk in tropical area8 of Latin America and might be considered as
a partiopant

in ajqv proposed re&onal

work.

The need for work on soya in the tropics, rather than oontinuing attempts to
teoknology was confirmed
allaubecquent speakers.
Many attempts to
.introduce coya auocescfullg in the tropics had failed, and many different reasons kad been
471.
transfer

temperate

advanced, ranging from pkoto-period sensitivity
of temperate varieties
(which had now been
to pest and disease attack and inadequate
overcome to some extent in INTSUY varictics)

modulation.

Referring specifically to the programmeof IITA, where a ooopcrative programme
472.
witk INTSOYwac alree
under oonciderationp and the great potentiirl for soya in Africa
(cxccpt in the really wet tropics where light intensity
might be insufficient),
several
speakers referred to the need for an examination of not just research needs in soya
production,but
to other aspects of production development and utilization.
Tn other words
a strong'outreach effort.would be needed to improve the very limited eucccss which had ao
far been achieved in those African countries 'wkiak had entered soya production not only: for
internal
consumption but for trade also.

"

f0 .‘,?‘i?
Therefore a comparison of the two proposals WO?lldbe of great 7,?Et,].7.F:
Committee in its further deliberations
and it was mooted that the Secretariat s3ould .~ake
contact with IKPTSCrp,with the Erazillan authorities and with CUT and 7ZTA in order tc
obtain comparative views on research potential. of the two regions considered.
%phasi;::
should be on the possible advantass to be gained by strengtkenirg the national. research
capacity, from the point of viex of its contributing
to increased productfori, rather th.e,n
on s-i-rengthening of the IETSOK p0grme~

473.

The Committee was informed that the pro,--amme of IfBTScrYwas to receive
4740
continued and probably increased .support Iron tlhe YSiYID, fo2loxing a recent review cl ita
activities
which had pointed up, inter alia, the need for additional outreach supportn Scme
research was being supported on t~iEtion
of soyabea.n as a food2 in addition to the
basic research on its improvement as a crops
The stationing
of an YlXTSoTI”
team at IIT:i w.3
also confirmed, and encouragement WaSbeing given to research on nitrogen fi.xation Qr.od1.il.2.“,ic~~)
n py(-Jp;-ow~
01’
and seed-storage, both problems of express interest in t%e tropics,
i? SumE.el~~
at IXFSOP was provided for members. .
Reporting on work in the tropics wlitB soy&%eaz two ~embr?~~
referred to the
excellent results which had been obtained, with yields of 4 - 5 ton/ha from crosses 0-y K.ocal:
‘Hhilst other grain legumes such es cowpea, chick-pea, and l-iigesnand introduced germplasm,
pea remained the most important species there ww undoubtedly scope for enhanced :4ork in
collabcrzt~on in a notuork,
soya, probably best approached through inter-country
The prob=lems appeared not to be in the area of yield, b3-t rather in its acceptance as a foori crop D

475.

476.

In t!:e latter connection it was pointed. out Cat soya ‘ned mul.tiplc uws - as an
2,g.j.rr.d feed, as a source of oil, as a green vegetable and as a dry bean with mr.yiy
:‘0.2%
There was therefore some need to discuss what soya was really wanted for, and to
uses.
T>iS
ensure that any research was popePly oriented towards t:le appropriate end. use.
pJ03fid,cer-tainly entail t:re sort of local specific research vrhich could be best dc3.e P-‘. t’,e
national level in a network approach, following t’ne pattern already established by IiTSo’r’p

477.

It WRSs11.~~s-ted
t:?erefore ,t%a-t;tFe TAC s?ou.i.d examine -t!~e aonsw?pti<>;.l WV:
0”
in view nf -the very cnnsidrrd3le c:~iltrit~~t.i~iz
nutrition
aspects of soyabean ) particularly
especidly
in infant feedins,
A
it hzd ;nade to the problems of protein malnutrition,
complete literature
survey would, it was agreed, assist the Conni-ttee to rea.ck some c~:~:c?~-,:P~::,~s
on the question of utilization
and the type of research which needed to he 3dertz’ken irl
respect of t’7e va?giom llsesa

9
,evai-21 members gave further infornetion
to t::e Committee on the very ;-: \j ,:;:: .F,
,
azlr:
it
was
remarked
that
at
?-east
two
of
t’
.e
International
c~trec
?ztilization
of t?o crop
riere ;il.rea.d;~ :ising it in oropp5.n~ systefls programmess It rJr?Srof ? owcver sqge s -tecl i. ‘~2t
o-they cer^tres t!*.an IIT.? ~:?o~ld. interest themseXves in soya except es part of theS.r s?;:;te’:c<
war? drlcl as participants
in any networ?<
might be’established,

479.

j-

?

which

48Q.

In omening
ty.1.ediscussion in closed. session t’7.s Chaimw
*
,qif?e ranging i?ic-cussion t?.Sch’b.~rl ensued, vhich hd prover1 verv use?ul

,prc)hlem3

to

+inh

TAr:

needed

to

,rri.ve

its

ai;l;ention.

In. Via

l”i&t

nf

remarked on tl!e 3vcr;r
j.n highl.ighfing
.t;lhis

disc7m3icr7

L1.p
1 e

Tcld,

t.?;i.!, -tl:e is9114 f2oing
the Committee W12.sCo ‘lancer 3 qll.ediotl of ‘i10~to ~irc*amv,?*~
I, .t’,‘t>i‘i. ‘Y-i.c:d ties experienced over -t’qe ee.rlier 2:ecommenC;atio:but rn.t!!er the need ‘Per a, re~sdtatprwnt,
01
,:I 1’
p-l,‘h07
rhero
soyabean work WRS?-;ei!:g done, tir9 ranfl of .totd
intars?t in ‘r:20 crop, ,1;?.
cr.itio4.
qder-tion of Il-biliaation,
which w&c: felt to Y~avebeen underestimated, and the need
for a fresh look at the organizational
approach to the problem.
Phia would require a
considerable input from the Secretariat and other collaborations,
!Phi~ should start, he
falt,with
updating of the knowledge of what IfirPSOYis doing, and whess and what national
&nd intern&tfsnal
oentres are undep%aMng. Z’t would no% be reasonable tlaerefore to undertake alPa of this in Sine for the Hey meeting and it would probably prove necessary to postpone
furtker full disms3ion until htober.

A question was raised by tke Executive Secretary as to what priority
tke TAC
481.
now wished to assign to soyabean research as at its last meeting tke Committee Lad assigned
a top priority
to tke Grope
482.
tke potential
on a potential

One memberfelt

tkat in view of tke ratker diverse opinions expressed about

for soyabeans in the tropics tke allocation
of a priority
rating would depend
for the crop in tke true tropics as distinct
from the sub4ropics.

The Chairman, supported by several members, believed that a consensus had been
483.
reacked witk regard to tkis critical
question, to the effect that it was a high priority
judgment he
However, in view of tke expressed wisk for the soundest scientific
matter.
would like to invite a representative
from INTSOY to assist the furtker deliberations
of the
In tke meantime he would request tke Secretariat
to
Committee, wkether in May or October.
begin preparations for an updated statement on soyabean researck, including that of IEaTpgCY.

-6a-

The CGIAB Review (Agenda Ih'n 181
The Chairman explained to members that the general purpose of the ourrent review
484,
of the ST&? was to Fixamine what had to be don% and whether it was proceeding along the
right lines as well as to determine what w%r%the likely needs for the future and cons%quent:v
the financial
projections
over the ne,xt deead%* As regards the likely future needs, TACrs
advice as an input to the review would be of tremendous importance.
It was,clear that the
question of priorities
would be re-examined and in this respect TAC mey even have the task
of being much harsher thsn in the past about priorities
within th% existing Centres.
The Chairman commented that a r%vi%w committee had been formed head%d by a chairman
485.
and two or three other members who wouid serve in their personal capacity rather than representatives of this or that national, or international
organization.
Me infomed members that
there Nits to be a meeting of the review committee during the present TAC"meeting and a~~~i;h.s,-in
Xarch, and he hoped to repor t on the revisw at the T.&Cmeeting in Eq;r,
486.
lilith respect to the review's consider&ion
of ,what sort of further
were in mind he stated that TAC had not given many illustrations
but what it
important ones such as support of TAC's view that it would be wrong to think
answer in terms of an institute.

devel.opments
had given FJere
always sf an

Eie referred to the faot that the appointed director of the stc.dy;y Dr, (I, C, !dobster,
487.
unfortunately
had to withdraw through :iLlness and that it was proving difficult
to find a
Dr, Webster had made a useful. contribution
in reshaping the tezns of reference
replacement.
of the review.

4%

The Exeoutive Secretary informed members that Dr. Webster had visited him and
made a careful appraisal of the contribution
which TAC made to the system. IIe found that
one asspect D.r* Webster was keen to get a good grasp of was an overall view of the system, He
was concerned that the system had Spwajrs been additive and there raasn't a mechanism, as far
as he Gould see, for reviewing it in its entireQ,v*
Another problem that concerned the review study director was the request in the
489.
like trying to indicate what the success of
original
terms of reference for q7lantification,
'Itizis was a very difficult,
if not
research would be in the future in increasing yields.
impossible, task and the director's
concern was well expressed in the amendments h% had proposed to the terms of reference.
The Chairman agreed with the suggestion that in addition to the priority
statement
490.
a useful input from TAC would be to indicate to the review panel the mzchanisms by r-which TAC
felt that international
agricultural
research could be advanced and give a descri$ion
of
&s pointed out it was better to have TX prepare one
the mechanisms TAC used or advocated,
document from its detailed knowledge of the subject p-a thes than have someone from outside
oome in and pick it up from divers% documents*
491.
The Chairman reiterated
that ‘as far as priorities
for research were concerned ths
TAC document would be the major contribution,
He rem.arked, however, that even in present
structural
relationship
of TAC with the CC, the CG was free to accept or amend any recommendation that TAC put in.
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CRAIR#AN'SSUMNARY
W C~CWTSI~S ARDRECWATIaS
Item 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10)

(on Further Action on

Agenda Item 3 - Report of the IRRI Quinquennial Review Mission
The Chairman explained 5hat the purpoee of the quinquennial review of Centres,
of which IEUZI was the first,
was an examination of their accomplishments and future programmesby a TAC team based on close discussion with the particular Centre's Director and
He emphasized that these review8 were
inspection8 in nhich, for exemple, staff
staff.
were assessed on past perfOrtne.XBZeS.

492.

Because of the importance of these report8 in determining the future of the CGIAR
overall it wes necessary that the missions be well construoted.
The procedure adopted
for this first and critical
IRRI mission, whereby the team was made up of two or three TAC
members augmented with the best scientists that could be reoruited from outside with experience
in the fields related to the Centre, appeared to be satisfactory
judging from the eroellent
reception of the Report by the members of TAC.

4?3.

system

The Chairman pointed out that TAC in its deliberations
on the Report had made
a number of suggestions for alteration in wording and style but not of the 8ubstanCe of the
Report.

4Y4*

He asked that it be clearly understood that as a matter of principle any hange
in the substance of a Report as submitted by a mission team would remain the prerogatyve ofs
the mission teem leader and members and any oomments or additione that TAC wished to make or
suggest would be stated separately but in the same final report for submission to the CG.

49.5.

4%.
In the ca8e of the IRRI Review Report it wa8 fortunate that Dr. Swaminathq the
team leader, and three other members of the mission had been able to meet during the present
TAC meeting to discuss and reach agreement on the amendmentssuggeeted.
The TAC Secretariat was requested to prepare the revised Draft Report of the IRRI
Quinquennial Review in good time to enable TAC members to become fully conversant before discussing it further at the Mey meeting. It was intended that the final position of TAC itself
with respect to the Report would be expreE8ed at the next meeting and that this be incorporated
in TAC'B report to the Cc at their July meeting. The preliminary reactions of the present
meeting indicated, however, a very high level of agreement with the substance of the Report
and on the basis of this the Chairman believed that there wa8 a good likelihood of its unanimous acceptance by the CC.

497.

The TAC had agreed that the quality of the Report had set a high stendard and
thus had very satisfactorily
initiated the sequence of the TAG quinquennial reviews.

496.

Of the specific issues raised during the di8CUsSiOn, that of the need for the
review teem to reach agreement on priorities
within its Own list of recommendations, particularly with respect to new senior po8itions to strengthen the research staff, had already
been taken care of by the subcommittee meeting in Rome.

499.

500.
Another issue which likewise had already been rectified wa8 the need for clarification of the reconrmendations with respect to allocation of resources to upland non-bunded
rice research.
501.

Further to these pointed, TAC had found that there was a need to clarify the proposals for capital installations,
particularly
those for storage of the germ plasm collections
and the associated routine work of the genetic evolution and utilization
team.
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502.
Another point raised and which the Chairman thought could perhaps be incorporated
as part of the TAC report on the IRRI review, wa8 the need to emphEbsizethe recommendations
of the Team on agricultural
engineering research and post-harvest technology. It wae felt
desirable to strees that the idea8 expressed by the Teem in eupport of agricultural
engineering research were in full accord with the views expressed by the TAC in response to an earlier
report on the machinery programme, TAC had agreed that meohsnization in rice cultivation in
countries where there were very ixxansive Yabour 8ysteme aud small holdings should not be of
a character such a8 to lead to the di8plaoement of labour but rather to enable the abundant
manpowerresouroe to produce more rice. With regard to the work on post-harvest technology
TAC had indicated that a8 far a8 lRR1 was concerned it should be limited to the village level
although covering all phases from planting right throqh to the delivery and threshing of the
e

In respect of the IRRI oropping systems programme, to which the review team had
503.
given much attention, TAC felt that a clearer rationale oould be spelt out particularly
in
terms of a proposal for the Centre to initiate coordinated activity in systems work involving
rice.
In other words TAC wa8 suggesting that IRRI should participate in the oversight of all
the work in the CG system that had rice as a major component in the cropping 8yetem.
504.
In conclusion the Chairman reiterated his own personal satisfaction with the report of the IRRI Review Mission especially a8 it had splendidly initiated TAC's review activities.
Agenda Item

4

-

Report of the Vegetable Research Appraisal Iission

505*
Before giving a summaryof the conclusions reached by TAC, the Chairman reminded
the meeting that vegetable research had not been placed in the first category of TAC's priorities and although moral support had been given to programmesin Thailand and the Asian
Vegetable Research snd Development Centre (AVRDC), TAC had not been disposed to recommend
any international effort within the Cc system. In the absence of substantive data about research on vegetables or about the usage of vegetables end their importance in the diets of
people in different regions, TAC had been reluctant to accept the recommendation8 of a
Rockefeller-supported mission for an international centre. In order to try and reraolve
the issue TAC mounted its own mission to appraiee ,the need for additional internationallysupported research.

506.
The report of the mission lead by Dr. larcano had now orystallized TAC's thinking
and although there was still a scarcity of substantive data, a problem which beset the mission members, there appeared to be little
doubt of the need for some form of internationally
supported effort to strengthen vegetable research. However, the majority of TAC member8
While TAC membersappreciated the
remained unclear as to how best it should be effected.
strength of the reasons given in the report supporting the establishment of a new international centre of limited size in combination with a network approach, they were not prepared
at this stage to endorse that approach and had put forward other alternatives for consideraone of the existing International Centres a8 the main coordtion. These included utilizing
inating reseaxoh location in a network of national institutions
or merely developing and
strengthening a network of national research institution8
with one a8 the main coordinator
A third possibility
wa8 the creation of an interand principal seat of the research effort.
national vegetable research board for tropical developing countries which would identify
research needed to remove the major constraint8 to increasing vegetable production in
monitor the
selected Species, channel fund8 to ite support at appropriate institutions,
utilization
and report to the CG.
Apart from this problem of determining the most appropriate organizational form
supported research effort, there were other unresolved but important
points upon which valuable commenthad been made in the review mission's report.
One wa8
the need to determine the correct order of priorities
amongthe many plant species used as
vegetables in the tropics.
507.

of an internationally
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Another ~8,s the need for more information on the real significance of the various
508,
kinds of vegetables in the diet and nutrition of both rural and urban populations.
509*
A third important matter was to know more about the extent of research on vegetable8 and if, in fact, research of any kind was being carried out on the %ativew species
widely oonsumedin the traditional
d.iot.

510.
The Chairman also pointed out the need to reaognize that there were many problems
facing the r%38ea;rCherS
particularly
with regard to determining the real constraints in inFor example, were they mainly
creasing vegetable production in tropical developing countries.
pest and disease problems; or w88 it simply a question of breeding higher yielding varieties;
or wa8 it a matter of storage and dehydration prooessing? He believed that dll of these 881
pects were bound to be important to varying degree8 according to the type of vegetable and the
location.
511.
Although the review mission'8 attention had been directed to vegetables for the
tropical lowland8 and the report, therefore, had given emphasis to the problem8 and needs of
this ecological region, there were other8 such a8 the semi-arid and sub-tropioal region8 in
which etrengthening vegetable research warranted consideration.
512.

In order to have a further full discussion on vegetable reeearoh at the next
meeting in P¶eythe Chairman had aeked the Secretariat to prepare a paper on the issue8 raised
in the mission report and in the debate, and adding further pertinent information where passible to provide a series of option8 as to the relative importance of the different vegeTAG needed a pro-and+on statement about each of the possibilities
and about selectables.
tion of priorities
in the vegetable list.
513.
He also added that in TAC's further and final deliberations,
full account would
be taken of the experienoe gained by the Asian Vegetable Research and Development Centre in
Taiwan.
514.

He concluded by stating his conviction that TAC wa8 moving in the right direction
of reco gniz' ing vegetable research a8 of a higher order of importance than ~88 given in the
priorities
statement which had hitherto bound TAC's judszement.
Agenda Item 5 -

Relation8 with Advanced Scientific
Institutes
Including
International
Agricultural
Development Service

the Proposed

The Chairman first referred to the contribution of Dr. Wortman in presenting TAC
515.
with the detail8 of the proposed functions of the International
Agricultural
Development
Service (IADS) being sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation.
516.
He recalled the previous meeting in Mexico at which, with the limited information
TAC had received, it wa8 thought that IADS might be ooncerned principally
in strengthening
national research. However, it was now evident from Dr. Wortmants paper and hi8 oral pi%sentation that the main objective of IADS wa8 to sasist national governments prepare alter
native strategies for production and development although it would, a8 a matter of course,
concern itself in national research and its application to increased production.
The Chairman affirmed that TAC welcomed this initiative,
apparently being followed also by other countries, as a valuable means of supplementing the wide range of project
and technical Basistance given by several international$qenoies,
especially FAO, and bilateral donors in support of enhanced farm production.

517.

518.

In his judgement the services of IADS were most likely to be prevailed of by,
and most valuable to, government8 lacking sufficient
technical skill in their own civil
servioe struotures to formulate development polioies and to determine the essential elements involved.
There wa8 rea8on to believe, and the charter provide8 the possibility
for
it, that the work of IADS could go beyond that level in which caee it could involve support
from the World Bank, FAO and the larger bilateral
donOr8.
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It was clear that the work of IADS would help complement the research progrsmmes
of i;he International Centres particularly
in their outreaoh activities.

520.
With regard to relations with advanced scientific
institutions,
the Chairman
pointed out that TAC had already suggested that the International Centres should develop
contacts with advanced institutes for work on fundamental constraints whioh limit yields
and on factors of production. 1aq of the Centres had alredy
established these links
and it was opportune for TAC to &iscuss with Centre Directors the best ways in which these
relationships could be further developed. There were two aspects to be considered. Either
a Centre would be seeking assistanoe on a particular problem, or universities
and institutions were looking to work collaboratively
with the Centres. In the latter aspect there
was a need to safeguard Centres from an avalanche of requests to collaborate in well-meaning
but perhaps not completely relevant scientific
work. Thus while TAC and the Centres very
much welcome the developing progrsmme of the National Academyof Science in the United
States to assist both the International Centres and national research programmesin develop
ing countries, they believed that there should be a proper mechanism of establishing these
relations.
521.

The Chairman had noted with great interest the approach of the United Kingdom
Government, for example, in meeting Centres' requests for help on particular problems. He
referred also to the prooedure that Australia had adopted in screening requests for collaborw
tion and for assistance in researoh on particular problems.
522.
TAC felt that procedures of this sort were needed to protect both the interests
of the Centres and would-be donors and this was a matter for discussion with the Centres'
Directors at the next meeting.
523.
An incidental point to the present discussion but which had arisen before and
would be emphasized by the Chairman in his report to the CG in July, was that as a consequence of the increase in linkages between Centres and advanced scientific
institutes
there
was a danger that where bilateral donors picked up some of the progremmesof Centres, TAC
might find itself advising the CG without full information as to the on-going activities.
It was essential that when TAC was asked to pass judgement on the work of a Centre it had
a complete account of the activities
of the Centre in question.

Amnda Item 6 -

Priorities

for Research

The Chairman recalled that the present revision and updating of the TAC priorities
for research began at the Eleventh leeting in Mexico. This led to the paper, tables at the
present meeting, which all agreed was an excellent piece of work on the part of the Exeoutive
Secretary, and which was a revision of the 1973 prioritiea
statement done in the form of commenting on particular matters in the original paper which called for revision in the light
of the Mexico diBCUSsiOn&

524.

He then referred to the various points which had arisen from the discussion of
the paper. The first related to the need for an elaboration of the section on post-harvest
technology, specifically
to reiterate TAC's point of view that the work of a Centre should
be confined to the farm end village level, and further to emphasize TAC's general interest
in the wider aspects of this field of research. As a follow-up he indicated that TAC proposed to invite the Chairman of the CG coordinating group for an exchange of ideas on the
nature of the work required beyond the village level.

525e

526.
The next point raised concerned the position of fore&,-g amongTAC's priorities.
The Chairman made it clear that although TAC recognized that forestzy was related to land
use patterns and that the denudation of forests could have a bearing on productivity of
food, it was not prepared to give forestry research pr se a priority placing. Ae a result of strong arguments put forward b some membersit was agreed that researoh on forestfarm systems development might be appropriate at certain of the Centres, for example IITA,
and that 'there were a number of other problems related to forestry which required further
study. But while agreeing to the need for some interrelated forest studies, TAG was not
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disposed to give forestry research, as a whole, a much higher priority without knowing more
about existing facilities
and the need for research. TAC therefore welcomed the ourrent study
SpOnSOredby IDRC to review the present state of forestry research in developing countries,
and would wish to examine the report of this work before prooeeding any further in this matter.
527.
Turning to the question of priorities
of the Won-fr)od crop@, the Chairman reported that he had made a fairly definite statement to the CC meeting (July 1975) that TAC
was willing to reconsider the position as regards cotton. TAC had in mind making a significant change in the priority
allocation to some crops not grown primarily for food and
cotton was a special case* Rowever there were still some doubts expreSSed at the present
meeting as to whether this judgement should be confirmed and in the light of this snd the
fact that one or two membershad felt that cotton w already be reoeiving adequate research
support in developing countries, it was proposed that TAC seek a further evaluation of the
matter before making a final reoommendation as to the degree of priority
to be accorded this
crop.

TAC had also proposed to look more closely at coconuts which although it had
only modest food importance it was a very important industrial
crop particularly
in the many
islands of the Pacific Ocean where it, in fact, was of major socio-economic impOrtanOe.
There were, however, a number of different research problems and TAC wished to know more
about these and the overall research situation before proceeding further.

528.

The Chairman then referred to the question of climate, water and crop growth
which had been discussed both under the TAC priorities
head and independently.
TAC generally
felt that the Centres should be devoting more attention to relations between weather, soil,
moisture availability
and crop growth although it was recognized that ICRISAT was already
TAC proposed to draw the attention of Centres to
giving emphasis to work in this field.
this matter in future discussions with them.

529.

On the question of vegetable research which had been dealt with earlier, TAC
felt that this was likely to be moved to a higher priority
following the results of a further examination of the needs for international
support.

530.

531.

In addition to these proposals for shifts in priorities
several members felt that
the subject of nutrition research should be given more recognition.
It was agreed that TAC
should be better informed on any linkages Centres had with other institutes
in this field
and what their attitudes were as well as about the proposal to set up an international
programme of applied nutrition research outside.the CC system. Although TAC had given emphasis
in its first priority
statement to the provision of calories this did not preclude an interest
in efforts to raise the protein content of cereals.

532.

Cther matters to which TAC membershad suggested more attention
were the improvement of plantains, bananas, and of the neglected goat.

533.

should be paid

With respect to these pO8Sible shifts in priorities,
the Chairman stressed the
importance of understanding the concept that the priorities
had to be determined in relation
to a fixed level of funds and consequently it wss not possible to add new priorities
without
withdrawing somewhereelse. He wished it understood that notwithstanding the fact that TAC
would seriously put forth proposals for research in new areas or for expanded research in
existing institutions,
it was not going to be wild-eyed; it hadn't been wild-eyed in the
past and it wouldn't be in the future.- TAC had to b7ase.its proposals on the a&mption that
there would be at least a modest steady expansion of financial support in real terms. He
regarded this concept as vitally
important for the CC's view of its own future sinoe if
they were to decide that there could be no expansion of funds then TAC would have to immediately revise the whole priorities
statement.

Attention wss drawn to the need to distinguish between a negleated field of research and a priority justifying the -recommendation for support from the CG. It was felt
that resources should be conaentrated on critical
fields where reinforced efforts seemed
likely to give a relatively rapid psyoff. Whereas some member8saw a danger of pressures on
TAC to widen its priorities
too far, it was pointed out by the Chairmsn that TAC was in a
position to recommenda proposal for research whioh, while not having a priority justifying
CC support, might justify the attextion of the additional source of funds coming from bilateral donors. This, in fact, had been done on occasion6 and TAC would not hesitate to
assist worthwhile proposals in thie prey.
1,: 4.

In this respect there was a general feelin&? that TAC'B activities.
its criteria,
its methodologies and approach to defining priorities
should be more widely known. The
Chairman felt that this information together with TAC'S views on the feasible financial
magnitude of the CG system should be contained in a document separate from that of the
priorities
statement. He thought that this would be of value to the CG's review panel.
535.

536.
With regard to the statement of TAC priorities
the Secretariat had been asked
to prepare a revised paper, taking note of the full debate at this meeting, to provide TAC
with a new overall priorities
document. TAC wished to finalize this at the May meeting SO
that it could be of maximumvalue to the CG review committee. The Chairman believed that
it would offer significant help to them.
537.
He then referred to a matter which although not strictly
within TAC'S Terms of
Reference was nevertheless of considerable importance. This related to his concern with the
possibility
of overlaps between CGIARand CGFPI with respect to support for national research and his belief that this was a proper matter for consideration by the CG review cornmittee as established by the Chairman of the CG. Likewise, TAC*S strong support for socieconomic research inevitably emphasized the need for investment and pre-investment to
translate the results of research into action. He felt that this fact might be highly
relevant to the proper role of the CGFPI and although these matters were not appropriate
for TAC to pass judgement on it was, however, appropriate for TAC to suggest that the CG
s~c:viewcommittee consider the future role of the Consultative Group system as a whole.
Agenda Item 8 (a) - Water Buffalo Research Consultation
535.
The Chairman commentedthat the delays in dealing with the question of water
buffalo research was a matter that had been very much on his conscience at two meetings
of TAC. There had been a slow response to the requests from Pakistan and the Philippines
that TAG recommendthe establishment of an international centre on water buffalo research.
539.
He referred to the fact that the earlier considerations had led TAC to oonclude
that although there was no clear case for a single centre, everything pointed to the need
f'or ntrengthening regional and national efforts and it was to this end that TAC had decided
to devote its efforts.
540.
He was pleased to report that recent progress had been such as to allow him to
promise a conclusion to the matter in the May meeting and that arising from this TAC would
make some recommendation to the CG meeting in July.
541.
The most important aspect of the progress made was the organization of the TACsponsored expert consultation in Singapore from D-13 March. All Asian countries that had
bIiffd0
research programmeswould attend together with participants from Egypt and Brazil.
The purpose of the meeting was to indicate the present status of buffalo research in the
various developing countries, diBCUS8.suitable mechanismsfor the coordination of such
research including, specifically,
mechanismswhioh might lend themselves to international
support. Various options would be presented, including those proposals already submitted
by TAC, whioh would be reported back to TAC in order that a definite conclusion could be
reached at the May meeting.
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Agenda Item 8 (e)

-

Research on Water Use and Mansgement

The Chairman explained that he had placed this item on the agenda again mainly
because of the recognition that Centres would naturally be tending towards oertain aspects
of water usage in relation to their orop=oriented research or their farming syetemsoriented research. However, altho*;dh everyone recognized that water research was important
the Centres did not seem to be doing anything specific about it which had led to some
membersexpressing their concern.

542.

It was realized that part of the difficulty
lay in the fact that there could
be entirely different points of view, for example, that of the engineers who recognized
the need for more dams and better reticulation
systems or that of the plant physiologists
who wished to study the uptake of water by plants and determine the optimum watering
schedule.

543.

The Chairman stressed that he was not advocating a research oentre,
or for that
matter, any particular solution, but merely to bring notice to the previous discussion by
TAC and the need to bring the subject back on the agenda for further serious thought.

544.

He informed the meeting that he had asked FAO to assist in updating the informa545.
tion on the worldwide development in the use of water but more specifically
in relation to
its use in those farming systems where water represents a severe constraint,
the semi-arid areas*
APenda Item 8 (unscheduled) -

that is, in

Weather-Food Interaction

Although the subject of weather-food interactions had been debated under the TAC
priorities
head it had been tabled as a separate item on the agenda primarily in response to
a letter received from Dr. Dahl of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology drawing attention to the research work being done in the field of computer modelling of weather in relation
In particular the letter had drawn attention to the consequences of overto agriculture.
grazing on weather and the weather changes which could accompanymajor afforestation projects.

546.

The Chairman believed that TAC was well aware of these weather interactions but
pondered on the question of the extent to which TAC should enter this field of resesrch in
He thought that in general most TAG members
any wsy by recommendingsome $3 support for it.
felt that the subject was adequately covered by research institutions
outside the CG system.
However, it was his intention to inform the co-sponsors of the approach and report the present
feelings of TAG. If the co-sponsors wished TAC to examine more closely this whole field of
research then it would do so.

547.

yq8.

He stressed that this position which TAC had assumeddid not retract in any wsy
his previous statement that the weather/climate/crop relationship was highly important for
the research of the Centres.

Agenda Item (unscheduled) 549.

Formation of TAC Subcommittee on Grain Legumesand Plant Nutrients

The Chairman commentedon the fact, as known to CG members, that TAC had active
subcommittees - one on grain legumes and another on plant nutrients.
It had been decided
to combine these two into one and the new subcommittee, consisting of Drs. Ruttan and
Swaminathan as co-chairmen, with Drs. Blumenschein, Madsmbaand AjibolaJPaylor as TAC members,
with authority to co-opt outside specialists,
including Dr. Witten, Director of the International Fertilizer
Centre, as required, was asked to meet again and report further to TAC
on the fields of work which had not been adequately oonsidered, particularly
aspects of biological nitrogen fixation and organic fertilizers.
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Agenda Item 8 (unsaheduled) -

Aquaculture

TAC had reported that it considered aquaculture to be sn important part of the
total food supply and as such had proposed certain modest steps which had been picked up
by the IDRC of Canada. TAC believed that the lack of skilled workers was a major constraint
and consequently that training waz a principal need.
5509

Because of the fact that aquaculture was rapidly assuming greater importance
in many areas it had been decided to put it back on the agenda for further examination.

551.

Agenda Item 10 -

Proposals for Soya Besn Research

The Chairman called attention to the fact that soya besn research was one of the
552.
few matters of high priority that had defied the ingenuity of TAC and the Cc to resolve the
TAC had proposed the development of a research network with INTSUY
attendant difficulties.
as the base institute but this had proved unacceptable to the W. The Cc had therefore
expected TAC to re-examine the question and submit new proposals.
Discussion at the present TAG meeting had at first centred on alternative organizational approaches, such as developing a centre in Brazil or at IITA with strong support
from ll?TSUY,
553.

Because five membersof the present TAC had not participated in the earlier
554.
exemination of the subject, the debate to a large part had been wide-ranging covering asof soya beans as humanfood, both directly and indirectly,
pects such ae the utilization
the adaptability of the crop to tropical conditions, both humid and semi-arid, as well as
the most appropriate method of developing necessary research. Although it was decided that
a final commenton the true position of soya beans amongthe priorities
must await further
discussion there was a consensus in support of the earlier high priority view of TAC.
It was agreed that the earlier documentation should be upgraded, especially to
555.
restate the present range of research activity and the extent of the linkages already esand coordinate this
tablished by IRTSOI. The TAG Secretariat was requested to initiate
further work and provide the necessary papers for the next round of discussion which the
At this next discussion on soya bean research, which
Chairman felt should be definitive.
might be either at the May or October meeting, TAC would invite an I?JTSCJY
soientist to participate.
The Chairman reiterated that it was TAC's aim to re-check its views on the research needs. He believed that the outcome would be a confirmation of TAC's earlier views
on the high priority to be accorded soya beans and that they would arrive at a solution to
the organizational problem.
556.

Agenda Item 7 -

Procedures for the Evaluation of Agricultural

Research Programmes

557.
This matter arose out of a request from Dr; Swaminathan, leader of the IRRI
Review Team, for a paper on the evaluation of sgrioultural
programmesfor the guidance of
the mission. The paper, prepared by Dr. Ruttan, a TAG member, set out the principal issues
which the team should deal with; what was possible to accomplish by research; what kind of
research was worth doing; and what inputs were necessary to produce research results and
to enable a research institute
to function in the socio-economic and political
environment in
which it works? The paper also posed the problem of how far an institute should be 'expected
to go in quantifying its objectives.

TAC had recognized the value
558.
the forthcoming CGIARreview.

of

this paper both to the IRRI Review Mission and
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Following a revision of the paper, which Dr. Ruttan had agreed to do both in the
light'of
commentsmade at the meeting and the experience of the lRR1 review team, it will
be further discussed at the May meeting.

559.

The Chairman e-yessed the belief that the paper would undoubtedly create wideIt would
spread interest and for this reason he hoped it would be made generally available.
amount to a very important input for the work of the CGIARreview oommittee.

560.

Agenda Item

15

-

CATIE

The decision to have further discussion on the CATIE request for Ix: assistance
was in response to a request from the World Bank which srose from an apparently fortuitous
visit to the institute by the President, Mr. McNsmara. Unfortunately he had not been fully
briefed as regards TAC's earlier deliberations on the CATlE proposal.

561.

There was a full
in October, 1975.

562.

account. of TAC's discussions in the report of the 11th meeting

The Chairmsn pointed out that TAC had given, in his opinion, a very thorough
and,complete consideration to the CATIE proposal. TAC had quite firmly endorsed the institute's programmealthough it did indicate the need for linkages, which did not appear to
exist at the time, with national institutes in membercountries as well as with CIAT. These
were essential if the programme of CATIE was to have real significance.

563.

He expressed his pleasure at the response from CATlE in the light of TAC's
earlier suggestions regsrding the development of these linkages. Good progress had been made
and TAC now held 'the strong belief that CATIE's status would be quickly and significantly
enhanced by these linkages by rendering its research programne more effective and much more
worthy of recognition in the international scene.

564.

He stressed the fact that TAC had originally endorsed CATIE's programmewith
the proviso that it wouldn't be successful unless the matter of linkages was attended to.

565.

The Chairman paid tribute to Dr. Elgueta, President of CATlE and a former TAC
member, who had been very seriously injured in an automobile accident. On behalf of TAC
he would send good wishes for a speedy recovery to Dr. Elgueta and his wife who was also
injured, but lesssariously.

566.

Agenda Item

18

-

CGIARReview Committee

The Chairman referred to the fact that the CGIARReview Committee was now established although, unfortunately, a start to its work had been hampered by the illness of
the appointed Director.

567.

568.

He mentioned that he had offered the full
which offer had been endorsed at this meeting.

cooperation of TAG and its Secretariat

He believed that TAC would be providing a significant input to the work of the
Review Committee especially in respect of the determination of priorities
for the future
activities
of the CG over the next five to ten years, and ss a consequence he considered
that the TAC would also be able to contribute usefully to the projection of financial horizons,

563.

Several TAC membershad ‘emphasizedthe need for the Review Committee to draw as
fully as possible on the accumulated experience of TAC and while there wss no wish to foreclose the right of the review committee to express its own opinions on priorities
there was
naturally a strong feeling that the main input to the work of the review, in respeot of
priorities,
should come from TAC. The Chairman assured TAC membersthat this was fully
understood by Mr. Baum and his colleagues undertaking the review.

570.
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As he had earlier intimated he believed that a paper prepared by the Secretariat
on TAC's method of work and its approach to, and the criteria for the choice of priorities
would be a useful contribution.
It was agreed that the TAC and CG Secretariats would mainpaper
tain close contaot on these matters and that the final drafts of the new TAC priorities
as well as that on its methodologies would be transmitted to the CG Review Committee as soon
as possible after they had been cleared by TAC in Mey.

571.

Time and Place of Next Meeting (Agenda Item 201
The next meeting of TAC would be in May starting on Sundsy, 9 May, with TAC's own
to complete the work on the IRRI Review Mission, the Priorities
Paper, vegetable
research, water buffalo research, and if possible further discussion on soya beens. It was
also agreed that there would be a general visit to IRRI activities
and facilities
in Saturday,
8 MW.

572.
discussion

573.

collectively
individually

From Mondw 10th through Wednesdw 12th, TAC would meet with Centre Directors,
on the first dw to discuss matters of concern to all of them and to TAG, and then
on the Tuesday and Thursdw (if repuired) to review each Centres' progremmefor

1977.

If there was a need for extension of the meeting into Thursday the Chairman indicated he would be asking Dr. Swaminathen to take the Chair as he would have to leave Manila
on the night of the 12th.

574.

Role of the TAC Secretariat

(unscheduled item1

The Chairman remarked on the importance of the Secretariat in the work of TAC
which would be impossible without a good deal of background work. This involved not merely
but also
organizing meetings and missions, organization of a kind not necessarily difficult,
handling a diverse group like TAC and providing it with the material necessary for its
meeting, which was a more difficult
task. In this respect it was agreed that the Secretariat was.superb in doing this.

575.

The Chairman stated very sincerely that the TAC Secretariat was a good part of
576.
the FAO total machinery and the agenda for TAC meetings would be impossible of proper handlIt was well recoing and resolution without the significant input from the FAO Divisions.
gnized that FAO was the organization with worldwide experience both in development and in
research, and as he had already indicated from time to time, TAC simply could not make progress without calling on the various Divisions of FAO for help. He expressed an appreciation of that help in the past and really looked forward to a continuation of it.

577.
The Chairman in closing the meeting and remarking on how useful it had been,
expressed his pleasure at how quickly the new membershad fitted into the style of TAC and

how ably they had made contributions
the future of TAC.

in their

own right.

This augured very well indeed for
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ANNEXIV

Corrigenda -lo Report of 11th TAC leeting

The following

.

1.

corrigexda have been brought to the notice of the Secretariat:

Pg. 41, para. 256, 2nd line;
For ('.... CAB Bureau of Integrated Pest Control ....a,
Read: ?I.... CommonwealthInstitute for Biological Control . ...".

ii.

pg. 48, para,, 304, 8th line
For I'....

mt
...."(
Read: I*....
JZirst . ..s"+

pars.

305, 8th line;

